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ACADEMIA IN

TRANSITION
Mid-Career Change
or Early Retirement

Carl V. Patton

When research is changing from a chal-
s lenge ,; a chore, new ideas in your

field don't seem particularly relevknt,
or sstlii.t. interests are competing for
your time, what options do you have?
Can you change fieldi, or is early re-
tirement for you? Does your institu-
tion offer an early retirement plan or
support career, retraining? Under what
conditions? What has been the experi-
ence of other universities and aca-
demics with early retirement and mid-
career change?

These are the basic questions ad-
dressed by Carl Patton in ACADEMIA
IN TRANSITION, a timely, informa-
tive discussion of the impact of early
retirement plans and career change on
the professional and personal lives of
professors and on the manpower and
fiscal structures of the universities
they serve. Recently adopted incentive
programs for early retirement, along
with mid-career change programs, are
examined in depth by the author.
The dollar costs of change, the human
eloment, legal and administrative conse-
quences, and the impact upon the age
structure of university faculties are'
some aspects of the problem Patton
deals with in his study. AcCounts 'of
over fifty of the first academics who
took special early retirement options
provide valuable data on the financial,
social, and psychological effects of
early retirement. 9
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Introduction

PROFESSOR GREEN

For almost thirty years Professor Green v ..s an active, productive
member of his department. Early in his career he. regularly taught large
introductory courses and smaller advanced seminars, and he supervised a
number of doctoral candidates. His research was respected; he published
re% larly; and he held his share of committee assignments, including a
stint as chairman of his department.

But things changed in recent years, and Professor Green did not
keep pace. New researchers in his field and in his department (some had
even been his students) were carrying on experiments that Professor
Green had difficulty understanding. The mathematical models were
beyond his grasp. As Professor Green admitted, "I was no longer on the
forefront of my field; I really hadn't been for quite a while. It was diffi-
cult pretending I was."

"My course wasn't popular anymore," he continued. "One quarter
no one signed up for it; another time only a handful of students. . . .

Mostly I was doing research, but then my grant ran out, and I couldn't
find anyone who was interested in funding my work. . . . I felt that I
might as well retire; there wasn't much use in going on. There really
wasn't much for rite to do."

But Professor Green realized he could hot retire. Although he had
been NN'th the university for many years, he was still three years away
from mandatory retirement. If he retired now, his pension would be

I
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2 INTRODUCTION

`smaller than the one he would receive if he waited until mandatory retire-
ment. Retiring early would also mean that he waufd have to live on that
reduced pensior income for an extra three years. It was out of the ques-
tion. "I really hadn't thought about retiring before [the mandatory
retirement ale]. I didn't do a thing to plan for it because I hadn't seri-
ously consivered retirement until my grants ran out andil'udents were no
longer interested in my courses."

About this time, however, Professor Green's university was institut-
ing a special early-retirement arrangement. It had recognized the prob-
lems faced by persons like him, and it was also interested in finding ways
to open the faculty ranks to younger academics, women, and minorities.
So one spring afternoon Professor Green's department chairman spoke
to him about an arrangement which would allow him to retire early, with
the university making up the shortfall in his pension. "The department
chairman brought it up," reported Professor Green. "He suggested that
I could fit into the early retirement program. . . . It really wasn't an
option." Thus. Professor Green retired several years before he had plan-
ned. His early retirement freed him from an unhappy situation while
opening the tin ersity's ranks to new employees with skills mot. in
demand.

While some universities and colleges have started to experiment with
incentive early-retirement options, other universities have begun to
explore the feasibility of mid-career change programs. Rather than
encouraging academics to retire early, these mid-career change programs
attempt to help professors prepare for a career in another field or profes-
sion.

Concerned about acad-mia's diminishing ability to hire young scien-
tists, the Notional Science roundation sponsored research on alternative
incentive ea, ly-retirement and mid-career change programs.' The investi-
gation had two purposes. The first was to collect information useful to
colleges and universities seeking short-run solutions to the staffing prob-
lems caused by slowing growth rate. The second purpose was to
assemble information useful to individual academics contemplating early
retirement or career change.

What early-retirement and mid-career change options are possible?
How effective are they? What are their costs? What does early retirement
mean to an academic? These are the basic questions addressed in this
Nok. By examining recently adopted incentive early-retirement and mid -

c,reer change programs, we illustrate the many facets of the issue: the
dollar costs, the human elements, the legal and administrative aspects,
and the potential impact icon the age structure of university faculties.

16



THE PLAN OF THE BOOK 3

Interviewed for this study were the administrators of increased bene-
fits early-retirement schemes at the University of California, Colgate
-University, Indiana University, the Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy, the University of Pittsburgh, and Stanford University. We also
interviewed program administrators from A. E. Staley Manufacturing;
American Cyanamid; Bank of America; Campbell Soup; Caterpillar
Tractor; Celanese Corporation; Consolidated Edison; Crocker National
Bank; Du Pont; Eastman Kodak; Exxon; General Foods; Honeywell;
International Business Machines; 11.1 International; international Nickel;
J. C. Penney; Metropolitan,Life; Monsahto; PPG Industries; Quaker
Oats; Security Pacific National Bank; Standard Oil, Indiana, and West-
inghouse. Information about the increased benefits early-retirement
options of fourteen other firms was obtained,from data collected by
other researchers.

For information on mid-career change programs, we contacted
representatives of all the firms listed above, plus United Airlines, Ameri-
can Airlines, RCA, Lloyds Bank of Los Angeles, and Boeing Aircraft. In
addition, a representative of the American Society for Training and
Development gave us an overview of training efforts in business and
industry. Information was also supplied by the administrators of two
fellowship programs: the Economic Policy Fellowships of the Brookings
Institution and the Congressional Science and Engineering Fellowships '
of the American Association fo the Advancement of Science. Interviews
were conducted with representatives of the State University System of
Florida and the Pennsylvania State Colleges system, which are engaged
in programs to retrain faculty members for work in new academic fields.

Our information on mid-career change and early retirement in the
military and civil service comes from a search of the literature as well as
from interviews with representatives of the Department of Defense, the
Retired Officers Association, and the House and Senate Armed Services
Committees.

THE PLAN OF THE BOOK

Chapter 1 explains why colleges and universities are interested in
mid-career change and early-retirement programs, and q outlines the
various options now available.

Career options in industry, government, and academia are analyzed
in chapter 2. Unfortunately, little is being done in the area of mid-career
change programs, although several models exist as possible alternatives.
In contrast to this limited experience are industry's long involvement and
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INTRODUCTION

academia's more recent experience with early retirement schemes. After
reviewing this experience, we discuss the military and civil-service pen-
sion system provisions, believed by some to be useful models for acade-

mia.
Since the decision to retire early is such an important personal con-

sideration, chapter 3 is devoted to an analysis of the experiences of
seventy of the first hundred or so persons who were induced to retire
early. Why did they agree to retire early? Are they satisfied with their
decisions? How has early retirement affected their general well-being and
professional activity? Looking back, how do these persons evaluate the
programs under which they terminated?

Universities and colleges have shown interest in early retirement
because they hope, despite severe financial constraints, to find a way to
hire new employees with needed skills. One source of expected revenue is

the salary line released by the early retiree. Do early-retirement schemes

free funds with which to hire new employees? Which are the most cost-
effective alternatives? These questions are discussed in chapter 4.

Chapter 5 examines the manpower question. How will incentive
early-retirement affect the age distribution of university and college

faculties? Can early-retirement and mid-career change programs sub-

stantially modify age and talent distributions? Which variables promise
the greatest effect? The results of changes in tenure rates, death and
retirement rates, outmigration rates, and mid-career change rates are
illustrated.

Care must be taken in the design and adlilinistration of these pro-
grams, especially of incentive early-retirement schemes. Chapter 6 con-
tains a discussion of the funding requirements and tax implications of
increased-benefit retirement programs and an analysis of the legal

aspects of age discrimination.
In the concluding chapter, we sketch the policy implications of mid-

career change and early retirement, present a summary evaluation of the
early-retirement schemes, and outline a number of considerations for
colleges, universities, and faculty members contemplating these options.

NOTE

1. Carl Vernon Patton, Diane Kell, and Joseph Zelan, "A Sufvey of Institu-
tional Practices and an Assessment of Possible Options Relating to Volun-
tary Mid- and Late-Career Change and Early Retirement for University
and College Faculty," mimeographed (Cambridge, MA: Abt Associates,

1977).
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The Rationale
for Career Options

'I

THE STEADY-STATE

Academia's interest in early retirement and mid-career change pro-
grams derives to a large extent from the budgetary and manpower prob-
lems now faced by many colleges and universities. During the so-called
"steady-state,"' some colleges and universities will find that they are
able to hire few young professorsthe very people upon whom they
depend substantially for new ideas and rejuvenation. The problem will
be particularly acute for institutions with large percentages of tenured
faculty members, schools experiencing slow or no growth, and those haV-

ing few retirements. These institutions may find that they are unable to
respond to enrollment shifts and other changing demands. Furthermore,
the steady-state and low turnover may make it difficult for a university to
increase the number of women and minority faculty members at a rate it
considers desirable.'

We will not reanalyze the implications of the steady-state here.' Suf-
fice it to say that American higher education is now faced with a decline
in college enrollments and other problems that suggest that it will need
fewer new faculty members during the next decade at least.' Although
new students might be recruited, an increase in the demand for new
college professors is not expected.' Certain institutions are even now hav-
ing a difficult time supplying their current faculties with students.' Some
of the less prestigious campuses of the large univ'ersities and some of the
less selective small colleges may be especially hard-pressed to attract stu-
dents during the next decade.'

5
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6 THE RATIONALE FO,R CAREER OPTIONS

University and college-administrators have shown the greatest inter-
est in eatly-retirement and mid-career change options, but these pro-
grams may be attractive to faculty members as well. Our research
suggests that, over the years, some faculty members (perhaps a small per-
centage) may become less productive and less interested in teaching, that
some may want to undertake different activities before they retire, and
that for a variety of reasons some professors desire to change careers or
retire earlier than originally planned.

The manpower problem is compounded at many institutions by the
relative youth of the professorial force, recruited en masse during the
education,boom of the 1950s and 1960s. Many young professors, hired in
their late twenties and early thirties, are at least a decade or two away
from retirement. Nonetheless, they may be in fields that are no longer in
demand. The work histories of some of the current faculty members
exacerbate the problem. Although most faculty members were hired for
a variety of purposesteaching, research, advising students, administra-
tionsome of them performed no more than one of these tasks until
recent retrenchments required them to 41oulder other responsibilities. A
few of these persons are unequipped to perform thei new duties. For
example, because institutions have sought to attract students from
groups never before represented on their campuses, some faculty mem-
bers.have been requested to teach nontrPlitional students in off-campus
programs at "inconvenient" times. These ew tasks have not been seen
as desirable by all who have been asked to d hem.'

Still another small group of potential candidates for early retirement
or career change includes persons who have run out of functions to per-
form. Although tney may have been able to teach, research, administer,
advise students, and serve on Committees early in their careers, theymay-
now be unable to handle any of these roles. Because the steady-state has
affected administrative positions too, these persons cannot be "kicked
upstairs." Early retirement or mid-career change might be good for them.

Many problems might be addressed by early-retirement and mid-
career change programs. Such arrangements might be used to respond to
declining enrollments, changes in knowledge, numerical redundancy (too
many faculty members performing the same task), budgetary shortages,
the demand for faculty positions for women and minorities, and the need
for faculty rejuvenation. Colleges and universities have addressed ?hese
problems in other ways, too. Off-campus instruction, evening programs,
and the recruitment of new student groups have been undertaken in part
to deal with declining enrollments and tight budgets. Issuing one-year

4; 0



THE STEADY ST AtTE 7

renegotiable appointments, employing part-time and visiting faculty
members, and leaving faculty vacancies unfilled have also been used to
respond to budgetary problems. In order to employ wumen and Minor-
ities, hiring practices have been modified, but this policy can be success-

ful only if faculty positions are available. Sabbatical; are often intended

to provide opportunities for faculty rejuvenation. Some faculty members

had their teaching and research loads reduced, and their administrative
tasks increased, ;n order to permit persons with more recent academic

training to teach and research.
Although these actions respond to somewhat different problems

(budgetary decreases and the need for different faculty skills), they are
all intended to deal with short-run manpower needs. This is precisely why

some persons consider early retirement a desirable academic policy: one
action responds to two needs. They see early retirement as a way to
reduce costs (or reduce manpower levels) and as a way to open up the

faculty ranks to persons with needed academic qualifications and demo-

graphic characteristics.
Some persons argue that if tenure were abolished, it would not be

necessary to increase the levels of early retirement and mid-career
change. Removing tenure, they claim, would permit institutions to
remove unproductive faculty members and respond to changing demand.
Others argue that making tenure more difficult to obtain would increase

turnover and, by reducing the number of persons with permanent claims

to positions, would give institutions greater flexibility in responding to
changing demands. Although both of these arguments should be, and are

being, investigated further, changes in tenure rules would have an effect

only in the long run since there would likely be an actual or implied
grandfather clause to protect current tenured emplovees.° In fact, these

changes would hardly open faculty ranks to new employees." Their main

short-run effect would be to increase the competition among junior
faculty members for the few entry slots available. Although the long-run
effect of eliminating 'enure might be desirable, administrators who want
o open more faculty slots quickly must look for a different policy."

Most universities have early-retirement provisions as part of their
regular retirement plans. Persons who have reached a certain age, and
who have contributed to the retirement system fot a minimum number of

years, may begin to draw an annuity, but less than they would draw if
they retired at the mandatory age. For a variety of reasons (basically
financial), few persons retire more than a couple of years early under this
option. Thus, institutions have considered increased-benefit or incentive

21



$ THE RATIONALE FOR CAREER OPTIONS

early-retirement schemes. Under these arrangements, persons who elect
to retire early are provided increased annuities that are, in some cases, as
large as those due them at the mandatory retirement age. This financial
incehtive is intended to encourage more persons to retire early and
release their faculty positions sooner than expected.

THE ABQLITION OF MANDATORY RETIREMENT

University and college interest in early retirement has been
heiLatened by recent conivossional actiot, which raised the mandatory
retirement age. On April 6, 1978, the Age Discrimination in Employment
Act of 1967 was amended to extend the mandatory retirement age from
65 to 70 in private industry and nonfederal public employment and to
remove it completely for federal employees." The amendment, which
received overwhelming support in both the Houseand Senate, did raise
concern among university and corporate officials. These persons feared
that the higher mandatory retirement age would reduce their ability to
hire new employees. A controversial Senate amendment would have
exempted tenured university professors from the higher mandatory
retirement age. That is, tenured professors, and tenured professors only,
would still have been required to retire at age 65. Administrators and
nontenured faculty members, however, could have kept their jobs until
age 70. The American Association of Ut.:versity Professors challenged
this provision, arguing that it excluded professors with tenure from pro-
tection under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act."

Supporters of the exemption argued that eliminating mandatory
retirement would make it difficult to weed out the "deadwood" and
open the employment ranks to younger pet sons, women, and minorities.
Executives of several major corporations argued that a mandatory retire-
ment age was necessary because it protected workers against unequal
treatment by preventing individual retirement decisions based on merit.
Administrators also tended to favor mandatory retirement because the
fixed age made it easier to plan for pension costs.

Thee compromise agreed upo' by the conference committee defers
boosting the mandatory retirement age to 70 for professors until 1982.
The purpose of the postponement was to give colleges and universities
time to adjust their hiring and tenure policies. In the long run, the
mandatory retirement of professors at any age will probably be
outlawed. Several congressmen are determined to eliminate mandatory
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retirement, most notably Claude Pepper of Florida and Jacob Javits of
New York. Furthermore, several states, following the lead of California,
are moving to prohibit mandatory retirement by state government and
private business.

What effect the abolition of mandatory retirement might have is

unclear, but thf mfor fear of many university and college administra-

tors is that it wou! reduce turnover rates and impair their ability to hire

young scholars. There are still other reasons for keeping mandatory.
retirement. It causes persons to plan for the day when they will be unable

to work, be it due to poor health, family responsibilities, or dissatisfac-
tion with their job. When a person is young, the idea of not working may
be repugnant, and there may be little incentive to save for retirement.
Because individuals do not tend to save for their old age, institutions,

including the federal government, have established mandatory pension
plans. These plans not only requireyersons to save for retirement, but

in the instances where a mandatory retirement age is set, they define the
time period during which an annuity must be accumulated.

The expressed desire of many college professors to continue working

has caused some persons to suggest that retirement at any age may force
out workers who have a contribution to make. The evidence about the
correlation between age and productivity is equivocal." Both positive
and negative relations can be found," and differeaces vary by field." In

some fieldshistory and philosophy, for examplegreat productivity
occurs in the older years, but much of this productivity may be due to
help from assistants and the aging professors' methods of work." One
study found that scientists produce more than their proportionate share
of high-quality research before age 39." Nevertheless, researchers have

had little success finding an equation that describes the relation
between productivity and age. Bayer and Dutton examined the relation

between age and career performance of academic scientists. Discovering

that no one model fit all disciplinary fields, they concluded that career

age is a poor predictor of research and other professional activity."
However, Bayer and Dutton found that during the next decade a group

of relatively less productive or eminent scientists will be moving into the

age of retirement eligibility.
Various arguments have been made for permitting the able, moti-

vated worker to continue. 1 he American Medical Association opposes
mandatory retirement, claiming that the sudden cessation of work and

the loss of earning power can lead to serious physical and emotional
deterioration for retirees, even early death.21 The American public tends

2-10
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to favor the abolition of mandatory retirement. In response to a Harris
Poll, 86% of the public agreed that ,workers who wanted to continue
should not be forced to retire because of age. On the other hand, 4907o of
the respondents felt that a mandatory retirement age made sense because
most people are ready to retire at age 65, and it is hard to make excep-
tions for those not ready."

The delegates to the 1971 White House Conference on Aging recom-
mended that chronological age not be the sole criterion for retirement;
that employment possibilities beyond age 65 be made available; but also
that realistic opportunities for retirement before age 65 be provided,
including gradual and trial retirements." The argument for abandoning
the chronological age criterion has also been made on the basis that intel-
lectual performance tends to remain high until shortly before death.
Arguing that persons still engaged in intellectual growth should not be
forced to retire, K. Warner Schaie also notes that "those who are on the
downgrade early in life should not be required to contribute wha' they
can no longer provide.'

Society's work patterns do seem destined to change Alternative
plans allowing persons past 50 to take sabbaticals, shorter work weexs,
and gradual retirement, have been proposed." And it is reasonable to
assume that the quick growth of technology, accompanied by the rapid
obsolescence of work skills, may require workers to undertake new jobs
sevtlial times during their careers." Professors may join other middle-
aged and older workers in job retraining, long work sabbaticals, and
periods of unemployment between jobs.

Whether raising the mandatory retirement will have serious
consequences for AmericatioactIleges and universities obviously depends
on how many academics decide to take advantage Of the option. As will
be discussed in chapter 2, the average mandatory retirement age in
American colleges and universities is higher than in American business
and industry. Furthermore, many academics retire before the mandatory
age, and thus one might argue that raising the mandatory retirement age
would have little effect.

A recent survey of American academics provides some idea of how
faculty members might respond to an increase in the mandatory retire-
ment age. Fifteen percent of the respondents reported that they plan to
retire after age 65, and only 7010 planned to work until age 70." InitiallY,
these results suggest that an increase in the mandatory retirement age
would have ittle impact. However, as Ladd, Upset, and Palmer point
out, these persons were probably responding to the current retirement

24
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norm. When the responses are analyzed for institutions with higher
mandatory retirement ages, respondents cited an older age at which they
planned to retire2furthermore, respondents closer to the retirement age

tended to report plaid-to-retire at4cler ages. This finding suggests that
were the mandatory re' , ement age boosted substantially or removed
entirely, there might be a gradual increase in the average retirement age

in academia. If this is the case, colleges and universities may have even

more reason to examine ways to induce faculty members to switch
careers or retire early.

AN OVERVIEW OF CAREER OPTIONS

Alternative ways to encourage faculty memiers to make a career
change or retire early are discussed in the following chapter. As yet, few
institutions have implemented programs to facilitate mid-career change

among their faculty members, but two types of related programs are
available. The first is comprised of internship and fellowship programs
which sometimes lead to mid-career change, although this is not their
objective. The second ty0e includes programs that retrain faculty mem-

bers for other disciplines or specialties. Because there has been so little

- experience with mid-career change programs in academia, or even in

industrY, most of this book is deviated to early-retirement alternatives.
Unlike mid-career options, the range of special incentive early-

retirement schemed seems unlimited. We selected the following ten varia-
tions for detailed analysis because they illustrate the range of basic

options available

Alternative 1: Full-Salary Early Annuity. Undar' this alternative,
an organization pays a steep price to get some of Its employees to retire
early. During the period between an employee's early retirement and his
mandatory retirement date, the organization pays him a supplement to
the regular early-retirement benefits which brings his total retirement
income to the level of his full (or nearly full) salary. Also, by purchasing

a supplemental annuity to take effect on the mandatory retirement date,
the organization assures the individual a future retirement income at
least equal to what he would have recieved had he remained employed

until the mandatory age

Alternative 2: Severance Payment. An organization makes a
limited, direct cash payment to an employee who leaves the organization
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before his mandatory retirement date. This settlement, which might be a
multiple of the employees annual salary, may be paid in.a lump sum or
over one year. The employee might also receive an early retirement pen-
sion if he is eligible for one under the standard retirement plan.

Alternative 3: Individual-Based Early Annuity. Under this alterna-
tive, employees who retire early receive benefits comparable to those they
would have received had' they retired* at the mandatory retirement age
and had they receive normal (or nearly normal) salary advancements
until that age. To accomplish this, the organization supplements the indi-
vidual's regular early-retirement benefits with direct payments. The
organization also purchases a supplemental annuity to take effect at the
mandatory retirement date, after which the direct payments cease, The
difference betsVeen this alternative and Alternative I is that here the
early-retirement income is equal to the projected mandatory retirement
benefits, not the individual's pre-retirement salary.

Alternative 4: Group-Based Early Annuity. Assuming that the
more highly paid employees within a group of individUals of the same
aiF and years of service are more highly valued, a group-based early
annuity might be reasonable. This plan is similar to the individual-based
early annuity, except that the supplemental benefits it provides both
before and after mandatory retirement age are established in relation to
the median projected mandatory-age benefits of all- employees in the
same age-service group. Those below the median receive a relatively
larger supplement than those above it. Therefore, the incentive for them
to retire is greater than for the higher-paid employees, whom the orga-
nization might prefer to retain.

Alternative 5: Individual-Based Early Annuity with Partial
Employment. As with the individual-based early annuity, the individ-
ual is assured a retirement income after the mandatory retirement age
equal to what he would have received had he not retired early. Again, the
organization purchases a supplemental annuity to take effect on the
mandatory retirement date. But during the period between early and
mandatory retirement, the retiree is retained in a part-time position
which supplements his early-retirement benefits. There might- be an
upper limit on compensated employment, say 33% cr 49%, of full-time
work.

Alternative 6: Group-Based Early Annuity with Partial Employ-
ment. This scheme also pairs part-time employment before the manda-

26
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tory retirement age with supplemental benefits after that age. However,
following the logic underlying Alternative 4, both the supplemental

employment and the supplemental benefits are calculated in relation to

the median projected mandatory-age benefits for one's age-service

group. Extending this logic even further, this alternative could be modi-

fied to provide supplemental employment only to those employees whose

salaries are above the median, under the assumption that they are the

employees the organization would most like to retain in a productive

capacity.

Alternative 7: Continued Annuity Contributions. An organization

may continue payment into the annuity fund, or otherwise supplement
the future annuity of an employee who retires early. Such payment is

continued to the mandatory retirement age. Note that under this option

the early retiree defers all retirement benefits until he reaches the manda-

tory retirement age.

Alternative 8: Severance Payment with Continued Annuity Contri-

bution. This option is similar to Alternative 7; but, in addition to the

continued annuity payments, the early retiree is provided a severance

paymert. T"us, this option is more like an early-retirement scheme since

the employee may not need to find another job.

Alternative 9: Liberalized rienefits Schedule. Under this scheme,

the normal benefits schedule for persons electing early retirement would

be, liberalized, typically through an across-the-board increase of all bene-

fit rates."

Alternative 10:Continued Perquisites. Employees retiring early

under this alternative would not forfeit certain perquisitesfor examPle,

the use of an office, secretarial services, photocopying services, health

services, and membership in group health and life insurance plans. If not

used in conjunction with other options, this plan seems unlikely to

become very popular.

THE VARIOUS PURPOSES OF EARLY RETIREMENT

Realistically, early retirement cannot solve all of academia's prob-

lems. It is only one of many remedies one cln prescribe for the steady-

state university. It should also be clear that early retirement is basically a
short-term solution, one that would have to be applied in combination

2
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with other policies. As later chapters reveal, the major benefit of early
retirement might not be financial savings but rather the release of
"indentured labor." It could free disaffected faculty members who
would be happier outside of the university but who remain because of
financial need.

Early retirement/, then, must be examined from several perspectives
since it might be used to address several problems. It can be viewed as an
academic policy, a move intended to open faculty ranks to new persons
with needed skills. In this vein it could be used by a chancellor, dean, or
other administrator to shift resources to needed areas, to new or
expanding fields, or to programs that need rebuilding. By encouraging
the early retirement of academics in crowded or out-of-demand fields,
the administrator could gain a few facult positions to reallocate else-
where. However, the ability to shift resources to new areas is not always
at hand.

Early retirement might also be seen as a fiscal policy. When viewed
as an academic policy to move existing resources to a new area, early
retirement does not change the school's total number of faculty mem-
bers. But in a case where an institution is faced with a budgetary shortage
and can continue to function with a reduced staff, early retirement might
be a way to reduce payroll costs. Obviously this policy cannot be used
extensively; a staff can be reduced in size only so much.

Early retirement might also be seen as part of an employee benefit
paCkage. Since most institutions have early-retirement schemes that per-
mit persons who retire before the mandatory r, rement age to draw a

retirement annuity (one less, of course, than would be rece:.,.d at the
mandatory retirement age), an increased-benefits early-ren :nt plan
might be seen as another type of employee benefit.

- Providing an increased-benefits retirement plan to most or all
employees would be an expensive endeavor. An institution might con-
ceivably publicize an increased-benefits early-retirement scheme as a
benefits program while using it as a management tool. However, such a
plan would appear to be a weak addition to a benefits package because
retirement is not a salient issue to most individuals. The plan would have
to be heavily promoted to be effective.

If an institution entices individuals to retire early and thus increases
the retirement rate in the near-term, it may eventually experience a
decrease in the retirement rate as it runs out of persons to retire early.
Maintaining the inducements to early retirement could then become an
expensive proposition. This observation does not suggest that an early-
retirement policy is necessarily bad. An institution that neett. more
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retirements now might be willing to accept fewer retirements in the
future. In other institutions, the faculty may be so young that few posi-
tions are being freed by retirements. Thus, convincing some persons to
retire early may hove more positive than negative consequences. Retire-
ment policy, of course, can be evaluated only by examining the specific
age distribution for a college or university.

Increased interest in early retirement might cause academics to view
it inaccurately as only an escape for t`,e incoMpetent. Although some
persons who desire early retirement have declined in productivity, not all
have done so. Some highly productiye employees retire early in order to
pursue other activities while they still have the vigor. Stigmatizing early
retirement would discourage such persons from retiring and would be
unhealthy for both individuals and institutions. Academics should be
free to terminate when they desire, and institutions should not be bur-
dened by persons forced to remain because of peer pressure or financial
necessity.
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Career Options in
Industry, Government,

and Academia

In efforts to cut costs and encourage faculty turnover, some colleges

and universities have initiated increased-benefits early-faculty retirement

plans. ,More than two dozen institutions have early-retirement schemes

that provide in certain circumstances a supplement for income lost
because of early retirement.' A few institutions have also tried mid-

career change programs or have made other attempts to encourage
faculty members to retrain so that they can shift to areas more in

demand. In devising these schemes, academia has had the opportunity to
examine similar attempts by industry. Industry has apparently had
success with incentive early retirement, but its experience with mid-career
change has been limited. Although many businesses and industries regu-
larly offer in-service training, these programs are typically intended to
improve an employee's performrmce in his current position.

During interviews with executives, we found minimal interest in

mid-career change programs. From the viewpoint of an individual enter-
prise, there is little reason to retrain an employee for another profession,
especially when there are easier, more direct ways to eliminate unneeded
employees. Yet there have been several attempts to establish career-
change programs in industry, government, and academia.

Now that the golden days are behind us and competition for
employment is severe both in and out of the academic world; a great deal

of attention is being directed at the issues of career development and
career change.' Career change is not new. Anyone leaving a job before
the normal retirement age is involved in career change. Even during the
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growth period of higher education, some academics decided to change
careers, and a portion of those who did not attain tenure chose to leave
academic life rather than take a position in a different university. The
bulk of career change in academia clearly has been among faculty mem-
bers who failed to obtain tenure. Even much of the recent interest has
invoIred consideration of options for untenured faculty members.

A recent booklet by Change magazine outlines career alternatives
for academics, but it addresses primarily nontenured faculty members
and administrators.' Universities and colleges may also need programs to
stimulate and facilitate career change among persons who cannot be
forced to move to another career by the threat of unemployment. Unfor-
tunately, the literature on career change contains little information on
programs relevant to academics. In one study of mid-life career redirec-
tion, most of the programs -tescribed pertain only to blue-collar and
lower-level white-collar occupations.' The programs most relevant to
academics are those aimed at assisting out-of-work aerospace engineers
and scientists. However, these programs failed as vehicles for career
change and reemployment, although information services which directed
individuals to alternative job opportunities were somewhat effective.'

MID-CAREER CHANGE IN INDUSTRY

Private industry's experience with career retraining has been well
documented in the volumes cited above.' We attempted to cover the
terrain once more, but with exclusive attention to the retraining of highly
educated, high-level technical or managerial personnelpersons who
occupy positions that could be considered comparable to those held by
faculty members in academia. We did not discover any career-retraining
programs for persons at this level. Other researchers have also failed to
find such programs.'

It appears that there is little incentive for isdestTY to retrain persons
who have attained relatively high positions fn a firm. If they become
superfluous through obsolescence of their knowledge or the erosion of
their creativity and energy, they are dealt with in more traditional ways:
termination or early retirement. If a firm is, well-off nr has a "full-
employment" pblicy, they may be moved to a less responsible position or
assigned a special task until they are eligible for regular or early retire-
ment.
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This is not to say that industry lacks 'training programs for highly
placed peisonnel. On the contrary, some firms, especially in high-tech-
nology industries, have extensive programs, both in-house and at univer-
sities. But these programs are invariably upgrading programs through
which highly valued employees are made conversant with state-of-the-art
developments in their own or in related fields in order to ensure their
continued value to the firm.

MID-CAREER CHANGE IN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Alack of mid-career retraining programs is also found in the federal
government. Even in the military, where the careers of both enlisted mer
and officers may end at relatively young ages, there is no mid-career
change program. Although the military does not now conduct an orga-
nized pre-retirement counseling service, there once was an official pro-
gram. It was discontinued en 1974 because the Government Accounting
Office concluded that such a service was not properly a function .- the
military. That program had two parts: (1) Project Referral, a computer-
based resume referral system; and (2) Project Transition, a counseling
service in the base organization which advised potential retirees and
worked with private industry and federally supported on-the-job training
programs. The military service now holds pre-retirement briefing ses-
sions. During these meetings, retirement pay is explained, and usually
some attempt is made to offer suggestions about establishing a second
career.'

The Retired Officers Association offers an employment service for
its members from all branches of the armed forces. The Association con-
ducts a national resume referral service. It a!so offers two booklets: one
gives advice about career planning, and the other is a practical guide for
establishing a second career.

A program which formally combines early retirement with career
retraining exists for air traffic controllers employed by the Federal AVia-
tion Administration. Because of the stressful nature of their work and
the extreme consequences of their errors, the law provides for their
removal for "operational or int-dical" reasons and for retirement at age
56. The law also provides for retraining for a second career (generally
expected to be in government services), with up to two years of full-time
training at full pay and reimbursement of educational expenses. Since

3c
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this program is relatively new, there is not a great deal of experience with
the placement of retrainees. However, one observer claims that the place-

.
ment record has been poor. '°

MID-CAREER CHANGE IN ACADEMIA

We expected to find few formal career retraining programs for aca-
demics. We reasoned that institutions have little incentive to become
involved in retraining junior faculty members, whose contracts they
could merely not renew, or tenured faculty members, few of whom could
be expected to give up secure positions in a contracting job market. Fur-
thermore, a substantial minority of academics has always moved easily
between academic and nonacademic settings. Industry, government,
philanthropic institutic and nonacademic research or-,anizations
regularly hire academic lose some of their employees to colleges and
universities. Those who -.ake these moves either require no retraining
because they already possess the skills for operating in the new environ-
ment, or they are sufficiently sophisticated about educational opportuni-
ties to acquire new skillswithout third-party intervention. Although we
failed to locate any programs directed at the retraining of tenured faculty
members for different substantive areas of new work situations, our
search did reveal two types of programs relevant to our interests: (1)
internship and fellowship programs which sometimes lead to career
changes, and (2) programs which retrain faculty rt 'tubers for work in a
different academic specialty or discipline.

Internship and Fellowship Programs

Programs such as the Economic Policy Fellowships of the
Brookings Institution and the Congressional Science and Engineering
Fellowships of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science (AAAS) offer opportunities for professors to experiment with
new kinds of work in new settings." Although the programs are seldom
directed toward career changetheir overt goals are the enrichment of
the professor's experience and capabilities or those of the host organiza-
tion--a substantial minority of recipients remain with the host organiza-
tion or with similar organizations outside the academic world. For exam-
ple, among approximately thirty academics who participated in the Con-
gressional Science and Engineering Fellowship program of the AAAS
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during the academic years 1973-74, 1974-75, and 1975-76, almost half
remained in nonacademic, public policy positions.

Since these programs are generally administered by outside agencies,
colleges and universities have little control over the selection of grantees.
It is possible that the selection criteria used by funders and host agencies
will be counterproductive from the perspective of an institution which
would like to encourage career change. The former may select the
creative and promising candidates, while the latter would like to encour-
age career change among the least productive. If this is so, then only
institutions interested in encouraging gross turnover among faculty
members should find these programs attractive. On the other hand, it is
possible that the creative people who elect to stay on in new jobs would
no longer be of as much value to their former academic departments
because of the change in their interests. In either case, it is unlikely that
internships and fellowship programs would be of much help to institu-
tions that want to encourage career change among their least-valued
faculty members.

Retraining Programs

The desire to reduce or abolish selected academic programs while
maintaining employment commitments to faculty members has caused
several institutions, including the State University System of Florida, the
Pennsylvania State Colleges, the State University of New York, and the
University of Wisconsin, to establish retraining programs. Although they
are not precisely cn career-change programs because the professors
continue in the same institution or system, such retraining programs do
give institutions the flexibility to reallocate resources to more productive
use.

Recognizing the declining rate growth of student enrollments in the
Florida State University System, the Florida Board of Regents author-
ized funds for faculty development or retraining. The funds were
intended to aid tenured faculty members in departments with declining
enrollments to retrain themselves in ri area in which faculty manpower
is needed. The $3,000 retraining grants were made available within the
State University System to pay the costs of a retrainee's relocation, tui-
tion, and other expenses associated with graduate study. The grantees,
selected by campus-wide screening committees, were released from
instruction and research for two to four quarters. During the retraining
period the faculty member continued to receive his full salary. He agreed
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to return to his university to teach for at least one year, or to repay the
University System one-half of his salary and the full amount of the grant.
In return; the university agreed to find him an appropriate tenured
appointment. In selected cases the retrainee's institution was provided
funds to help pay for a replacement faculty member, and in other cases
retraining could have been part-time and spread over more than one
academic year. The program operated from 1974 until 1977.

The Pennsylvania State Colleges program operates similarly, but
has several differences. The program is not limited to tenured faculty
members, and the retrained faculty member is assured reassignment
within the same institution. In the Florida program, the retrainee could
be reassigned to another institution in the system. Furthermore, the--
funds for expenses other than the retrainee's regular salary are admin--
istered by a separate entity, the Pennsylvania State College Educational
Services Trust. This program begun in 1975, is still operating but at a
reduced scale.

In 1977 the State University of New York (SUNY) adopted faculty
retraining as one way to deal with possible' layoffs. A program was
devised to permit tenured faculty members to retrain in fields more in

glarnand. Candidates are nominated to the central administration and are
"-selected upon recommendation of an advisory committee. The faculty
member typically spends a semester in retraining, usually at a state uni-
versity. He receives his salary, partial support for books and travel, and a
tuition waiver if he studies in the SUNY system.

The Wisconsin program was launched in 1974 when the University
was threatened by possible retrenchment. The program has varied in con-

tent and in the number of persons enrolled. Initially decisions were made
on a person-by-person basis by i..dividual campuses. Now recommenda-
tions are made by the campuses and selections are made on a system-wide
basis. Provided salary and tuition, the trainee usually studies for two
semesters in an in-state institution.

During the field stage of our project only the Florida and
Pennsylvania programs were truly in operation. The Wisconsin program
had one person engaged in retraining, and the SUNY program hcd not
yet begun. A recent paper indicates that the Wisconsin and SUNY pro-
grams are similar in form and content to the Florida and Pennsylvania
programs." Our analysis of the latter two programs revealed a number
of issues important both to institutions which might enact similar pro-
grams and to individuals who would participate in them.
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Financing. Very little new funding is involved because the major
costs are the retrainees' salaries, which continue to be paid out of regular
budget lines. This appears to be a straightforward solution to the funding
problem, but it raises other issues that may affect the willingness of
campuses, schools, and departments to participate in the program with
their own resources. On the other hand, if a position is slated for elimina-
tion, there is little loss in temporarily allocating the budget line to retrain-
ing. Indeed, there may be a net gain in morale among faculty members
within the affected department.

Content of the Retraining Program. Retraining in these programs
varies, frnm preparation in an allied speciality within the same discipline
to training for an,, entirely new, unrelated discipline. In some cases
advanced degrees are earned, but this is not always a program goal. The
content of the retraining program is worked out on an ad hoc basis for
each participant. In one instance, the receiving department, with the con-
sent of the retrainee, enlisted a faculty member from the same discipline
at a respected neighboring institution to help design the retraining pro-
gram and to act as a mediator between the retrained professor and the
receiving department. The arrangement apparently worked well.

Application and Decision Process. Both programs began with a
centi-4!'zed application and screening procedure and now rely on a decen-
tralize system of campus-based initial screening. In each case, partici-
pating its perceive a benefit in retaining some degree of local
autonomy the stlecticm of participants. 'Nevertheless, the prerogative
of a central aut hority to allocate resources and approve lower-level deci-
sions has been retained in both programs.

Under some circumstances, interest in the retraining program
depends on one's position in the system. For example, a department may
be indifferent to retraining decisions if it is slated to lose positions in any
caset, An institution within a system may be a. posed to retraining if it
operates with a fixed faculty allocation and if participation in retraining
means having some faculty members on leave with pay. The system's
central office may favor the retraining because the additional costs are
small and the prospect of increased future productivity is attractive.

The programs formally receive applications on the initiative of inter-
ested individuals, but third parties often. begin the process by encourag-
ing particular individuals to apply. This "encouragement" sometimes
has Consisted of notice that one's position was to be abolished. Many of

40
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the Pennsylvania State Colleges' participants became involved in this
way; and, althougt-. the "retrenchment" of their posit;ons was eventually
retracted, many continued in their plans to retrain.

Placement. Placement is rarely a separate process. Generally,
candidates for retraining are selected only if a new placement has already
been negotiated for them. Sometimes, though, details about joint
appointments, courses to be taught, seniority, etc., remain to be decided
even after the major decisions about retraining and placement have been
made. These are potential trouble spots. When a person may join a
department only with its consent as is true in most academic institutions
some mechanism for negotiating transfers of faculty members needs to
be worked out. In these two programs, the transfers seem to have been
arranged on an ad hoc basis.

The Pennsylvania State Colleges program encountered some special
difficulties due to the existence of both tenure and seniority. The parties
to the collective bargaining agreement disagreed about the meaning of
these provisions. Some maintained that they are identical, while others
asserted that tenure adheres to a faculty member's position within the
institution and seniority adheres to the individual within his department.
Such issues raise the ;pester of conflict between the interests of the re-
trainee and those of other members of the receiving dew . We
found that in some instances the matter was so difficult to e that
the retrained faculty member remained formally in his old departmtnt
while serving full- or part-time in the new department, each department
being compensated in proportion to the professor's level of effort

Any institution considering such retraining programs must be sensi-
tive to similar complicatio:d arising out of its own contractual arrange-
ments with faculty members or with faculty bargaining agents. One
should also expect to encounter early difficultieF stemming from the dis-
ciplinary and departmental modes of academic organization that are gen-
erally not receptive to individuals crossing lines in mid-career. Support,
on the other -hand, is likely to come from the increased acceptance of
faculty development as a legitimate activity of :Kademics and the
institutions."

Career-change programs are appealing in concept, but the overrid-
ing question is whether any --istitution has the incentive to pay for these
efforts. Business a industry see little benefit in financing programs
which would retrain workers for employment elsewhere. The federal
government has seen fit not to offer these programs to civil service or
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enilitary employees. At least four universities have launched career-
change programs, but they are basically internal programs; the retramed
professor continues to work within his former institution. Where would
institutions obtain the funds to support programs that would retrain fac-
ulty "embers for careers in business and industry? It seems unlikely that
colleges and universities would use their own resources for this purpose.
One proposal would have the federal government subsidize the retraining
of workers through the unemployment compensation system." Dr.
Richard Atkinson, director of .lie Nationikl Science Foundation, has sug-
gested that the government might facilitate mid-career change by sub-
sidizing university retirement plans or by instituting a grant program. He
sees the grant program allowing mid-career professors to remain on the
faculty to conduct research while freeing that faculty member's salary to
hire a younger person w'.-.o would teach as well as conduct research. Dr.
Atkinson has also suggested using tax incentives to encourage the forma-
tion of institutes where middle-aged scientists who leave teaching would
devote all their time to research."

Finding ways to cause academics to retrain in mid-career will be a
formidable task. The early experimenters found that it is difficult to
attract faculty members to retraining programs; the arrangements may
be difficult to finance; and there may be status problems. For older fac-
ulty members, early retirement might be more appropriate. Industry's
experience with schemes to encourage employees to retire early is instruc-
tive.

EARLY RETIRFMENT IN INDUSTRY

Industry has found a number of ways to reduce the work force and
to weed out marginal performers.'" Lump-sum severance payments,
supplements to both private pensions and social security, and other per-
quisites have been provided, all Intended to cause certain employees to
retire early.

Today, 96% of the pension plans in industry provide for early retire-
meat. Most plans require an early retiree to take the actuarially reduced
value of his ucrued benefits, the reduction reflecting both the smaller
amount Luntributed to the pension fund and the increased time during
which the benefits will be paid. In 22% of the plans, however, liberalized
benefits are provided to persons who voluntarily retire early.° These
increased benefits are provided in several ways:
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1. A liberalized early-retirement discount may be offered. The accrued
retirement benefit is still reduced for each year the erkloyee is under
the mandatory retirement age, but the reduction is not as severe as
the standard actuarial reduction.

2. The full benefit that would be received at the mandatory retirement
age may be given without any reduction for early retirement.

3. The regular early-retirement benefit may be supplemented until the
early retiree reaches age 65, when he can draw an unreduced social-
security benefit.

Th,..-ie bencrts may be general, in that they apply to all employees who
meet the eligibility requirements for early retirement. On the other hand,
they may be senior supplements, restricted to a class of employees who
meet more stringent age and service requirements. Or they may be com-

pany-option supplements, applicable only to employees the company
asks to retire. The general and senior supplements have grown in use dur-
ing the last Ocade, while the company-option supplement is mainly
limited to a few specific industries." Recent changes in the Age Dis-
criminatin in Employment Act affect the way in which the compa ,

option can be administered since employees cannot be involuntarily
retired before age 70 simply because of their age.

In order to obtain current information useful to colleges and univer-
sities considering early-retirement options, we interviewed selected firms
included in a previous study of early retirement in business and industry'
as well as a number of other firms with recent experience. We found that
"early retirement" is often another name for termination, and termina-
tion programs generally apply to a wide range to employees. In some
cases early retirement programs apply to selected groupsusually high-
level managers and professionals. Except in a few firms, modest numbers
of persons have retired under these options.

The early retirement or termination programs fall into the following
basic categori .s:

1. One-time payments, sometimes spread over a number of years.

2. Liberaliza.'qn oethe early-retirement actuarial reduction.

3. A pension supplement, sometimes geared to expected social-security
income.

4. Part-time reemployment, often at a special task.

How do firms decide on the ingredients for their early-retirement
schemes? How do they establish the benefit levels? We approached those
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firms whose early-retirement plans have successfully encouraged people
to retire early. Although we cannot reveal the names of specific corpor-
ations, their experiences, summarized in Table 1, enable us to suggest
alternatives useful to academia. Since the following information was
collected before* the 1978 amendments to the-Age Discrimination in
Employment Act, we should expect that modifications to come of these
plans will be made in the near future.

Firm Cl

This firm's forme' early-retirement program is a permanent
arrangement available a , employee'sdiscretion. Employees who have,
reached age 58 with thirty years of service may retire early and receive a
monthly pension, calculated like a normal pension but reduced one-half
of one percent for each month between the retirement date and age 60. A
person retiring after age 60 with thirty years of service does not receive an
actuarial reduction. With more than ten but less than thirty years of ser-
vice to his credit, a person age 60 receives a pension which is reduced one-
third of one percent for each month before age 65 (mandatory retirement
age). Any person retiring before age 62 receives a social-security supple-
ment. Thir arrangement, negotiated by the union, is available to all
employees.

In addition, this firm has zn unpublicized scheme intended for
management employees who "have gone stale" or who are "not able to
cut it." if such a person is near the retirement age, the retirement options
are pointed out to him. tilt takes more to get him to retire, his manager
may work out a ".ipecial" arrangement. Since this is a large firm, how-
ever, such problem employees can often be relocated.

Although this firm has not had extensive experience with induced
early retirement, 'ver 6u% of its employees are retiring early, and rulct
of the early retire, leave more than a year or two early. For example, in
one typical month, 6007o of all retirees left early, and only 15% of these
retired gist one or two years early.

Fin, C2

Like most companies, Firm C2 has a retirement plan which includes
a regular early-retirement provision. A person retiring before age 60 has

his pension reduced 3% per year for each year he retires early. A person
retiring at age 55 would receive a pension equal to 85% of his accrued an-
nuity. The firm feels this arrangement encourages a reasonable turnover
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Table 1 Selected Corporate Incentive Early Retirement Programs

Essence of Plan
Formal/ Temporary/ Eligibility
Informal Permanent Requirements Comments

Cl. Liberalized actuarial
discount. No actuarial
discount if age 60, with
30 years of service.
A social-security supple-
ment is paid until early
retiree begins to draw
social security at age 62.

C2. Two years' salary paid
monthly for up to four
years or to age 65.

C3. Half of regular salary
plus a pension supple-
ment to the balance of
the salary paid till
age 62.

C4. Up to two years of
salary paid over twelve
months.

CS. Lump-sum payment of
50 to 100% of current
salary.

Formal Permanent Age 58, thirty years of Special arrangements made
service; for highly paid executives.
Age 60, ten to thirty years
of service

Formal Temporary

Formal Permanent

Informal Permanent

Informal Temporary Age 55

Twenty-five years of service Offered occasionally as
need to reduce the size of
the workforce arises.

Age 60 to 62, ten years
of service

Age 50 to 60, fifteen years
of service

4 5

Offered primarily to sales-
persons. Participant is
placed on 50% salary and
put on consultation. At
age 62 can draw an
unreduced annuity.

Used to remove marginal
employees. Replaces a sup-
plemental annuity option.

Intended for executives,
top management.
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Essence of Plan
Formal/ Temporary/ Eligibility
Informal Permanent Requirements Comments

C6. One year's salary paid Informal Permanent Long s,:rvice Aimed at highly paid

over two years or until
executives.

age 65.

C7. An unreduced annul Formal Temporary Age 55, thirty years of ser- Used at all levels of em-

plus $200 per month: vice less two years for ployment. Many retired

at ages 55 to 59, till each year above 55 under this option. In
>

age 62;
xl
t-

at ages 60 to 62. for
-<

2 years;
xt

at ages 63 to 64, till.
1

age 65.
;3
in
X
m

CS. No actuarial discount. Formal Permanent Age 62 or thirty years
of service;

Supplement from early Formal
retirement tillage 62.
Then, after the employee
begins to draw social
security, the supplement
is reduced by about
50%.

Permanent Age 60 and thirty years
of service

united to hourly employ-
ees, derive. help, and man-
agers. Intended as a supple-
ment until recipient
becomes eligible for social
security.

C9. No actuarial discount .Formal Permanent Age 62, thirty years of Available to all; 66%

plus 50% of social-secu- service choose early retirement.

rity benefits to 65.
Largest number in late

Medical, life insurance
fifties.

continued.

Liberalized actuanal Formal Permanent Age 55, ten years of service

discount plus 50% sup-
plement taage 62. Life
insurance continued. 4 6



Essence of Plan
Formai/ Temporary/ Eligibility
Worms! Permanent Requirements Comments

C10. Liberalized actuarial dis- Formal
count plus 503/4 of
social-security bene-
fits. Medical, life insur-
ance continued.

C11. No actuarial discount.
Modified medical, life
insurance.

"Pre-retirement leave of
absence": early-retire-
ment benefits plus social-
security equivalent to
age 62.

Permanent Age 55, fifteen years of
service

Formal Permanent

Informal Permanent

C12. Besides standard early Iniormal
retirement, there is "dis-
cretionary retirentent."
No actuarial discount
plus a $250 /month
social-security supple-
ment to age 62.

C13. No actuarial discount. Formal

Liberalized actuarial
discount.

Formal

Age plus years of ser-
vice equal 85

Age 57, fifteen years of
service; salaried personnel

Permanent Over 55, age plus ser-
vice equal 80; salaried
personnel

Permanent Age plus years of ser-
vice equal 85.

Permanent Age plus years of service
less than 85; age 55 to 62

Available to all; 55%
choose early retiremert.
Necessary as a com-
petitive benefit, but of
course they hope to induce
marginal performers to
choose it.

Available to all, 50%
choose early retirement,
66% hourly workers.

"Voluntary"but initi-
ated, approved, and pack-
aged by management
before employee is
approached. Used to re-
duce division size and to
remove marginal
employees.

Used in plant closings.
"Occasionally" for spe-
cific individual.

Has existed for many
years.
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Essence of Plan
Formal/ Temporary/ Eligibility
Informal Permanent Requirements Comments

C14. No actuarial discount. Formal

Liberalized actuarial Formal
discount.

CIS. No actuarial discount. Formal

C16. No actuarial discount. Formal

Liberalized actuarial Formal
discount.

C17. No actuarial discount. Formal

Liberalized actuarial dis- Formal
count. Modified medical,
life insurance continued.

C18. Liberalized actuarial Formal
discount. Medical, life
insurance continued.

Early-retirement plus
lump-sum payment
equal to "severance
or a little more."

Permanent Age plus years of ser-
vice equal 7S.

Permanent Age plus years of service
less than 75; age 58 to 62

Permanent Age 62, twenty years of

Permanent

Permanent

service

Age 58, twenty-seven years
of service
Age 50, ten years of service

Permanent Age 62 or age plus ser-
vice equal 85

Permanent Age 55

Few people are taking this
option. Only 25% of firm's
retirements are early.

Available to all.

Available to all, hourly
and salary. Most retire
at age 62.

Eighty percent choose early
retirement, mostly at age 62.

Available to all office
personnel. Fifty percent
choose it at various ages.

Permanent Age 55, ten years of service Available to all.

Informal Unofficial Age 55, ten years of service "You will retire or be
terminated." Only applied
to non-union, salaried
personnel.
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among older employees. Management is not sure that it wants to provide
"massive" incentives for early retirement.

During periods of severe manpower surpluses, this firm has offered
a "special separation allowance" to anyone with twenty-five or more
years of service. Most of the persons who took the option were at least 55

years of age. The "ved two years' pay spread over four years or until
they reached a 65. Th option has been offered twice, both times for
limited pen s. Another ffering will be made soon to employees at a
specific installation.

Firm C2 considers early retirement nonselective. If a person is not
performing well, he is given job counseling rather than being encouraged
to retire early. The special early-retirement provision is reserved for cases
of excess labor supply. According to management, employee reaction to
the special, ter.iporary program has bcen highly favorable. The firm
believes the option has saved it money, but it argues that it is difficult to
track employee-replacement and associated costs.

A special separation payment was selected over higher lifetime bene-
fits because it would be easier to keep the arrangement temporary.
According to the firm, setting the level of the benefit involved a little
magic. Considering existing early-retirement incomes, the supplement
seemed enough. More would have seemed over-generous, perhaps waste-
ful. Two years' salary seemed right. Our informant believes that the firm
would not have gotten a much higher acceptance rate if it had offered
three years' pay instead of two.

Management considers the program well received. Out of a total of
160,000 employees, 8,000 were eligible. Below age 55, there was a 1 %
acceptance rate; for employees aged 55 to 59, the rate was 44%; and at
ages 60 to 64, the rat' was 75%. Acceptance rates did not vary by occu-
pational category. Age was obviously the most important variable: over
half of the persons qualifying with twenty-five years of service were
below age 55, but only 1 % of those persons took the option. (Note, how-
ever, that persons under 4;e 55 were not eligible for a pension.)

Unlike the procedure in some other firms and universities, electing
this early-retirement option was straightforward. The employee would
submit a request for retirement to his manager, who would pass it along
to personnel and the corporate headquarterl. There the details were
taken care of for the employee. Although the employee was asked to par-
ticipate in an exit interview, the firm claims he did not have to negotiate a
bureaucratic maze. He had elected the option, so there was no reason to
impose company consent.
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Firm C2 is generally satisfied with its experience with increased-
benefits early retirement. It met the firm's needs, and management
believes that at long as the option is flexible, it can work to the com-
pany's advantage. However, management did warn that the more often
early retirement is encouraged, the more it affects retirement patterns in
the future. Furthermore, early retirement may come to be seen as an
employee benefit. Before offering the option again, therefore, this firm
will ask whether it is worth the risk, especially in light of recent concerns
about the discriminator4nature of these programs.

Firm C3
,---'

Firm C3's early retirement plan, which the firm says is more prop-
erly an "inactive-service" program, govides the early retiree with 503/4
of his salary plus money from consulting assignments. Offered only to
certain workers, the option is not generally known to employees, nor is it
mentioned in the firm's retirement booklet. It is aimed at salesmen aged
60 to 62 with ten years of service. (At age 62 an employee can retire with
full pension.) Approximately seventy-five persons have accepted the
company option.

The firm reports that some persoi.3 on the program are bitter. As
our informant pointed out, this scheme is not really an "offer." Rather,
it i3 a management decision, and employees take the option because the
alternative is termination.

The company is now consideritig another type of inactive-service
program. It intends to devise a program which will cause certain persons
to leave early and make way for young persons. Already less than one-
third of its retirees terminate at the mandatory age of 65. Most retire
between 62 (when they may take an unreduced annuity) and 65. Very few
now retire before 62, unless they are paced on the inactive-service pro-
gram.

Firm C.

This large firm distinguishes between a person who retires after vest-
ing (ten years of service required) and one who has fifteen years of ser-
vice and has reached age 60. The latter person is designated as an annui-
tant and is provided additional benefits, such as a continuation of life
insurance. If an employee retires voluntarily before age 60, his pension is
not supplemented.

50
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An early retirement at the company option is supplemented. When
the company terminates a person early, a severance allowance is paid in
accordance with a formula that differs for annuitants and others. Up to
two years' salary may be paid in installments up to twelve months, as the
employee desires. The exact payment depends upon the employee's age
and the number of years of service credit.

This option has been used to eliminate surplus employees, ineffec-
tive performers, and satisfactory employees impeding the advancement
of new, more' effective employees. Employees in all three categories
received the same treatment.

Although the firm uses this option to rid itself of poor performers, it
encourages others to volunteer for the program. So far, management
thinks it has been able to cause the "right" persons to take the option. In
establishing the benefit levels, the firm tried to match what people would
be getting under an old program which offered a supplements! uity
for life. Hospital insurance, family-income insurance, and product dis-
counts are also provided.

The firm has not saved much money under this alternative because
most people who have left early b"1...: nad to be replaced. However, the
company is satisfied that the option has succeeded in removing marginal
employees.

Firm CS

This firm has an informal, temporary program which makes a sever-
ance payment to a person the firm wants to transfer but who would
rather not leave the area. The payment is determined individually. The
benefit formula, roughly related to years of service, provides about a
year's pay, usually made in a lump sum. Life insurance to age 65, medi-
cal coverage, anu a supplement to Medicare are provided along with the
payment. The closer an early retiree is to age 65, the smaller the payment.

This firm has not relied solely on this scheme to solve its manpower
problems. Like several other companies, it is large enough to handle
many of its problems with transfers. When a frterson is identified as sur-
plus, the firm's active job - placement program attempts to find a new
position for him.

Special early retirees corn- ise a small fraction of the firm's annui-
tants. The firm has 20,000 employees on the retired roles, but only 75 left
with incentive early retirements. Management is concerned that making
pensions too generous may drain away the good people.

51
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Firm C6

This firm has two plans. Onh, is a normal severance-allowance pro-
gram that is granted to individuals whose jobs have been eliminated
because of technological advancements or for cost reduction. The
amount varies, depending upon length of service and how close an
employee is to retirement; it tapers off at age 62.

The second scheme it a special program which is administered by a
committee that controls salaries for upper management. When a person
is blocking organizational change, the cc mpany may grant a more gener-
ous severance allowance to move him out. When necessary, such persons
are paid up to one year's pay over two years. The option exists to serve
the needs of management. It is used selectively, and our informant
stressed that there was no guarantee that an exigible employee would
receive the option. in fact, only two or three employees per year are
removed under this scheme. Like other larger firms, this business tries to
relocate an employee before terminating him under the early-retirement
scheme.

Firm C7

In 1971, Firm C7 looked to the future and saw a downturn in busi-
ness. Hiring was reduced, business began to slack off, and the firm
anticipated imminent layoffs. Upon examining employee age distribu-
tions, the firm saw it would not be able to hire young employees, upon
whom it had depended in the past. Corporate management felt that if it
could not hire, the firm would face stagnation. On the other hand, it did
not want to fire established employees.

"Management was willing to spend a few dollars to enhance retire-
ment for persons in older age groups," our informant told us. A plan
was drawn up that would cause some employees to leave. By not refilling
all the vacated spates, management would reduce the work force while
avoiding layoffs. Persons who met the criteria (age plus years of service
totaling 85 at age 55, or one point less than 85 for each full year older
than 55) were offered unreduced annuities plus S200 per month until age
62. Persons aged 60 to 62 at retirement would receive the S200 until age
65 (the mandatory retirement age).

Group life insurance was retained in full force until age 65, when it
would begin to decrease to a lifetime minimum, and basic health-care
protection and major medical were maintained f. -r life. Individuals
covered under the company's survivor-income plan 01 the survivor-bene-
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fit plan could keep their coverage to age 65 by having their share of cost
deducted from their monthly annuity payments.

The option was offered from top management on down. All who
were eligible received a letter of explanation from the president of the
firm. The terminations were handled as routine retirements. Firm C7
analyzed the acceptance pattern and found that with a few exceptions,
people were encouraged to retire about two years earlier than they had
planned to retire. Our informant feels that-this option caused the con*-
pony "to lose a lot of good people, as well as those over the hill." There
was some concern about losinctalent when the option was first offered,
but management was able to replace the early retirees without difficulty.

The firm is pleased with its program, and in the words of our infor-
mant, "it did not cost as much as it looks." He reports that if the firm
had had to replace every early retiree, it would not have used this pro-
gram. But only 60% of the 1,720 early retirees were replaced, and none
of the refilled jobs was a salaried position. The program had another
advantage in that it enabled the firm to continue hiring college graduates
during three years when its competitors were unable to do so.

Most employees were content with the offer, although the firm
received some complaints from persons who did ndt qualify. However,
management did not let anyone back out vl the decision once he had

made it, and that caused a few problems. To avoid complaints, anyone
who had retired early during the previous year was given the benefit of
the plan if he met the eligibility criteria.

This company's experience shows that a successful program can be
mounted quickly, if necessary. The program was deaigned within one
month of the request from the president's office, fgrtnally placed on
paper during the following two weeks, and announced the nest month.
Employees were given Three months during which to elect the option.

Firm C8

This firm's formal early-retirement program was instituted in
response to union pressure, not as a way to remove employees. The op-
tion is intended to permit employees with thirty years of service to retire

even though they may not be 62 years of age. The program provides these
employees a pension supplement from the time of early retirement until

age 6".c. At that age, when the retiree can draw a reduced social-security
benefit, the supplement is reduced about 50%.

In addition to this formal program, the firm has encouraged some
people to leave with special pension arrangements. Others have been
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given the position of quasi-consultants. And still others, who were not
eligible for an unreduced pension, have been given one anyway. These
options are reportedly used very sparingly. Usually poor performers are
counseled, placed in new positions, or encouraged to move to another
firm while they are young.

Firms C9-C12

Besides the incentive of liberalized or suspended actuarial discounts
for early retiree pensions, these firms provide a supplementary benefit
tied to social security. The link to social security serves three purposes:
(I) it makes possible an exact prediction of cost; (2) it establishes a defi-
nite cut-off point (usually age 62, occasionally 65); and (3) it enables the
employee to view his early retirement as consistent with the retirement
norms of society.

Firms C13-Cli

These firms illustrate the type of incentive early-retirement schemes
available at many firms. Employees whose age and years of service total
a particular number may retire early without having their pensions
actuarially reduced. Persons who retire before achieving this number
have their pensions reduced, but they do not suffer the full reduction.
These options make it possible for some employees to retire early, but
they do not seem to attract many persons. The additional pension benefit
is apparently not large enough to Ouse people to stop working, at least
not until age 62. Sometimes pressure makes "early retirement" a
euphemism for "severance."

At least a half.dozen issues renst be considered when an incentive
early-retirement scheme is designed: a minimum age for retirement
eligibility, a minimum number of years of service, the consent of the
organization, the period the option is in force, ease of funding, and the
means of financing the supplement.

Industry has had extensive experience with incentive early-retire-
ment schemes. A few larger firms have instituted formal programs.
Many more corporations have special arragements that are informal
and not widely publicized. Some programs are offered for limited
periods. Most effective in inducing early retirements are obviously those
olans that pay the largest bonuses to persons who quit. They also appear
to be the schemes most carefully administered and designed to respond to
particular organizational goals. In the eyes of our informants, the most
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efficient arrangement ha., been the lump-sum severance payment offered
for a fixed period.

ri Minimum Age for Retirement Eligibility. A low minimum age
results in an inadequate benefit level in most cases, but it may also pro-
yid.: a lifetime severance allowance for a relatively young employee. A
low retirement age cat) also be a burden an the retirement system. Age 55
appears to be the yoUttgest age at which most retirement plans in both
industry and academia permit the payment e' tirement benefits. For
reasons of cost and level of benefits, few firms encourage incentive early
retirement prior to age 60.

A Minimum Number of Years of Sem Few conventional early-
retirement plans permit retirement after fulfilling only a service-credit
requirement, but both the minimum ace for retirement and the number
of years cf service cre lit continue to ck,:rease. Although some retirement
plans permit retirement benefits to be paid after only five years, the bene-
fits are quite limited, even when the empliiiyee has passed age 55. An
increased-benefits early-retirement scheme, if it is to encourage more
than a few retirements. would probably have to be limited to persons
with at least ten years of service credit. Otherwise. the supplemental
benefits would have to be substantial to compensate for the limited years
of service credit and related employee and employer contributions.

Consent of the Organization. Wh n eligibility/ requirements are
liberal, the organization's consent is usually required. In some cases, the
organization decides that an employee who might be eligible for early-
retirement benefits does not mei it an increased pension. in oLner cases,
an organization might lose employees whose performance was at or
above par, or it might pay a lifetime severance benefit to an employee
who ieemploys with another (possibly competing) organization. Some-
times organizational consent is required at younger ages but not older
ages. Despite the usefulness to management of organizational consent,
"window" options have been used to make early retirement available to
all persons in certain age-service cohorts, in order to avoid possible
charges of discrimination

Period in Force Some firms vies, these options as temporary,
others, as per:Iv:stmt. In practice, all are temporary since they may be
revised, ReaKing that any option is temporary, employees may delay
tak..4 tI.; option the first time offered in hopes that tne program may be
available at a later time when they feel they will be in a better position to
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take it. Due to these postpovzd retirements, the net result of a program
might be only a negligible reduction in the age of retiren,ent.

Ease of Funding. Basing an annuity supplement on a projection of
future salary (or on present salary and stock growth trend;.) is somewhat
risky. A multiple of current salary as a termination benefit is more
certain.

Means of Financing the Supplemen:. The provisions. of the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) and sections
403(Or and '15 of the Internal Revenue Code demand special attention to
the way in which supplements are paid to persons who terminate or
retire. Under the IRS code, there are limitations on the amounts that can
be added to a person's annuity. (These issues are discussed at length in
chapter 6.)

The key points in designing a scheme seem to be the minimum age
for eligibility and the minimum number of years of service credit. Institu-
tional consent, over and above what is implied in the design of the early-
retirement option, is less widespread. Early retirement must be financed
in some manner either from 'le orgar; .ation's general funds or through
the pension cc uributions of current workers. The options include an
influx of add.ional funds, a reduction in the number of employees,
increases in the actuary (titles, and a selective distribution of available
funds among particular groups of workers. It would be possible for an
institution to determine which employees have reached an age and length
of service allowing their comfortable retirement while also leaving funds
to finance a net increase in employees. However, these employees may
not necessarily be the ones that the institution would like to retire.
Further, selective early retirement may not be viewed as equitable.
Instead, blanket availability of early retirement for age-service cohorts
may be in order.

EARLY RETIREMEN1 IN THE FEDLP,A, GOVERNMENT'

Pension progranv; in the federal government are aller(I to have
generous provisions. The civil-service pension program is said to be so
generous as to encourage early retirement. In this regard, the military
retirement program also comes immediately to mind because of the early
age at which many officers retire and because of its well-known "up-or-
out" provision These charact _ristics have prompted some college and
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university administrators to question whether similar retirement pro-
grams might be adopted to encourage faculty members to terminate
early. Although academia may learn important lessons from the experi-
ence of these systems, there is little to suggest that their provisions could
cr should be copied by colleges and universities.

Early Retirement in the Civil Service

The Civil Service Retirement and Disability Find covers nearly all
civilian government employees, including all appointive and elective
officers and employees in or under !_he executive, judicial, and legislative
branches of the United States Government and the municipal govern-
ment of the District of Columbia Postal Service employees are also cov-
ered by the civil -servi retirement system." In 1976 almost 1.5 million
people were drawing civil-service retirement benefits."

In 1920, when the Civil Service Retirement Act became law, the
government employed an abundance of superannuated employees. Many
were in their eighties and nineties. At that time the goal of the newly
formed retirement system was "to remove the aged and the disabled
from government's active work force, and to do this in a socially accept-
able way. "" Although this is still the fundamental objective of the retire-
ment program, :Aid although the system does not include an incentive
early-retirement plan, civil-service employees have tended to retire earlier
and earlier." The average retirement age dropped from 61.2 in 1964 to
58.1 in 1974, During the past ten years, there has also been a marked
increase in involuntary retirements with reduced annuitie,, at young
ages."

An employee must fulfill certain conditions before he is eligible for
what the civil-service retirement system terms "optional rem ement." He
must meet one of three minimum conditions of age and service: (1) age
62 with five years of service; (2) age 60 with twenty years of service; or
(3) age 55 with thirty years of service.' Having qualified in any one of
these categories, the employee may have his annuity determined in the
regular manner, the amount depending primarily upon length of service
and average pay during the three years his salary was higkst.

An employee may also be retired involuntarkly.Then an agency is
making a major staff cut, when a particular/Position is dissolved, or
when an office or agency is liquidated." In these situations the annuit is
reduced by one-sixth of 10/0 for each full month the employee is under
age 55. Early optional retirement is also available for employees whose
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duties are in law enforcement, firefighting, and air traffic control. These
people can retire without reduction under age 55 after they have met cer-
tain requirements. Retirement due to disability may take place at a
younger? age if an employee becomes totally disabled and is unable to
satisfactorily perform the duties of his position. He must also have com-
pleted at least five years of civilian service."

In 1964 a survey was conducted of civil-service annuitants who had
retired under the "55-30" optional-retirement provision. (Our search of
the literature did not uncover a more recent survey.) The respondents
were overwhelmingly positive about their early retirements despite the
fact that they had retired with a permanent reduction in benefits."

Early Retirement in the Military

In the military, promotion and retirement are intricately bound
together. Personnel are regularly considered for promotion from one
grade to another. Promotion is automatic to second lieutenant (in the
Army, Marine Carps, and Air Force) and to ensign (in the Navy). After
that point, promotion becomes a com2etitive process administered by
the Selection Board.'° At the lower ranks, an officer is separated if he
fails selection twice. He receives his separation compensation, which is
based on his number of years of commissioned service, in a lump sum.

The procedure changes slightly when a member of the Army, Air
Force, or Marine Corps is attempting promotion from major to lieuten-
ant colonel and when a Navy officer is attempting promotion from lieu-
tenant commander to commander. If the officer is passed over twice at
this step, he must be retired by his twentieth or twenty-first year of com-
missioned service. If promoted, he is guaranteed a position in the service
until he reaches retirement eligibilit e pension received is 2-1/2% of

base pa./ times the number of years commissioned service. Similar
procedures apply to the higher ranks, with slight differences among the
services.

Military retirees tend to be young. If an individual retires upon com-
pletion of a normal career (twenty years), he may be in his early forties.
Two things cause these young retirement ages. First, men ordinarily
begin their military careers very young; officers are usually in thesr early
twenties. Second, a person may retire voluntarily after only twenty yearsi
knowing that he will receive full benefits. However, many of these rela
tively young men are retired because they have been separated from t
service before they have progressed very far through the-i-AIM True, jlie
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less qualified are terminated, and it is contended that the "up-or-out"
system maintains a "young, vigorous force.'"' One pertinent fact,
though, is that those who are retired are also relatively young and vig-
orous.

"Up or out" also indirectly causes many voluntary retirements. An
officer may choose to retire if he realizes that he has been performing
poorly and will not be promoted at the next step. Perhaps to save face, or
because he determines that the extra year or so he gains toward retire-
ment benefits by staying until he is involuntarily separated will not com
p-nsate for what he could earn in civilian life, he...duides to leave before
he is told he must. For example, a naval captain with four years at
Annapolis and twenty-four years active duty as a commissioned officer
decided to retire at age 46. He saw little chance of being advanced to rear
admiral. As he described it, the Navy had about 1,100 engineering duty
otficers. Each year only one or two, maybe three, made admiral. In his
opinion, if he was going to have to leave the service and go into the busi-
ness world, the younger the better."

Is the captain's move to be considered early retirement? Perhaps
not. Most military men retire between ages 40 and 50; military pensions
are paid on the, average at age 42." Theseages are considered "early"
only outside the military. Indeed, there is some question concerning the
appropriateness of the word "retirement" for these separations. Perhaps
the term "mid-career change" more properly applies. Recall, though,
that the military offers nothing to assist these persons in their mid-career
change beyond some advice about retirement benefits and suggestions
about e-,tablishing a second career.

The military retirement scheme is unlike any other. Most civilians do
not work in jobs that offer promotions as frequently as a military career,
nor does their continuing to work depend so completely upon their
ability to rise in rank. A military retiree almost always needs to plan for a
second career. This is not true for people who retire from private in-
dustry.

The military and civil-service retirement systems do not seem to hold
much promise as models for academia. For one thing, their costs are sky-
rocketing." Rep. Les Aspin of Wisconsin has called federal pension pro-
nilses "the secret national debt." Some upper-echelon civil-service
employees have found it more profitable to retire than to cortinue work-
ing because until recently cost-of-living adjustments have exceeded salary
increases." The Department of Defense, concerned about extremely
early retirements, has drafted proposals to "deliberalize" the current

oi
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.. military retirement system. The main idea is to encourage military per-
sonnel to remain in service for thirty years by boosting the pension bene-
fit formula during the third decade of service. The civil service and mili-

tary do not want to encourage more early retirements. To do so would
only place an ever-greater burden on an already troubled pension system.

Even with the problems, some persons have suggested the "up-or-
out" system foracademia. But the system probably would not help
academiksolve its imme to manpower problem because of the time lag
involved. h ,fract,an up r-o.y.t-"Tprocess which included hefty sever-
ance paymeniteodid place an unbelievable financial burden upon a
college or university. One thing we can learn from the military and civil
service is that business and industry may be right to use lump-sum sever-
ance payments to encourage early retirement. In that way, at least, the
total cost of the extra payment is known in advance.

EARLY RETIREMENT IN ACADEMIA

Although many universities and colleges have had early retirement
plans for decades, they generally only allow early retirement with a
reduced annuity. Recently, though, institutions have made provisions for
increases in early-retirement annuities to permit or even encourage per-
sons to retire before the mandatory age.

During the growth years of the 1950s and 1960s, few universities and
colleges had reason to consider ways in which to cause employees to
retire early; they were having a difficult time recruiting and retaining
them. Some institutions that had mandatory retirement provisions also
had arrangements to re-hire over-age employees on a year to year basis."
Most persons who wanted to stay on after mandatory retirement were
permitted to do so. Besides, at many institutions, mandatory retirement
was as high as age 70. Some universities and colleges still set age 70 as the
mandatory retirement age, and a few permit extensions beyond manda-
tory retirement; but in recent years the trend has been toward lower man-
datory retirement ages and fewer extensions." The reduction in the
retirement age in academia is consistent with the reduction in the
economy as a whole." However, retirement ages in academia are still
generally higher than those in industry, and a retirement considered
"early" in academia might be considered "late" elsewhere.

In the early 1970s, Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association of
America-College Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF) began to

GO
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receive increased inquiries about early retirement. In 1972, TIAA-CREF
prepared a document outlining A variety of provisions intended to
supplement benefits for early retirees. These provisions were designed to
make early retirement more attractive and to give institutions more flexi-
bility in adjusting to staffing needs."

In late 1972, TIAA-CREF sent a questionnaire to the business
offices of 2,533 universities and colleges seeking information about their
early-retirement practices." Among the 1,294 institutions responding,
over fifty reported providing some type of severance paymentinclud-
ing lump sum payments, a year's sa'ary, a percentage of accrued sick
leave, or a contribution to the pension fund to bring the early-retirement
annuity up to what would have been received at mandatory retirement.

A reduced work-load option was reported by forty-four institutions.
They were using this alternative bolt' as an incentive to enter early retire-
ment gradually and as a way to supplement the incomes of persons retir-
ing early at reduced benefit rates. Some institutions also provided all or
partial fringe benefits, including continued contributions to !he pension
r unti until the mandatory retirement age, as part of this option.

Twenty-nine colleges reported programs that provided supplemental
monthly retirement incomes for early retirees. Benefits (beyond those the
early retirees would receive anyway) were provided by payments from
current operating .funds, additional premiums paid to individual annu-
ities, group annuity arrangements, and special retirement funds and
reserves. Other incentives included continued payment into social
security, payment of health- and life-insurance premiums, and payment
of pension fund contributions until the mandatory retirement age.

About the same time that TIAA-CREF administered its early-retire-
ment survey, the Office of institutional Analysis at the University of
Virginia conducted a similar survey of the forty-eight member institu-
tions of the Association of American ,Jniversities." The University of
Virginia study uncovered plans for reducing the mandatory retirement
age to 65 in about half of the institutions. Most of the remaining institu-
tions either already had begun- or were intending to begin- incentive
early-retirement plans.

A follow-up survey of dire University of Virginia sample was con-
ducted during 1975 by the Office of Institutional Studies at the Univer-
sity of Southern California." This survey found that early-retirement
plans in universities had not changed much since the original study. The
planned lowering of the mandatory retirement age had taken place at
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three institutions. Although some of the sample institutions were still
considering changes in their plans, few changes had been made. Four
universities had begun early-retirement programs, but eight had dropped
their plans or were using them sporadically. Unfortunately, the reporting
institutions were able to provide little information about the effective-
ness of their early-retirement programs. Either they had not kept ade-
quate records, or their plans had been in operation only ayhort while.

Other schemes were reported, includinglthe payment of severance
pay in a lump sum or in installments. Phasing into retirement through
part-time employment was also discussed. Under this option, contribu-
tions to the employee's annuity would be tr vitinued at his full-time salary
level so that his retirement income would'be unaffected by his switch to
part-time work. Another proposal provided an early-retirement supple-
ment to persons retiring at least five years early. The supplement was cal-
culated in a manner that allowed the larger supplement to those persons
retiring the earliest.

These surveys provide sufficient data about most current early-
retirement plans in academia. In order to discover the essential ingredi-
ents of incentive early-retirement schemes, we investigated in more detail
the several plans that had encouraged faculty members to retire before
the mandatory age. These five university plans are outlined in the follow-
ing pages. In chapter 3, the experiences of persons retiring under four of
these schemes and the schemes of two corporations are analyzed.

Institution Al

U nil recently, early retirement at this institution was accomplished
informally. There were no precise regulations concerning the eligibility
age for early retirement or the number of years of service required. The
faculty member retiring early received approximately 75% of the annuity
that he would have received at the normal retirement age of 65. The c.st
of the supplemental annuity averaged about one-third of the total salary
and benefits he would have been paid had he remained on the faculty
until age 65. Individualized calculations were required to determine the
amount of the annuity, which was dependent on the amount of the pro-
jected annuity at early retirement.

A standardized formulwas recently developed to simplify calcu-
lations. The administiation hat decided to offer the standardized early-
retirement annuity to staff members with at lost ten years as members of
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tilt retirement plan and who will be at least 60 years of age and will have
at least twenty years of service by July 1, 1977. The offer is being made
only for early retirements to be effective either July 1, 1977; January 1,
1978; or July 1, 1978-. The supplemental annuities will be purchased out-
side the regular retirement plan on a single-life basis without a spouse's
benfit. The informal program will be continued for individuals age 55 to
60. Under both the formal and the informal program, the only restriction
on employment is that the early retiree may not be reemployed at the
university.

This university formalized its incentive early-retirement plan to
create an option for long-service employees who would otherwise be laid
off, to give long-service pensions to senior faculty and staff who wanted
to retire for personal reasons, and to encourage marginal performers to
retire.

Institution A2

At Institution A2, where the mandatory retirement age is 70, a fac-
ulty member may retire at ary age between 65 and 70. His early-retire-
ment benefit is equal to what he would have received had he waited until
age 70 to retire, but without a salary change. Durir.6 the early retirement
years, he receives benefit payments directly from the university, which
makes full contributions to his annuity. When he reaches age 7u, the uni-
versity contributions cease. He then begins to draw his annuity. Eligibil-
ity is limited to employees with at least twenty years of service and eigh-
teen years of retirement-plan participation.

Under the terms of the early-retirement plan, any retiree who
"resumes gainful employment" anywhere while he is still receiving
interim benefits directly from the university (i.e., prior to age 70) will
forfeit those benefits as long as he is employed. There seems to be no
standard interpretation, however, of what constitutes "gainful employ-
ment."

This university launched its early-retirement plan two decades ago
when It realized some people reaching the mandatory retirement age had
pensions too low to provide for an adequate retirement. Although age 65
had been intended as the "normal" retirement age, most people could
not afford to retire before the compulsory age of 70. Concerned that it
was penalizing long-service employees, the university devised what might
be called a career-service supplement. The plan does have an element of
inducement, but most people see it as a bonus for twenty years of service.

63
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s The scheme at this university involves early retirement plus part-
time employment. When a profesSor decides to retire early, he receives

the actuarial equivalent of the benefits due him under the normal early-
retirement program. In addition, during the period between early retire-
ment and mandatory retirement, he is given part-time employment which
brings his total income up to the annuity he would have received-lad he
remained employed at his current salary until the mandatory retirement
age. At the mandatory retirement age the part-time employment ceases,
and the early-retirement benefits are supplemented by an annuity pur-
chased by the university. Thus, at the mandatory retirement age, the
early retiree continues to receive an income equal to the annuity he would
have received had he remained fully employed until mandatory
retirement.

Institution A4

The plan at this institution was a response to a high proportion of
tenured faculty members who severely restricted the school's ability to
hire new academics. An early-retirement plan was seen as a way to
increase turnover in the faculty.

The plan was based upon the premise that early retirement should be
open to all older faculty members at their own initiative, not offerer on
an ad hoc basis to certain persons. The plan's designers reasoned that the
best candidates for ear'', retirement were those persons with lower-than-
average salaries for their age and length-of-service groups. Assuming

11that one's salary is an indication of relative pro ctivity, the plan calcu-
lates the early-retirement benefit "n the basis of e median earnings for
one's age and service category. It therefore offers a great financial incen-

tive to retire to the lower-salaried employees. Although the plan has been
in operation for several years, it has encouraged only a half dozen per-
sons to retire.

Institution AS

The mandatory retirement age at Institution AS ig 70. In 1971, how-

ever, an "accelerated retirement program" was implemented, not so

much as a ay to encourage people to retire early as a means of supple-
menting the inadequate pensions some retirees were receiving. The pro-
gram originated in tha faculty senate, where its supporters argued that all

6.1
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faculty members should be financially able to retire at age 65. The result-
ing senate resolution also noted that faculty members should be encour-
aged to voluntarily fix a date for retirement far enough in advance to per-
mit effective personal retirement planning and the orderly replacement
of Nth-Mg professors. If a faculty member fixes hi. tirement at age 65,
the university will match an increased payment into his retirement
account. If he then fails to retire at age 65, the university stops its contri-
butions to his pension account.

Recent changes in the provisions of-the option permit an employee
to a:celerate contributions to his annuity program during any ten-year
period between ages 52 and 65, but not beyond age 65. There is some
confusion about the purpose of the option. Clearly, a primary factor
was concern for faculty members faced with the choice of retiring on
inadequate pensions or remaining on the faculty until an advanced age
because of financial need. But the scheme is also seen by some as a way
to encourav less productive faculty members to retire early.

This program is unusual in that !I requires the participating faculty
member to fix his retirement date ten years in advance. He may elect to
stay on past that date without the university's consent, but the university
can cease its contributions to his annuity program. Once a person does
retire and begins drawing his annuity, there is no restriction on employ-
ment at the university or elsewhere.

More than four-hundred faculty members have opted for the
accelerated retirement program, but as of July 1, 1977, only ninety had
reached their specified retirement dates. In the last several years, it is esti-
mated, about one-third of those who reached their retirement dates con-
tinued on in their university positions, although sometimes they worked
part-time or only fo; an extra year. That no attempt has been made to see
whether participants do indeed retire op schedule reflects how little this
program is considered a means of encouraging early retirement.

We investigated the increased-benefit early-retirement arrangements
of several other universities, but none of those options had been imple-
mented or had retired more than a few persons. One institution devel-
oped an arrangement whereby it would make a payment to the early
retiree's annuity program so that his early annuity would equal what he
would have received by staying on until the mandatory retirement age.
The arrangement was never formalized. It was offered to only a few indi-
viduals and has not been promoted or discussed on campus. Another
institution devised a scheme involving early retirement and reemploy-
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ment, but the state retirement system is blocking implementation of the
option. Grossly underfunded, the system could run into the red if many
persons took even normal early retirement.

CONCLUSION

We have focused on only two career optionsmid-career retraining
and early retirementbut there are few other options for overstaffed
universities and for faculty members in glutted fields or with outdated
skills. From the university's perspective, the options, short of firing a
professor, include finding some new way to use his skills (shift him into
administration), giving him new skills to nee elsewhere (mid-career re-
training), or paying him to retire early (im,ntive early retirement). The
professor's options are similar and include identifying new tasks or chal-
lenges that can be met with current skills, learning new skills that make
him employable in a setting where jobs re available, or retiring if he can

afford it.
individuals have changed careers through each of these means, but

most shifts to date have occurred informally and at the individual's ini-
tPative. Industry and academia have implemented formal career change
programs, but both sectors have had far more experience with incentive
early retirement: those actionc taken to encourage people to retire earlier
than usual. These schemes promise to open university ranks to new
faculty members with needed skills, to free money for new hiring, and to
improve morale. Late, Lhapteis will deal with the fiscal and staffing
questions, but first the human consequences of induced early retirement
will be investigated.
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Experiences of incentive
Early Retirees'

Academics apparently accept retirement as part of their life cycle,'
and most are satisfied with their lives during retirement.' Many even look
forward to retiring.' Retired professors tend to be in good health and
have relatively good incomes,' two key variables affecting retirement
satisfaction.' Their generally positive feelings derive in part _from the
relative ease with which they are able to continue their academic lives
during retirement. Most retired academics do not shut themselves off
entirely from their former lives.' Emeritus professors are involved in a
variety of activities, many continuing those academic pursuits they
enjoyed most while employed, others pursuing new non-academic
interests.'

During the past decade, researchers have found retired professors
willing to return to research related to their preretirement research.'
Others have discovered that retired academics want gainful part-time
employment.'0 Yet most former professes want to return tc work not
because of financial need but because they v-ruld enjoy doing so."
Several recent studies indicate the extent of academic reemployment.
Alan Rowe found that 40% of retired academics are employed, most of
them in teaching or research." Ir, a nationwide study of its annuitants,
Teachers Insurance and Anruity Association-College Retirement Equi-
ties Fund (TiAA-CREF) found that 486/s of its respondentc had worked
for pay after retirement. Retired faculty members and administrators
were more likely to report employment after retirement than were r ^1.-
academic annuitants." In a study of recent University of California

37
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retirees, 44% reported reemplo,: anent, and 84% of these persons were
satisfied with the amount they were working."

These data show the widespread desire of researchers and teachers
to maintain their academic lives and even to continue in some line of
related employment. What do these attitudes mean for retirement
schemes aimed at getting academics to retire early? How likely is it that

these persons will agree to retire early? What has happened to thosewho

have retirekl early? Are they any less satisfied than other retirees? Since

widespread early retirement in academia is a recent phenomenon, little
nationwide information is available to answer these questions. We do
have, however, data from a study of recent retirees of the University of
California in which the experiences of professors who voluntarily retired
early are compared with the experiences of those who retired at the man-
datory age.'

Since 1968, more than 40070 of the full-lime faculty members who
retired from the University of California did so before reaching the man-
datory age, and the early retirees tend to be more satisfied with their
retirement decisions than the mandatory-age retirees. Furthermore, the
early retirees reported overwhelmingly that, if they had it to do all over

again, they would still retire early. Curre, it employees plan to retire at
about the same average age as recent retirees, and those planning to retire

early are much more likely to look foiward to retirement than persons

planning to retire at the mandatory age.
Perhaps the most important finding of this and several other recent

studies is that even if mandatory retirement were abolished, many facul y
members would consider retiring early under the right conditions.Thc
University of California study found that 21% of the mandatory-age
retirees and 33% of the early retirees would have retired earlier if they

had been offered a more attractive early-retirement plan. At all ages of
retirement, the primary condition was a larger annuity. As an induce-

ment, part time employment ran a poor second Sixty-eight percent of
current employees revirted that they also would retire earlier than they

now planned to if offered a larger pension andiless importantpart-
time employment.

Since the University of California study was conducted, other re-
searqers have obtained similar results. A study of University of
Southern California faculty members found that 28% of recent retirees
would have preferred to retire earlier under a more advantageous plan,

and 75% of current faculty members would consider early retirement

with appropriate financial incentives.'

7
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A nationwide survey of academics discovered similar feelings."
Two-thirds of the survey's respondents would consider retiring earlier
than they now plan if they were assured of pension benefits equal to
those they would receive at mandatory retirement. Here too, part-time
employment was the second most important condition for early retire-
ment.

Many of the faculty members who now speak favorably of early
reti.ement might not take advantage of a plan if it were offered to them.
Nonetheless, these data suggest that a sizable portion of today's aca-
demics who are not now planning to retire early might agree to do so
under the right conditions. Offered an increased annuity and part-time
employment arrangements, some faculty members have agreed to retire
early.

We conducted extensive personal interviews wi.h individuals who
had retired under special incentive early- retirement provisions. Through
these interviews we hoped to obtain a consumer report, so to peak,
about induced or incentive early retirement. We hoped to find oui when
and how the respondents decided to retire early, why they did so, and
how satisfied they were w:lh their decision. We also wanted to know
whether early retirement had affected their financial well-being, their
professional activity, and their general activity and happiness. Finally,
we sought to know how they had prepared themselves for early retire-
ment, what advice they would give to others considering early retirement,
and how they would evaluate the early-retirement programs at their own
institutions.

THE INCENTIVE EARLY RETIREES"

Potential respondents for the study were identified by the adminis-
trators of the special incentive early- retirei..ent programs at four univer-
sities and two corporations. (For reasons of confidentiality, these insti-
tutions cannot be identified. We will refer the academic institutions as
Al through A4 and to the corporations as CI and C2.) Although we
requested the names of all faculty or managerial and professional staff
who had retired under the special options, institutions Al, A4, Cl, and
C2 preferred to make thc. first contact with potential respondents them-
selves, relaying to us the names of only those who consented to answer
our questions. We intended to interview aU the retirees whose names we
were given. However, we took a random sample of 60070 of the retirees

ti
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/from institution A2 because it had many more potential respondents
than the other institutiGns.

Altogether, we interviewed seventy incentive early retirees, of whom
fifty-two were from the four universities (Table 2). Sixty of the inter-
views were conducted especially for this study between October, 1976,
and February, 1977. Ten were conducted in 1975 as part of an earlier
study." The interviews averaged just under two hours and were con-
ducted/in the retiree's home or b:fice. Tw:lve interviews were conducted
by t ephone, with no noticeable differences in length or depth of
res nse. The interviews were structured informally, according to an
intirview guide reproduced in the appendix. Nearly all the responses

_---.-- were open-ended and were coded after the interview.
Forty percent of the retired faculty members were from the sciences

(including the social sciences); 43% were from the professions; and only
15% were from the humanities. One respondent was a nonteaching
librarian. The scientists included seven from engineering; two each from
chemistry and the biological sciences; and one each from physics,
zoology, and plant physiology. Among former social scientists were

Table 2 Interviewee Participation by Institution

Institutions

Number of Special-
Incentive Early Retirees

Retired from
the Institution

Contacted for
Participation Interviewed

Percentage
of Potential
Respondents
Intervie wed

Academic
AI 16 16 6 38

A2 56 33 29 52

A3 16 16 15 94
A4 6 6 2 33

Subtotal 94 71 52 55

Corporate
CI II 9

C2 9 9

Subtotal 20 it

Total 91 70

Data not Jvallable
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three economists, two anthropologists, one political scientist, and one
psychologist. The professionals' fields included education, physical
education, business, medicine, nursing, dentistry, public health, journal-
ism, library science, and social work. Respondents from the humanities
represented English, French, German, history, classics, and fine arts. We
made no attempt to select respondents by field because of the relatively
small pool of respondents. Furthermore, We did not weight the responses
to adjust for sampling and response rates or to produce population esti-
mates. The sampling procedure prohibited such adjustments. Most of
the interviewees had retired very recently. In fact, 694/o of the academic
retirees and 89% of the retirees from business had retired no more than
two years before they were interviewed. Nevertheless, six retirees in
the study had retired from five to ten years before the interview, and we
found no systematic differences between their responses and those who
had retired more recently.

By current American standard_);, the subjects had not retired very
early; nearly half (49%) were age 65 or older at retirement (Table 3).
There was a marked difference between the average retirement ages of
the corporate and academic retirees, however: 59.6 for the retirees from
business aad 64.0 for the academic retirees. Eighty percent of the aca-

Table 3 Age at Retirement

Insatuttons

Age

55-59 60-62 63-64 65-66 67-70 Total'

Percentages
Academic

Al 50 50 0 0 0 100 (6)

A2 0 3 0 83 14 100 (29)
A3 3 73 33 40 0 100 (15)

A4 0 0 100 0 0 100 (2)
Subtotal 10 12 14 58 8 100 (52)

Corporate
CI 22 44 33 0 0 100 (9)
C2 56 44 0 , 0 100 (9)

Subtotal 39 44 17 0 0 100 (18)

Total 17 20 14 43 6 100 (70)

Note. Row percentages do not alwa,,s sum to 10090 because of rounding

'Number of respondents upon which row percentages are based k shown in parentheses
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demics, but only 17% of the corporate retirees, were over age 62 at the
time of retirement.

An institution's mandatory-retirement regulations obviously influ-
ence the age of retirement. On the average, both the academic and the
corporate retirees terminated four to five years before their respective
mandatory ages. However, because of the higher mandatory-retirement
age for most of the academic retirees (age 70 at institution A2 and age 67

at institution A3), the retired academics tended to be older at the time of
retirement.

In spite of having retired younger, the corporate retirees tended to
have been employed longer by the firms from which they had retired;
72% of these retirees had thirty or more years of service, compared with
only 34% of the academic retirees. 1 his difference is partly the result of
the relatively older ages at which academics are first retained by institu-
tions and also of their tendency to move among institutions during their
careers.

The early-retirement eligibility requirements set by an institution
also help determine the age of retirement. In our survey, the effects of
such requirements are most evident where retirement decisions were
generally voluntaryi.e., at institutions A2, Cl, and C2. Most of the
early retirees from these institutions retired almost immediately after
meeting the age and service requirements for special early retirement. At
institution A2, where the early retirement eligibility requirements were 65
years of age and twenty years of service (plus eighteen years of partici-
pation in the retirement plan), only 31% of the early retirees continued
working after establishing eligibility on both criteria. At institution Cl,
where eligibility was established after age 58 with thirty years of service,
only 22% of the early retirees passed this point. The special incentive
arrangement at institution C2 was a limited time "open window" which
had been offered twice in the past five years to anyone with twenty-five
years of service. The early retiree received half-pay for four years on top
of his regular early retirement pension if he was 55 or older. If he was
under 55, he got only the special severance payment. Only 33% of the
early retirees had passed up the "open window" the first time they were
eligible for both the special payment and a pension.

THE DECISION'TO RETIRE EARLY

Few of the interviewees had made long -range plans to retire early. 1,,
fact, over half of them (58%) had begun thinking seriously about early
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retirement less than four years before their decision, and 29% had been
seriously considering it for less than two years. Only 21,10 of the respon-
dents had been planning to retire early for more than ten years. At
institution AI, whose special incentive program was the least voluntary
and newest among all six institutions, our respondents made their retire-
ment decision in the shortest time: less than two years for all six. Nearly
one-third of the retired faculty members from institution A2, where
mandatory retirement was age 70 and the twenty-year old early-retire-
intent plan for those aged 65 was strictly voluntary, nearly one third said
they had "always" expected to retire early.2° The respondents were quite
candid in'their descriptions of why they decided to retire early.

I was not on the forefront of work, and I had worked since [my
childhood]. I was looking at others who were old; and I was not con-
vi-ced they were very effective. 1 felt one of the best contributions a
person could make would be to get out of the way of others.
(University A3, respondent #16, social science field)

When early retirement came out, there were two factors. [This
campus] was d with decreasing its faculty by [a specific num-
ber]. In my de tment there were two brilliant young faculty mem-
bers, and I was sure the department would take a one 1TE cut. 1 had
in mind hat I would hate to see one of these men cut, but if early
retirem nt had not worked out, I would not have retired. There were
clso roblems in the department . . . internal strife. . . 1

wel med the opportunity to get out. . . . I wanted to release
fr, revel the day-to-day tension. (A3-I2, humanities)

I found that I did not enjoy teaching much, and I started to experi-
ence [a particular physical problem], so the early-retirement plan
was attractive. I retired two years early. I was so near to the normal
age that there was really no difference. I saw early retirement as a
way to get out of two years of pain. (A4-2, profession)

I considered it even before there was special compensation . .

had a couple of large academic projects that 1 wanted to finish, and
I already had a house in [another state]. I wanted to get away . . . I
had worked twenty-seven years at [this university], continuously
from 1946 to 1973. . . . It was not out of a sense of disenchantment
with the university or profession. It was a personal considera,ion
regarding my writing. (A4-1, humanities)

The reasons for retiring early were quite varied, and although there
were minor differences among institutions, there was Limost no dif-
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ference between retired academics and retired corporate employees
(Table 4). That is, the rank order of reasons for retiring early, deter-
mined by how frequently they were mentioned, was nearly identical for
retirees from academic institutions and retirees from business.

Most of the early retirees mentioned several factors which influ-
enced their decision.' The most common reason (mentioned by 49%)
was that they had already developed, or else wanted to develop, some
interests outside their regular work-related responsibilities. Often the
academics had a specific project in mind, such as finishing a book or a
research project. Others said they retired to set new goals for themselves
and to enjoy an altogether different life-style. The next most frequently
stated reason (mentioned by 43%) was that they had lost interest in or no
longer enjoyed their work, or else they were fatigued by the pressures
that accompanied even the most enjoyable challenges. Some of the early
retirees (31%) said they saw little reason' to continue, since they already
had enough money to retire comfortably. In 30% of the cases, the special
incentive arrangement had encouraged the interviewee to retire early.
(There was no double-counting these last two reasons. That is, we sepa-
rated being offered an attractive arrangement that made early retirement
financially feasible from having enough money to retire regardless of
one's retirement plan. If one' considers these situations essentially the
same, then being financially able to retire becomes the primary reason
for early retirement.) One-fifth of the early retirees said a health problem
or disability had contributed to their early retirement, and 17% said t.ley
felt they had worked long enough and deserved a change or rest. Other
reasons were mentioned less frequently.

Asked, "Whom did you talk to about when to retire?" both aca-
demic and corporate retirees mentioned spouses most often and then
their superiors." Twelve percent of the respondents said they had
discussed their decision with no one. The retirees who discussed their
decision with tne administrators of their retirement system were notice-
ably few (only 14%). This only means, however, that they did not seek
advice from the retirement system on when to retire. Many did in fact go
to the retirement office for Information on financial matters and other
details of the arrangement before making their decision

SATISFACTION WITH THE DECISION

.lety-eight percent of the early retirees said they were either satis-
fied or very satisfied with their at.:ision to retire early. Only one retiree
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Table S Satisfaction with the Decision to Retire Early

Age at
Retirement

Very
Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Satisfied

Very
Satisfied Total

Academics ___, Percentage

67-70 0 0 25 75 100 (4)
65-66 0 0 30 70 100(30)
63-64 0 0 0 100 100 (4)
60-62 0 17 0 83 100 (6)
55-59 0 0 40 60 100 (5)
Subtotal 0 2 25 73 100 {49)

Corporate
Employees

63-64 0 0 33 67 100 (3)
60-62 0 0 38 63 100 (8)
55-59 0 0 14 86 100 (7)
Subtotal 0 0 28 72 WO (18)

Total 0 2 2 5 73 100 (67)

Note: Missing observations (MO) = 3

said he was dissatisfied (Table 5). Seventy-three percent said they were
very satis5ed. The overwhelming positiveness of this response might lead
some to wonder-whether the respondents were being candid with us or
whether they. had rationalized their decisions. Given their openness on
many topics, a,s,swell as their enthusiastic comments, this possibility
seems unlikel,.

It has enabled me to complete my book, which took me longer than
I thought. Monetarily, the income has ,{lien O.K. I haven't missed
the few dollars' difference between my income and my salary. . . .

Oh, it's enabled me to do some other things besides the book: travel,
which i've always enjoyed. I've certainly been pleased to be relieved
of the pressures and difficulties of teaching. . . . Students are quite
different from the ones in our earlier classes, . . . People sometimes
say, "Don't you miss the students?" Well, in a way, but not to the
extent where I wish I was back teaching them, (Az-35, profession

I think it was an ideal situation, and I would go so far as to recom-
mend ti.at other faculty and staff consider it seriously. (Early retire-
ment with part-time employment] permits the faculty member to
gradually taper off his responsibilities and still maintain a financial
status which is acceptable. So many times people work full-time up
to a cJrtain Friday night and after that it's nothing. It's a step func-
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tion, and in many cases it's a disaster. It's too abrupt a change.
(A3-4, science)

I now very seldom go to campus. I don't know a single student. . .

I returned to see changes in students. It was hard to adjust to pickets
outside of the classroom. To see such disruption was a shock. . . . I
always wanted time to read. Now I go to the library twice a week
and read a book a day. . . . I find it a struggle to go down to the
office once a month. . . . I (answer correspondence] in half a day. I
got out of a job I didn't like. (A4-2, profession)

We have made a considerable change of life, and we are enjoying it
to the hilt. . . . We're enjoying the outdoors immensely, becoming
beach bums almost. . . . Also, we haven't made a complete change
from our former lives. I'm working on a book, and my wife has
writing projects; so it hasn't been a complete change of life. It's Just
that now, when we write, it's because we want to. . . . We've had no
reason to question the decision to retire early. As a matter of fact,
the joy of it increases every day. (A2-24, humanities)

I can advertise retirement for anybody. I think it's great! (Al-I,
sclence)

I've lost something, but I anticipated that. And I've gained some-
thing. The loss is your contact with students. . . . The gain, of
course, is that your time is all your own. And also that I'm not
trying to do something like lecturing that I'm not fit for. (A2-7,
humanities)

I had a strong feeling for some time, looking at my friends and other
people, that the sixties are still good years, that you don't .start
developing problems until later, and that if you have things you
want to do, the best time to do them is in your sixties. And you can't
do that when you're tied down to a position. . . . And I had some
other interests. I had a strong feeling that one should retire young
enough to develop some new interests, too. Not to be solely depen-
dent on your jot Jor intellectual stimulation. (A2-13, profession)

It's a tremendous release of tension . . . It's turning a new page in
a way. . . . Americans are too conditioned to strive for success, for
a big paycheck. Life's too short to just wear yourself down and not
be able to reap the other benefits of life besides drawing a huge
salary. I think the key to the thing is whether you think you're
making a contribution and living up to your own expectations. It's
important not to fool yourself about this just in order to pull down a
fat paycheck. (A3-6, profession)

6 0
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I enjoy the freedom. . . . I know a lot of cases where people didn't
live very long after they retired, where they worked up to age 63. If
you enjoy your work so much, and if t's the only thing you have,

that's not so bad. But, V you have other things you would like to do,
but you're waiting until age 65 to get the full retirement benefits and
then you never live to reap the advantages of those benefits, then
you've had it. (Corporation CI, respondent #8, supervisor)

The point is, you don't have the pressure of thinking, "I've got to
get up. I've got to get dressed. I've got to go to work and face that
stack of papers that was there yesterday." I like the feeling of inde-
pendence, that I can do what I want for a change and not what I'm
forced to do. As a result, I've done various things that I couldn't do
before. (C2-3, manager)

We also asked the interviewees, "If you could make the decision
againunder the same circumstances but knowing what you now
knowwould you retire at the same time, earlier, or later?" Only five of
the early retirees said they would retire later if they had it to do again,
and fotklaid they would retire sooner (Table 6). Among the academic
retirees, 90% said they would retire at the same time.

Tabk 6 Retirement Decision if Made Again

Age at
Retirement

Would
Retire Earlier

Would Retire
At the Same Time

Would
Retire Later Total

Percentages
Academia',

67-70 25 75 0 100 (4)
65-66 3 90 7 100 (30)

63-64 20 80 0 100 (5)

60-62 0 100 0 100 (6)
55-59 0 100 0 100 (7)

Subtotal 6 90 4 100 (50)

Corporate
Employees

63-64 0 100 0 kA) (3)

60-62 13 63 25 100 (8)

55-59 0 86 14 100 (7)

Subtotal 6 78 17 100 (18)

Total 6 87 7 103 (68)

Note MO .2
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Finally, we queried: "Would yc,u have retired earlier under the right
conditions? That is, is there anything the university (or the company)
could have done to encourage you to retire earlier than you did?"
Seventy percent of th academics and 53% of the corporate early retirees
said no, they would not d earlier, even if the conditions had
been different. Those who gave reasons said they would not have been
psychologically ready for retirement or they were too involved in their
work. On the other hand, about one-third of the early retirees said they
would have retired earlier if the conditions had made it financially feasi-
bleif, for example, the special option had been available to them
earlier or if the annuity had been larger.

THE EFFECTS OF EARLY RETIREMENT

Financial Well -Being

The early retirees seemed to be faring well financially. According to
84% of the respondents, there had been no change in their standard of
living since retirement (Table 7). Although their gross income was lower,

Tabk 7 Current Standard of Living Compared with that Before Retirement

Age at
Retirement

Lower than
Before Retirement Same

Higher than
Before Retirement Total

Academics Percentages

67-70 0 100 0 100 (4)
65-66 3 83 13 100 (30)
63-64 20 80 0 100 (5)
60-62 0 100 0 100 (6)
55-59 0 100 0 100 (5)
Subtotal 4 88 8 100 (50)

Corporate
Employees

63-64 0 100 0 100 (3)

60-62 0 75 25 100 (8)
55-59 0 57 43 100 (7)
Subtotal 0 72 28 100 (18)

Total 3 84 13 100 (68)

Note MO= 2

8'14..
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they said their "spendable" income was higher Ther.. were no deduc-
tions for sccial security They did not have to ,:tay income tax on their
social-security checks or on income from their own after-tax contricu-
nons to retirement funds Quite often their major expenses, such as a
mortgage on the house and the children's living and educational
expenses, were behind them. Furthermore, some of the money they once
spent on clothes, lc _iches away from home, and commuting could now
he reallocated

Compared to the academics, proportionately more retirees from
business were apt to say their standard of living was higher than before
retirement. I his improvement was largely due to the nature of t*--, incen-
tive early retirement at institution C2 Because retirees under this -go,
gram received half-pay for four years on top of their ear ned retirement
benefits, their total income in the four years following retirement was
usually as good or even better than before.

Although many of the early retire., were concerned about the
pctential effects of continued inflation, 9501 said that, co far, they had
bet n able to live as well or better than they had expected Compared to
retirees in other age groups, those in the 65 to 66 age group were most
likely to have underestimated their standard of living after retirement;
44% of these persons ti,und !heir standard of IR tng higher than
expected

Professional Activity

Early retirement does not net mean an end to gainful profes-
sional activity. e,,vcially for academies Sixty-two percent of the early
retirees said they had been employed at orie time or another during retire-
ment ;Table 8) Althe igh a ft.w persons had held full-time Jobs, most of
thoswho reported employment had workeci part-time or on intermittent
or short-term tasks 2. The retired faculty members were much more
likely to have been employed than the retired corpora-. employees Only
one-third of the latter had been employed since retirement, compared
with 72% of the acajernic retirees. Age also seems to be a deciding fac
tor. All the academics under age 65 had been employed, compared with
56% of t'aose age 65 or older

Whether a respondent had been employed since retirement also
varied by institut., 2artly because of the average retirement age at each
institution and partly 1- ecause of differing employment regulations for
early tetnees Forty-eight percent of the early retirees from institution A2
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Table E Employment Since Early Retirement

9ge at
Retirement

Never

Employed

Employed
Ir ,rmittently/ Employed

Short-term Part-'tme
Employed
Full-time Total

Academics Percentages

67-70 50 50 0 0 100 (4)
65-66 43 37 20 0 100 (30)
63-64 0 14 86 0 100 (7)
60-.2 0 33 50 17 100 (6)
55-59 20 60 20 100 (5)
Subtotal 29 33 35 4 100 (52)

Corporate
Employees

63-64 100 0 0 C 100 (3)
60-62 63 25 0 13 100 (8)
55-59 57 14 29 0 ICY) (7)

Subtotal 67 17 11 6 100 (18)

Total 49 29 29 4 100 (70)

had been employed, compared with 100N of the retirees from the
remaining academic institutions. Besides being the oldest of the retirees
(on the average), the early retirees from instItutton A2 technically were
forbidden to accept "gainful employment" while receiving their early-
retirement checks from the university. (Many, but not all, of the retired
faculty members from institution assumed that this restriction
excludes shot t-term or intermittent consulting activities ) In contrast, the
early retirees from institution A3 were general!) required to work part-
time at 'ho ersi so that their early retirement pension plus their
part-time salary would equal the full pension they would have received at
the mandatory retirement age. The only employment regulation for early
retirees from institution Al was that they cannot work for the university

Petered academics in the sciences were more likely to have been
employe:, zhan those in °Cwt. fields. Eighty-six percent of the scientists
had been employed, compared with 57% of the prifessors from the
humanities. This difference could reflect the relati4jy greater market
al- ility scientific skills, but age at retirement and the nature of the
institution left also influence reemployment statistics. Besides oeing chi
youngest academics, nearly all the scientists were from either institution
Al, where there was no employment restriction, or from institution A3,

6'
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where employment was required. Current employment status follows
much the same pattern as employment since retirement. The biggest dif-
ference is that only half as many retirees from institution A2 were cur-
rently employed.-

seventy-seven percent of the respondents were satisfied with the
amount of time they are working, whether it was part-time, intermit-
tently, or not at all. However, the two respondents currently working
full-time said they would ratht.r be working less. Except for them, satis-
faction with the amount of paid work increased slightly with more inten-
sive employment.

Of course, it is possible to stay professionally involved in ways other
than taking a job. One can also carry on independeitit resc.41.11 and
writing, participate in professional societies, consult without pay, and
perform various volunteer activities related to one's field. If we count
these acitvities as well as employment in cne's field, 70% of the early
retirees in this study have been professionally involved at one time or
another during their retirement (Table 9) Again, the percentage is much
higher for the retired faculty ruPrnb'ers than for the retired corporate_

Table 9 Profescionai Activity Since
I arty Retirement

Ever Prufessionally ,4ctive9

Age at
Retirement No Yes Tota

Academies
Percentages

67 70 0 100 100 (4)

65-66 2' 73 100 (10)
63-64 0 100 100 (71
60-62 0 100 I(X) (6)
55 59 1() SO 100 (S)

Subtotal 17 S1 100 (52)

Corporate
Ft, ployees

63 -64 IIX) n I(X) ,,
60-62 , SO co 100 (g)
5c -59 .7) 29 100 (7)
Subtotal 67 13 100(Ig)

lora! 10 "f1 100 (70)
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employees (83% and 33%, respectively). All but one of the academics
who had not been professionally active were age 65 or olocr when they
retired. Finally, although academics in the humanities had a much lower
employment rate than academics in other fields, they were comparable to
the other academics in overall professional involvement.

GPneral Weil-Being and Activity

Asked how happy they were with their present lives compared with
how they had felt about their lives in the few years before retirement,
only one person (an academic) reported he was less happy Sixty-one per-
cent of those responding said they were happier than before; 26% said
they felt the same; and I I % said they were ambivalent Virtually the
same distribution of answers came from the academics and corporate
employees. Many said they were more contented and relaxed because
they finally had thefteecitlin to do what they wanted when they wanted
to do it Many were also glad to be away from the tensions and pressures
of business or academia.

Well, if you take the last five years before the retirement came up, I
was really getting unhappy. / was fri,strated, I knew I warn'.'
making my way the way I should have been making my Kay in the
departmental structure. And I've really been happier since I started
my leave, and particularly since I've gotten out here (A 1-4, science)

I think maybe [Prey a bit more happy because I'm get1 more done
on the things I'm anxious to get done before I ehecVin. Because

of my experience over MP years, I feel sort op-egotistically that
have a calling to get them done. (A2-5, sciencW'

Much more happy Less tens;on, that's j4e main thing And no
more unnecessary worry about your dutirS and responsibilities.
I used to feel sorry for retired people. T used to think they had het n
"put on the shelf." 'Vow I go down there and I feel sorry for the
ones who still have to do it, still have to publish Jut cater to the
dean and st .forth. (A2-8, profession)

More happy, You know, most people won't admit it, but as you get
older, it becomes more of a drag to get yourself into a classroom and
be vigorous enough to impress the students. (A2-14, profession)

I'm very happy I didn't like the late Satter and early Seventies very
much. They were ven disturbing years in universities e7eryhere I
didn't like the tremendous enrollments. the complicated bureautra
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cies, the period of two to three years of belligerent student atti-
tudes . . If I compare right now with those last years, I'm far
more happy (A2-15, science)

Happier. Definitely. i'ou know, one of the things that happens to a
married couple when they've both been working is that, when they
retire, they have more time to spend together, which may sound
corny, but it's true. And of course you have your own family, your
own married children, your grandchildren. There's quite a lot to fill
up the days. (A2-24, humanities)

I'm much happier now I've got no problems, other than my bad
back, which I've had for years anyway. When the telephone rings, I
know it's not a problem, somebody calling in sick or some-
thing. . . . I'm abte to do what I want to do. When I don't want to
do anything, I don't. When I want ;o do something, I can. (CI-2,
supervisor)

Much happier. As I said, I wish I could have enjoyed this way of life
for the last ten years instead of two. . . I'm very busy, but not as
busy and strained as I was in the last few years with the company.
That was a rat race. It was the nature of the job, the extreme pres-
sure and tension of that job. Seventy or eighty hours a week. Always

a briefcase full of work to do at home on the week-ends. . You

can only go at that pace so long until you think, "Mv god. I got to
get out of it!" (C2-8, corporate executive)

Approximately one-quarter of the respondents said there was ao
change how happy they weie with their lives. Most of these retirees
said they I.Nepe itist as happy as before, but in a different way or for du

ferent

I'm just as happy as I was before I'm not f -ustrated or unhappy I
liked my work I enjoyed it very much while I was teaching, but I
don't regret leaving it I think I f -el more relaxed and less under
pressure now, but otherwise my mode of hying hasn't changed very

rnttc h (.12 -I, profession)

I really wasn't discontented when I was working T was reasonably
happy I am, of course, more relaxed now; and I can do more fief the
things that l wish to do. . . I'm more relavd, That's the best law
to describe ,' l c fur as being happier or unhappier. I think that's
about even (CI II, engineer)
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Only 12% of the respondents were either ambivalent or less happy
with their current lives. The most common complaints of these retirees
were feelings of being sidetracked, nonproductive, or bored. Also, sev-
eral who were genuinely fond of their institution missed being in contact
with it and knowing details about its affairs.

Well, there are pluses and minuses. 1 must say I'm v-ry satisfied
with the way my life goes. I spend more time with my wife, which I
enjoy. 1 have a much larger measure of freedom. 1 couldn't play
quite so fast or loose with my time before 1 retired. On the other
hand, 1 enjoyed what 1 was doing very much, and 1 think that in the
nature of the case I miss -- although not to the extent of making me
unhappy about it-1 miss the ongoing, day-to-day contact and
knowledge of the affairs of the university. I'm very fond of the uni-
versity, and 1 miss doing the things which kept me in contact with it.

social science)

It does take some getting used to. . . I'm still not quite ad-
justed. . . . If you enjoy what you're doing, you put a greet deal
more into it than you may realize at the time. It can be very
absoi:bmg. And when you chop that off, there is a void left, and it is
extremely hard to sit onoour butt and do nothing. . . . I think the
only way you can honestly, answer that is that both things are true.
there are times when you'd no sooner go back to work than fly, and
there are other times when you can become bored and wish you 'tad
something more demanding, more stimulating to do. It 's a mixed
bag. There are periods of ups and downs, an I'm sure that it's the
-ame when you're working. (C2-4, manager)

miss being in the nainstream. 1 miss not knowing us much ai)out
my corporation as 1 used to. I'm very business-oriented . I feel
somewhat sidetracked, that I've sidetracked myself. On the other
hand, the advantages are the things I'm doing that 1 co, Idn't do if I
were working. (C2-9, manager)

Only a few retirees said they did not have enough interesting and
challenging things to do; many, in fact, said they hardly had enough time
to accomplish all that they wanted to do Most were simply devoting
more time to interests they had had all their lives. Others had developed
entirely new interests.

About one-third of the early retirees had changed residences since
they retired. This figure might have been higher if 37% of the early

b
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retirees had not been living already in areas considered ideal for retire-
mentCalifornia and Florida, for example. On the. other hand, many of
the early retirees who remained in the North, especially the academics
who stayed near campus, said they would not think of leaving their
family, friends, and professional associations behind. The early retirees
who did move had various reasons for doing so. Some said they thought
it was better psychologically to make a compleely fresh start and set new
goals for themselves in a new environment. Others moved for a change in
climate, either because they or their spouses had a health problem or
because they wanted the opportunity for year- roui'd outdoor activity. A
few were returning to their original hometowns Cr joining friends or
family.

PREPARATIONS FOR EARLY RETIREMENT

Since few of the interviewees had made long-range plans to retire
early, it should not be surprising that a majority of them hal not pre-
pared 0-temselses specifically for early retirement financially 01 in other
ways.

More than one-third of the early retirees had made specific financial
preparations for early retirement (Table 10). Most frequently, these
retirees cited investments and savings as their means of preparation Of
course, that the other retirees had not made financial plans spectficaliy
for early retirement does not mean they had ignored financial planning
altogether. In fact, nine out of ten early retirees mentioned dividends and
interest among their current sources of income, although the principal
source of income was almost always the retiree's pension.

Thirty-nine percent of the earl!, retirees said they had made specific
nonfinancial preparations for early retirement. Most frequently, they
mentioned that th j had sought a pla to relocate or had planned a
move; many had made special trips udy retirement communities
Others reported that they -tad started reducing their work activities not
accepting new graduate students, cleaning out their files, training their
successors, refusing new responsibilities, and even going on semiretire-
ment. Still others said they had deliberately developed outside interests
and had lired up other activities for after retirement. A few reported pre-
paring themselves and their families psychologically Two respondents
said they had planned to take a long trip immediately after retiring in
order to get themselves out of "the work habit." Another respondent



Table 10 Financial Preparations Made Specifically for Early Retirement

Financial Preparations

Age at
Retirement None Investments Savings

Retaining
Annuity from
Other Job(s)

Purchase of
Supplemental

Annuity Other Total

Academics
Percentages

67-70 100 ( 0 0 0 0 a (4)

65-66 5, 37 30 3 17 3 a(30)

63-64 25 0 75 25 0 0 a (4)

60-62 83 17 0 0 0 0 a (6)

55-59 80 20 0 0 0 0 a (5)

Subtotal 61 27 25 4 10 2 a(49)

Corporate
Employees

63-64 100 0 0 0 \ 0 a (3)

60-62 75 0 13 0 0 25 a (8)

55-59 43 43 14 0 0 29 a (7)

Subtotal 67 17 11 0 0 22 a(18)

Total 63 24 21 3 7 7 a(67)

Note: MO =3
'Because respolents were able to cite more than one type of preparation, come rows add up to more than 100010

30
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"experimented" with retirement during his last saikatical by living in the

community he and his wife had chosen for retirement.
Most of the respondents (86%) reported they had not received for-

mal counseling regarding their early retirement decision and the prepara-
tions it would require. On the other hand, 93% of those who had not
received counseling said they did not feel they needed it. Although many
said it might be a good idea for other people, others said they doubted
counseling could help anyone.

EVALUATION OF THE ARRANGEMENTS

All but two of the early retirees were either satisfied or very satisfied

with the provisions of their early-retirement arrangements. By far the
largest number were very satisfied. Indeed, many of the respondents
seemed to be enthusiastically in favor of the programs.

I think the arrangement is eminently fair and attractive. . . . I just
hope the program becomes larger so that more people can retire
early, not only for themselves but also for the benefit of the younger

people. (A 1-2, science)
his plan was a godsend to me. It gave me the chance to get out

early. . . . I think getting the deal that we get is doing pretty wed.

You can't kick at that. I don't know of any more generous in the

nation. I don't know of any other that allows almost five yc4irs of
coasting at almost the same salary you had while you were there.

(A2 -21, social serene?)

I think I was damn lucky. I mean, to have early rNirement. . . . One

could always with there were more money, but chat would not be
realistic. What they're doing now is extremely onerous. (A2-23,

profession)
I think it's a good idea. It's a tremendous idea. ihope that they pro-
pagate this through all the universities. (A3-I, science)

It's awful hard to beat that plan. (C1-12, supervisor)

The special payment program Itself is very good and basically quite
simple and works very well. (C2.-3, manager)

On the other hand, many respondents were reluctant to recommend

early retirement to everyone. Since everyone's standards are differen.,
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they said, the decision definitely had to be made on one's own. However,
they generally praised the voluntary early retirement programs for the
added flexibility they offer the individual.

It's definitely a matter of individual choice. For some people, early
retirement may be disastrous. (A 1-2, science)

As I say, it depends on the individual. In my own case, I felt it was
very advantageous because it would allow me to do things that I
couldn't do otherwise. Of course, every person has different stan-
dards, and it wouldn't be right for everyone. I think it's just another
alternative in the retirement sy.vem that gives people a little more
freedom. (A3-2, science)

For me it was an offer I couldn't refuse, but I can understand how
many people couldn't accept 't. . You take some of the people on
the clerical staff. Say they make S15,000. Then two years' salary
spread out over four years isn't much of a kicker. (C2-7, manager)

Most of the early retirees seemed to be very realistic about, and
sympathetic with, the reasons institutions have for implementing ear"
retirement programs The early retirees also seemed to recognize the high
costs of some early-retirement options, which the institutions must weigh
against their benefits.

The dean's attempt to get faculty to retire early to make room at the
bottom is a very solid plan, academically and pragmatically. It is
very good for the university. (A I -I, science)

I'm really surprised at how generous it is because I have some fairly
good ideas of how much this is costing the university out of their
academic budget. . On the other hand, they don't have to pro-
vide me with an office or secretarial services. (A1-4, science)

I think it's a nice deal. Of course, the fringe by-product is that other
people can find jobs. For instance, we've increased the numbr fqf
women in our department. A young wortifin got my job, for ex-
ample. (A2-4. social science)

It does have the advantage of substituting younger peo,tle more
quickly, especially if some of the older faculty members aren't so
interested in being active in teaching anymore. . . . Getting younger
people onto the faculty is important because often they're the ones
with new ideas and certainly with more ambition. (A3-2, science)

ti
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The university profits by getting rid of us old guys, which is rculi,iic.
Being able to replace professors who have lost usefulness, saving the
big salaries, that's part of the package of this thing. (A3-4, science)

It does cost them a lot of money. They actually only get one-half of
the salary savings back. The rest they have to pay into the retirement
system. Of course, they still get the other half. I think this is a big
advantage to the university. Also, I think an advantage to the uni-
versity is that, given the physiology of age, most people after 60 or
65 are Just not as capable of doing prolonged or intensive work as
before. (A3-8, science)

I think a company can only offer as good an early retirement pro-
gram as its financial conditions permit. And my own feeling is that a
company isn't obliged to keep you forever in the style to which
you've been accustomed. (CI-3, manager)

I think the company must have seen the advantages of making early
retirement attractive in order to free up positions, get rid of some
older people, many of whom are not as productive as they once
were. . . Although the company has done these things which have
benefited me, I think it has benefited the company, too. (C2-9,
manager)

We asked the interviewees whether, despite their general satisfac-
tion, they felt any changes should be made in the provisions of the
arrangements or whether any additional options should be offered.'
Few respondents had specific changes or alternatives to suggest. In most
instances, the changes suggested applied to particular types of arrange-
ments offered by one or more of the iostitutions. For example, twelve of
the twenty-nine retirees from institution A2 felt that the rule forbidding

Pmployment during the early-retirement period ought to be
rescinded or made more flexible. On the other hand, a number of the

`other employees from that institution felt that the rule wis reasonable,
given that they were in effect still receiving university salaries

Consider another example. At institution C2, the early-retirement
arrangement was a lump-sum severance payment paid out over four
years. Three of this institution's nine respondents wished they could have
had the option of spread-out or deferred payments. They were concerned
primarily that the payment boosted them into a higher income-tax
bracket for the first four years of retirement, but they also mer.tioned
that the tremendous drop in income after the fourth year could also be a
problem Although inflation seemed to concern a number of the early

9 j
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retirees, only six recommended that full or partial cost-of-living adjugt-

rnents be included in the early-retirement arrangements.
Fi,'e early retirees said they felt the special early-retirement option

should be available to a wider range of peoplethat is, to younger
employees and to those with fewer years of service. Also, several of the
respondents from institution A2, where the mandatory retirement age

was 70, felt the whole retirement system should be redesigned for man-
datory retirement and maximum benefits at age 65.

As a group, the early retirees were extremely well satisfied with the
administrative handling of their early retirements. However, the respon-
dews from institution A3 seemed to be generally dissatisfied. They com-
plained about their inability to get adequate information; theadministra-
tive staff's obvious lack of knowledge about early-retirement benefits,
requirements, and procedures; the awkwardness of dealing with the vari-

ous administrative staffs of departments, their former campus, and the
central university; the difficulty of having to deal with both the retire-
ment system and the academic structure; the profusion of confusing writ-
ten agreements; delays in the processing of retirement papers; and
disagreements or misunderstandings over interpretation of individual
contracts and of university policy. In contrast, the other retirees made a

point c ' saying that their institutions handled early retirements very
smoothly and very routinely, with a minimum of paperwork and much

concern that the retiree fully understand the agreement.

THE POTENTIAL EARLY RETIREES

If induced early retirement is to be effective, then it must appeal to

the less-productive faculty members. Few institutions would want to
spend money on a program that caused their most effective teachers and
researchers to leave. Therefore, most of the incentive early-retirement
scheme:, in both business and academia are intended to encourage mar-
ginal employees to terminate early. Given the proper incentives, will the

least-productive and most disaffected academics agree to retireearly?

In the University of California study, salary le-yds and publication
ratestwo commonly accepted measures of academic achievement
were negatively associated with a willingness to retire earlier than origi-
nally planned. That is, controlling for age and length of service, the aca-
demics who say they might retire earlier than they now anticipate if con-
ditions were right tend to have relatively low salaries and fewer pub-

lications."

9 4
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Using national data to study the possible effect of abolishing man-
datory retirement, Ladd, Lipset, and Palmer obtained similar findings.
Using measures that included total number of articles published, publica-
tions during the last two years, interest in research as opposed to teach-
ing, volume of research funding, and quality of institution, they found
"en exceptionally strong correlation between a vigorous research com-
mitment and a commitment to late retirement."26 The least-productive
academics and those with fewer opportunities for scholarly and profes-
sional activities outside their teaching appointment were more interested
in retiring early.

The incentive early-retirement programs we investigated seemed to
attract those academics who, for a variety of reasons, migiybe con-
sidered the best candidates for early retirement.

1. Forty percent of the retiring academics said they had lost interest in
or had become dissatisfied with their work, or else felt the pressures
of working were too great.

2. Twenty-one percent had h__:Ith problems or disabilities.

3. Fifteen percent said they were dissatisfied with their own per-
formance.

4. Twelve percent said they were dissatisfied with or could not adapt to
a changing administration or the academic focus of their depart-
ments or universities.

Overall, 56% of the academics mentioned at least one of these rea-
sons for retiring ea-'y, any one of which could have an adverse effect on
their productivity and effectiveness. Other factors (such as cost) must be
weighed when assessing the benefits of early-retirement programs to a
university, but it is clear that early-retirement allows some faculty mem-
bers a graceful exit. It certainly benefited the persons we interviewed.
Almost all the early retirees were satisfied with their decision. Moreover,
a majority said they were happier than they were before retirement i

most said that retirement had had no negative effect on their standard of
living.
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Fiscal Implications of
Early Retirement

An institution considering an incentive early-retirement scheme
must analyze the effect of alternative options on its faculty. This chapter
discusses the basic factors that should be included in such an analysis.
Although each institution must compute the costs and benefits of alter-
native schemes using its own data, the following pages indicate the rela-
tive effectiveness of a variety of short-run options. Whether the
options can be implemented will depend on forthcoming legislation and
rule-making. Legal counsel should certainly be obtained by any institu-
tion which considers the adoption of ow: of these options.

When a'adeinic institutions initially considered adopting incentive
early-retirement plans, some of them overestimated their expected sav-
ings. Their errors derived from several sources, including: (1) under-
estimating supplemental payments, (2) assuming that fgulty members
who retired early would not need to beireplaced, (3) underestimating the
salaries that would have to be paid replacement employees, and (4) fail-
ing to include associated costs, such as those of recruiting new em-
ployees. Although these problems can be avoided, the pfecise costs of
any alternative remain somewhat difficult to estimate and will depend on
local decisions. For example, an institution must decide how large a sup-
plement is required to encourage an employee to retire early. Must 100%
of s be paid'the employee, or will 75(7o be enough? Tne institution
must -also ecide whether cost-of-living adjustments must be provided.
Will the supplement be geared to the particular employee's salary, or
might it be related to the median salary of his age and service cohort?

87
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The costs and benefits for the institution will also depend on the salary
being paid the potential early retiree, on either the number of years ser-
vice credit (defined-benefit plans) or the amount accumulated in his pen-
sion account (defined-contribution plans),' on expected salary increases,
and on other factors.

ILLUSTRATION OF COST CALCULATIONS

To illustrate the factors that should be considered, we calculated
costsfor several early-retirement options using data drawn from one of
the case institutions and assuming mandatory retirement at age 67. These
examples depict situations in which a supplemental payment or a supple-
mental annuity is financed over several years. A lump-sum severance
payment would be made in a different manner, most likely as a single
payment from institutional revenues. Several of the most promising
options discussed in chapter I are analyzed below.

Option I: Full-Salary Early Annuity. The early retiree begins to
d.aw his regular early-retirement annuity and also is paid the difference
between his early annuity and his former salary. The institution pur-
chases a supplemental annuity to go into effect at the mandatory retire-
ment age, thus assuring the early retiree an income at that time equal to
his projected mandatory-age annuity. This is Alternative I in chapter I.

Option 2: Individual - Easel Early Annuity. The early retiree re-
ceives his regular early-retirement annuity plus a supplemental annuity
that raises his total retirement income up to what he would have received
if he had retired at the mandatory retirement age. This is Alternative 3 in
chapter I.

Option 3: Group-Based Early Annuity. Under this option, the
supplement is equal to the difference between the retiree's own early-
retirement annuity and the median mandatory-age annuity for his age
and service group. This is Alternative (in chapter I.

Option 4: Individual-Bdsed Early Annuity with Partial Employ-.,
men;. In this case, the early retiree receives his early-retirement annuity
and is provided part-time employment until he reaches the mandatory
retirement age. His income then equals his preretir.ment salary. At man-
datory retirement, the early retiree begins to rec i.e a supplemental
annuity, which, when combined with his early-retirement annuity, yields
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a pension the size of his projected mandatory-age annuity. This is
Alternative 5 in chapter I.

Options 5 and 6: Continued Annuity Contributions. These two
options require the early retiree to defer all retirement benefits until the
mandatory retirement age. Between retirement and the time he reaches
the mandatory retirement age, the institution either continues payments
to his annuity fund or purchases him a supplemental annuity. At the
mandatory retirement age, his total annuity is equal to what he would
have received had he remained employed. These options are variations

ton Alternative 7 in chapter 1.
To estimate the costs and benefits of the early- retirement alterna-

tives, we calculated both mandatory-age annuity benefits and early-
retirement annuity benefits for potential retirees. We took age 67 as our
mandatory retirement age since it approximates the average age at which
university employees are required to retire. The present mean salary of
every age-service cohort was converted to an expected salary at age 67 by
increasing it 2% per year (assuming that 2% is the average annual real
salary increase).2 The singleife annuity (SLA) that would be received if
the employee retired at age 67 is calculated from the = ts schedule of
one of our case institutions. We derived the SLA that woul be received
if the employee retired at his present age from the same source.

Also calculated is the difference between the early-retirement
annuity and the annuity for 'retirement at age 67. This figure is the
Supplemental SLA (SSLA) required to make the early retiree's pension
equal to what is received by a person who retires at age 67. The total
value of the SSLA is determined from the actuarial table. Its present
value is found by discounting at 6%. Since it is desirable to purchase the
supplemental annuity on a level basis the same dollar payment during
each year until the employee reaches age 67), the level annual cost of the
SSLA is calculatea by dividing the present value of the SSLA by its
annuity value (a factor related to the time period during which the
annuity will be purchased).

To calculate the costs of the group-based early annuity, each age-
serv:ce cohort is divided into three subgroups representing the high-third,
middle - third, and low-third wage earners. Then the value of the SSLA
for members of each subgroup is calculated, based on the median salary
for the entire age-service cohort.

The results of these calculations give us the basis for the cost analy-
sis. For each alternative we determined: (I) the yearly supplement
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required to meet the plan's salary objectives, (2) the total annual cost of
retiring an average employe, (3) the balance of the retired employee's
sa!ary line freed for hiring a new employee, (4) the salary for a full-time
eqi ivalent (FTE) assistant professorship that the freed salary line will
finance until the year the early retiree reaches age 67, and (5) the annual
income of the early retiree until age 67, when he begins to draw the single
life annuity he whld have received had he retired at that age.

We describe the effects of each option on employees retiring at age
62 (the lowest age at which social-security benefits may be received), age
60, age 55, and age 50. Differences caused by varying the years of service
credit from seventeen to thirty-two years for the oldest age group, and
from ten to twenty years for the youngest age group, are illustrated.
Under the group-based annuity, the supplemental pension is calculated
for 1. rsons in the high-third, middle-third, and low-third salary groups.
In this case, the consequences are depicted for fewer service credit groups
in order to keep the illustration manageable.

In a previous analysis, it was found that it is expensive to retire an
employee less than 55 years of age or with ;ess'than ten years of service
credit.' Further, in most retirement systems, 55 is the earliest permissible
retirement age. However, for illustration, we include employees 50 years
of age with at least ten years of service credit. In practice, persons with
less than ten years service credit are usually not eligible for supplemental
early-retirement benefits. Providing supplemental benefits to a retiree
under age 55 with less than ten years of service credit does not free suf-
ficient funds for a replacement employee. However, in some age and ser-
vice cohorts the retirement of an employee would free more than enough
money tolhire a replacement Paculty member. For example, a 62-year-old
faculty member with seventeen years of service could be retired on an
individual-based early annuity that would free funds enough to hire a
young faculty member. It is assumed that assistant professors would be
hired at an average starting salary of $15,000 per nine-month academic
year.

Cost computations are based on faculty salary, age, and service-
credit data from one of our case institutions. The estimates are based on
the current actuarial tables and benefit formulas :n use at that insti-
tution.' Calculations are per formed in present-value terms, using a 6%
discount rate.' For ease of illustration, this analysis is performed for
male faculty members only. Moreover, there are currently few older fe-
male professors, and in the Tutu. pension benefits may well be based
upon un;sex actuarial tables.

1 0 9
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When an employee re ires early, his early-retirement benefit is the
actuarial equivalent oi the normal retirement benefit. That is, the
actuarial tables reflect the fact that the retirement pension must be paid

, over a longer period and is based on a lower level of contributions. When
special early-retirement benefits are added to the normal early-retirement
pension, their cost must be either absorbed by increased :ontributions or
paid for through funds budgeted by the organization. The second
approach is used here because it is immedkately available to institutions
and it does not affect the contribution rates of other employees

Since it is next to impossible to predict inflation rates, inflation has
been excluded from the calculatiorr, of the retiree's projected salary at
age 67. The calculations are carried out in real-dollar terms, and the 2%
increase assumed for each year between the early-retirement and man-
datory-retirement ages represents a real increase in income. However, it
could be assumed that the early retiree will receive, during the early-
retirement period, cost-of-living adjustments on his pension and supple-
ment equal to the inflation rate that would have beelfassigned to his bud-

get line had he remained employed. This assumption appears reasonable,
for this budget line is used to finance both the early retiree's supplement
and his replacement's salary during the early-retirement period. After the
early retiree reaches the mandatory retirement age, however, his annuity
woulclbe adjusted at the rate in effect for all members of his retirement

systemif, in fact, annuitants are provided cost-of-living adjustments.
No matter what the option, the early retiree might suffer a reduction

in eventual social-security income unless he reemploys. This reduction
could be substantial for people retiring a decade or more early. The cal-
culations for the continued annuity payments option assume that a per-
son electing this option would move to other employment and continue
to pay into social security; therefore, they do not assume continued insti-

tutional contributions to social security.

Results of the Calculations

. Calculations for each option appear in Tables 11 through 16. All
tables are read in a similar manner. In Table 11, for example, the present
age. years Of service credit, and mean salary for each age-service cohort

are listed. placing these data into a benefits formula yields the single life
annuity to Which an average-salaried employee in each age-service cohort

would be entitled if, he retired early. (See column 4.) In order to

determine the -Angle life annuity that the average-salaried emplpyee

r



Table 11 Full-Salary Early Annuity

1

Current
Age

2

Years
Service
Creed
Now

"
3

Present
Mean
Salary

for Age-
Service
Cohort

4

Single
Life

An -way
(SLA)
Now

5

Expected
Salary at

67, 2%/Year
Real

Increase

6

Single
Life

Annuity
at 67

7

Supplemen-:
tal SLA

Required at
67 (SSLA)

[6-41

8,

Value
of SSLA

at 67
[7x 9.3841

9

Present
Value .

of SSLA
at 6%

Discount

10

Level
Annual Cost

of SSLA
[94 Annuity

. Value,'

(.7473) (4.4651)
62 32 S32,500 $22,880 S3:,,750 $28,600 $5,720 $53,676 $40,112 S8,984
62 27 30,400 18,058 33,440 24,612 6,554 61,501 45,960 10,293

62 22 29,500 14,181 32,450 20,152 ' 5,970 56,027 41,869 9,377
62 17 33,500 12,529 36,850 18,646 6,117 57,402 42,897 9,607

(.6651) (5.9173)
60 30 C,1 30,200 18,120 34,730 27,784 9,664 90,687 60,315 10,193

60 25 28,600 14,300 32,890 24,207 9,907 92,967 61,832 10,449

60 20 26,700 10,680 30,705 19,067 8,387 78,704 52,346 8,846

60 15 26,400 7,920 30,360 15,362 7,442 69,836 46,448= 7,850
(.4970) (8.8869)

55 25 29,100 10,193 36,957 t' 29,566 19,373 181,796 90,353 10,167

55 10 29,000 8,700 36,830 27,107 18,407 172,731 85,847 9,60
55 15 25,600 5,760 32,512 20,190 14,430 135,411 67,299 7,573

55 10 25,000 3,750 31,750 16,066 12,316 115,573 57,440 6,463
(.3713) (11.1060)

50 20 29,200 5,840 40,880 32,704 26,864 252,092 93,602 8,428

50 15 26,400. 3,960 36,960 27,202 23,242 218,103 80,982 7,292

50 10 25,000 2,500 35,000 21,735 19,235 180,50 67,020 6,035
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Table 11 Continued

11.

Supplement
Required to Match

Present Salary
13-41

12

Annual
Total

Required
to Retire
Ems.'oyee
110 +111

13

Balance
of

Budget
Line

Release
13-121

14

FTE
Assistant
Professor
at $15,000
per EIE for
Duration

15

Total
Annual
Incentive
ER (1Elpx

Income
131

16

IER as a
Percentage

of
Current
Salary
[15 -31

17

IER as a
Percentage

of
Regular

ER Annuity
115-41

18

1ER as a -
Percentage

of
Mandatory
R Annuity

113 +61

$9,620 S18,603 S13,897 .93 $32,500 100 142 114

12,342 .21,3i,6 9,074 .60 30,400 100 168 124

15,319 24,696 4,804 .31 29,500 1W 208 146

20,971 30,038 3,462 .23 33,500 100 267 180

12,080 22,273 7.927 .53 30,200 100 167 108

14,3 24,749 3,851 .26 28,600 100 200 118

16,0 24,866 1,84 .12 26,700 100 250 v
.7.

140

18,4, 2( 330 i0 .01 26,400 100 333 172

18,907 29,074 26 < .01 29,100 100 285 98

20,300 29,960 -960 29,000 100 333 107

,19,840 27,413 -1,813 25,600 100 444 127

21,250 27,713 -2,713 25,000 100 667 156

23,360 31,788 -2,588 29,200 100 500 89

22,440 29,732 -3,332 26,400 100 667 97

22,500 28,535 -3,535 25,000 100 1000 115

Negative Value
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would receive if he retired at the mandatory age, it is necessary to
estimate his expected salary at age 6-7-.Thirfigure, found in column 5, is
produced by increasing the current mean salary by no per year until age
67. Column 6 lists the single life annuity that the retiree at age 67 would
receive. This figure is calculated from the benefits formula and assumes
that the employee reached age f7, receive4 the expected salary increases,
and accumulated a service credit equal tad, what he achieved up to early
retirement plus the number of years between his early and mandatory
retirement.

In column 7, the difference between the mandatory-age annuity and
the-early annuity is reported. This is the supplemental annuity required at
age 67. Since the supplement is purchased before the mandatory retire-
ment age, its present value must be determiner First, the supplement is
multiplied by a factore(9.384) which produces the value of the supple-
ment at the mandatory retirement age (column 8). (The "value of the
supplement is the total -amount of supplemental payments the employee
can expect to receive from the time he reaches the mandatory retirement
age until his death, which the actuarial tables assume to average 9.384
years later.) Next, t' e values in column 8 are discounted at 6010 per year
for the period from now until the employee reaches the mandatory retire-
ment age. (For example, a dollar to be received five years from now,
assuming a 60/o discount rate, would be worth $0.7473 today. One to be
rxeived seven years from now would be worth $0.6651.) The present
value of the supplemental annuity at age 67 is reported in column 9.

Assuming that the. supplemental annuity will be purchased with
funds from the retiring employee's salary line, it would be convenient to
pay for the annuity insqual annual payments. Thus, the level annual cost
of the supplement is computed in column 10. This figure is found by
dividing the present value 0 the supplemental annuity at age 67 by the
annuity value. (The "army g value" describes the present worth of one
dollar per year, from now until the early retiree's mandatory retirement
age. For example, one dollar each year for the next five years discounted
at 60/o would equal $4.4651 today.)

Columns I through IC provide, then, the basic data needed to deter-
mine the fiscal impact of the option. In columns 11 through )8, the
annual amounts needed to retire one employee and the amount of funds
his early retirement releases are reported. Also, the incentive early-retire-
ment annuity is expressed ac a percentage of c went salary, as a per-
centage of thready retiree's annuity, and as a percentage of his man-
datory-age annuity.
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ILLUSTRATION OF COST CALCUL ATIONS 95

The key columns to examine are: column 12, the annual total
amount required to retire the average-salaried employee; column 13, the
funds released by each early retirement for the mean salary in a given age
and service cohort; column 14, the proportion of an assistant professor's
salary paid for by savings from each early retiree; column 16, the early-
retirement income as a percentage of current salary; column 17, the
early-retirement income as a percentage of the regular early-retirement
annuity; and column 18, the early-retirement income as a percentage of
the mandatory-age annuity. Columns 12, 13, and 14 are of central con-
cern to the institution; columns 16, 17, and 18 are of special interest to
the potential early retiree.

Table 12, "Individual-Based Early Annuity," shows an option
designed to provide an early - retirement pension equal to the pension the
early retiree would have received had he remained employed until the
mandatory age and had he received annual real salary increases of 2%.
The table lists the annuity the employee would receive if he retired today
without a supplement (column 4) and the expected annuity at age 67
(column 6). The supplement is shown in column 7, and the present value
of the supplement at age 67 is shown in column 9. Columns 13 and 14
deal with the amounts released and the proportion of an assistant pro-
fessor's salary that could be financed by one early retirement at each of
the various age and service levels. Of most interest to the potential early
retiree are columns 16, 17, and 18, which cowrie the incentive early-
retirement income with the retiree's current .alary, with his regular early-
retirement annuity, and with his expected mandatory-age annuity.

Table 13, "Group-Based Early Annuity," lists figures based not on
the early retiree's projected benefits but on the median projected benefits
of his age and service cohort. Except for being computed for high-,
middle-, and low-income groups, this table is read in the same way as
Tables 11 and 12.

Table 14, "Individual-Based Early Annuity with Partial Employ-
ment," shows the outccme of an option that provides the supplement to
the regtfor early-retirement annuity through part-time employment (up
to 49% of full-time). As with the other options, a supplemental annuity
is purchased to make up the difference between the early-retirement
annuity and the mandatory-age annuity, to go into effect at the man-
datory age. The table is read in the same way as the earlier tables.

Schemes more financially attractive to the institution (and thus less
financially attractive to the employee) are illustrated in Table 15,
"Supplemental Annuity to Continue Annuity Contributions until Age
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Table 12 Individual-Based Early Annuity

1 2 3 4
,.4. 6 7 8 9 10

Present ,, Supple-

Mean Single Expected mental SLA Present Level

Years Salary Life Salary at Single Reuirea Value Value Annual Cost

Service for Age- Annuity 67, 2%! Life at 67 of SSLA of SSLA of SSLA

Current Credit Service (SLA) Year Real Annuity (SSLA) at 67 at 6% (9- Annuity

Age Now Cohort Now Increase at 67 (6 - 41 (7 x 9.3841 Discount Valuej

... (.7473) (4.4651)

62 32 $32,500 $22,880 $35,750 $28,600 $5,720 553,676 $40,112 $8,9C4

62 27 30,400 18,058 33,440 24,612 6,554 61 501 45,960 10,293

62 22 29,500 14,181 32,450 20,152 5,970 36,027 41,869 9,377

62 17 33,500 12,529 36,850 18,646 6,117 57,402 42,897 9,607
(.6651) (5.9173)

60 10 30,200 18,120 34,730 27,784 9,664 90,687 60,315 10,193

60 25 28,600 14,300 32,890 24,207 9,907 92,967 61,832 10,449

60 20 26,700 10,680 30,705 19,067 8,387 78,704 52,346 8,846

60 15 26.400 7,920 30,36C 15,362 7,442 69,836 46,448 7,850
(.4Q70) (8.8369)

55 25 29,100 10,193 36,957 29,566 19,373 181,796 90,353 10,167

55 20 29,000 8,700 36,830 27,107 18,407 172,731 85,847 9,660

55 '15 25,600 5,760 32,512 20,190 14,430 135,411 67,299 7,573

55 10 25,000 3,750 31,750 16,066 12,316 115,573 57,440 6,463
(.3713) (11.1060)

90 20 29,200 5,840 40,880 32,704 26,8M 252,092 93,602 8,428

50 15 26,400 3,960 36,9.50 27,202 23,242 218,103 80,982 7,292

50 10 25,000 2,500 35,000 21,735 19,235 180,501 67,020 6,035
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Table 12 Continued
0-

11 11 13 14 ' 15 16 17 18

Annual Balance FTE Total IER as a IER as a IER as a

Additional / Total of Assistant Annual Percentage Percentage Percentage

Compensation Required Budget Profess6,- Incentive of of of
(Age 67 Annuity to Retire Line at $15,000 ER (IER) Current Regular Mandatory

Minus. SLA Now) Employee Released per ER for Income Salary ER Annuity R Annuity

16-41 (10 +111 (3-121 Duration (4 +111 115 +31 (13+4) (15 +6)

15,720 $14,704 $17,796 1,19 $28,600 88 '125 100

6,554 16,847 13,553 .90 24,612 81 136 100

5,970 15,347 14,153 .94 20,152 68 142 100

6,117 15,724 17,776 1.18 18,646
r

55, 149 100

9,664 i 19,857 10,343 .6.9 `, 27,784 92 153 100

9,9071 20,356 8,224 .55 \- 85 169 100

8,387 17,233 9,467 .63
,24,207
1,9,....67 71 179 100

7,442 15,292 11,108 .74 15,362 58 194 100

19,373 29,540 -4.40 29,566 102 290 100

18,407 28,067 933 .06 27,107 93 312 100

14,430 22,003 3,597 .24 20,190 79 351 100

12,316 18,779 6,221 .42 16,066 64 428 100

26,8+54 35,292 -6,092 3;704 112 560 100

123,242 30,534 -4,134 7,202 103 687 100

19,235 25,270 ,70 21,735 87 870 100

Negate Value

ItYJ



Table 13 Group-Based Early Annuity

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Present
Median Own Own Own Sapplemertal Preens 1 :el

Years Salary Single *Salary at Single SLA Re- Value Value Annual C
Service for Age- Life 67, 2%/ Life quired at 67 of SSLA oh,SSLA of SSLA

Current Salary Credit Service Annuity Year Real Annuity ISSLA) at 67 at 644 110 + Annul!

Age Group' Now Cohort ISLA) Now Increase at 67 (7 Median-5j (8x9.384) Discount Value/

( 7473) (4.4651)
62 H 32 $38,500 $27,104 $42,350 $33,880 S-1,134 0 0 0

3 62 M 32 29,500 ,,_ 20,768 32,450 25,960 5,192 $48,722 $36,410 58,154
62 L 32 26,500 18,656 29,150 23,320 7,304 68,541 51,221 11,471

62 M 27 29,500 17,523 32,450 23,883 6,360 59,682 44;600
6,257
9,989

62 H 27 33,500 19,899 36,850 27,121 3,984 37,386 27,939

62 L 27 26,500 15,741 29,150 21,454 8,142 "t6,405 57,097 12,787

62 H 22 32,000
62 M 22 29,500 14,278 32,450 20,152 55,122 41,193

7,32515,488 35,200 21,859 4,664 43,767 32,707

62 L 22 11,88626,000 12,584 28,600 17,761
5,874

62 H 17 42,350 29,783

7,568 71,018

62 M 17 33,500 12,529 36,850 18,646 6,117 42.897
6,670
9,607

38,500 14,399 21,429 4,247 39,854

62 L 17 23,500 8,789 25,850 13,080 9,857 92,498
57,402

69,124 15,481

1 (.6651) (5.9173)

1 i



Table 13 .Continued

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II

Present
Median Own Own Own Supplemental Present Level

Years Salary Single Salary at Single SLA Re- Value Value Annual Cost

e
Service for Age- Life 67, 2%/ Life quired at 67 of SSLA of SSLA of SSLA

Current Salary Credit Service Annuity Year Real Annuity (SSLA) at 67 at 6% [10,- Annuity

Age Groups Now Cohort (3L 4) Now Increase at 67 [7 Median-5] [8x 9 384] Discount Value]

60 H 30 34,000 20,400 39,100 31,280 3,980 37,348 24,841 4,198

60 M 30 26,500 15,900 30,475 24,380 8,480 79,576 52,926 8,944

60 L 30 24,500 14,700 28,175 22,540 9,680 90,837 60,416 10,210

60 H 25 32,500 16,250 37,375 27,508 8,126 76,254' 50,717 8,571

S 00 M 25 28,800 14,400 33,120 24,376 9,9'76 93,614 62,263 10,522

60 L 25 25,400 12,700 29,210 21,499 11,676 109,568 72,874 12,315

60 H 20 35,200 14;080 40,480 25,138 5,916 55,516 36,924 6,240

60 M 20 28,000 H,200 32,200 19,996 8,796 82,542 54,899 9,278

60 L 20 22,500 9,000 25,875 16,068 10,996 103,187 68,630 11,598

(.4970) (8 8869)

55 H 20 38,40( 11,520 48,768 35,893 14,185 133,112 66,157 7,444

55 M 20 2,,-,00 8,250 34,925 25,705 17,455 163,798 81,408 9,160

55 L 20 21,500 6,450 27,305 20,096 19,255 180,689 89,802 . 10,105

(.3713) .(11.1060)

50 H 20 37,300 7,460 52,220 41,776 26,476 248,451 92,250 8,306

50 M 20 30,300 6,060 42,420 33,936 27,876 261,588 97,128 8,746

50 1. 20 20,300 4,060 28,420 22,736 29,876 280,356 104,096 9,373

H = high-third, M = mid-third, L = low-third salary group



Table 13 Continued

/2

Additional
Compensation

[Age 67
Median SLA
Minus SLA

/3

Annual
Total

Required
to Retire
Employee

14

Balance
of

Budget
Line

Released

IS

FTE Assis-
tont Professor

at 313,000
per ER for

16

Total
Annual

Incentive
ER (1ER)
Income

17

IER as a
Percentage

of
Current
Salary

18

IER as a
Percentage

of
Regular

ER Annuity

19

/ER as a
Percentage

of
Mandatory
R Annuity

Now] [11 + 121 (.4 - 13] Duration [7 Median] (16 +4J (16 +31 (16 +7J

5 -1,134 0 S33,50C 2.57 S27,104 70 100 80

5,192 S13,346 15,154 4, 1.08 25,960 88 125 100

7,304 48,775 7,725 .52 25,960 98 139 III
3,984 10,241 23,259 1.55 23,883 71 120 88

6,360 16,349 13,151 .88 23,883 '81 136 100

8,142 20,929 5,571 37 23,883 90 152 III
4,664 11,989 20,011 1 33 20,152 63 130 92

5,874 15,100 14,400 .96 20,b2 68 141 100

7,568 19,451 6,546 .44 20,152 78 160 113

4,247 10,917 27,583 1 84 18,64o 48 129 87

6,117 15,724 17,776 I 19 18,646 56 149 100

9,857 25,338 -1,838 18,646 79 212 143
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Table 13 Contmurd

12 -

Additional
Compensation

(Age 67
Median SLA
Minus SLA

Novel

13

Annual
Tot?,

Required
to Retire
Employee
(11 + 121

14

Balance
of

Budget
Line

Released

[4 -13/

15

FTE Assn-
tans Professor

at $15,000
per ER for
Duration

16

Total
Annual

Incentive
ER (IER)

Income
(7 Median!

17

IER as a
Percentage

of
Current

. Salary
[16- 4/

18

IER as a
Percentage

of
Regular

4R Annuity
(16-, 5/

19

1ER as a
Percentage

of
Mandatory
R Annuity

[16- 7/

3,980 8,178 25,822 1.72 24,380 72 120 78

8,4&) 17,424 9,076 .61 24,380 92 153 100

9,680 19,890 4,610 31 24,380 99 166 la
8,126 16,697 15,803 1.05 24,376 75 150 89

9,976 20,498 8,302 55 24,376 85 169 100

11,676 23,991 1,409 .09 24,376 96 192 113

5,916 12,156 23,044 1.54 19,996 57 142 80

8,796 18,074 9,926 .66 19,996 71 179 100

10,996 22,594 -94 '19,996 89 222 124

14,185 21,629 16,771 1.12 25,705 67 223 72

17,455 26,615 885 .06 23,705 93 312 100

19,255 29,360 -7,860 25,705 120 399 130

26,476 34,782 2.518 17 33,936 91 455 81

27,876 36,622 -6,321 33,936 112 560 )00

29,876 39,249 -18,949 33,936 167 836 149

'Presumably, these persons ,:ould nckte given incentive early annuities less than their normal early-retirement annuities

Negative Value
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Table 14 Individual-Based Early Annuity with Partial Employment

Current
Age

2

Years
Service
Credit
Now

3

Present
- Mean

Salary
for Age-

Service
Cohort

4

Single
Life

Annuity
(SLA)
Now

5

Expected 4:1
Salary at
67, 2%/
Year Real
Increase

6

Single
Life

Annuity
at 67

7

Supplemen-
tal SLA
Required

at 67
(SSLA)
[6- 41

8

Value
of SSLA

at 67
(7x 9.3841

9

Present
Value

of SSLA
at 6%

Discount

10

Level
Annual Cost

of SSLA
(9- Annuity

Value)
_...,

(.7473) (4.4651)

62 32 $32,500 $22,880 $35,750 $28,600 $5,720 $53,676 $40,112 $8,984

62 27 30,430 18,058 33,440 24,612 6,554 61,501 45,960 10,293

62 22 29,500 14,181 32,450 20,152 5,970 56,027 1. 41,869 9,377

62 17 33,500 12,529 36,850 18,646 6,117 57,402 42,897 9,607
(.6651) (5.9173)

60 30 30,200 1%120 34,730 27,784 9,664 90,687 60,315 10,193

60 25 28,600 14,300 32,890 24,207 9,907 92,967 61,832 10,449

60 20 26,700 10,680 30,705 19,067 8,387 78,704 52,346 8,846

50 1 26,400 7,920 30,360 15,362 7,442 69,836 46,448 7,850
(.4970) (8.8869)

55 25 29,100 10,193 36,957 29,566 19,373 181,796 90,353 10,167

55 20 29,000 8,700 36,830 27,107 18,407 172,731 85,847 9,660

55 15 25.600 5,760 32,512 20,190 14,430 135,411 67,299 7,573

55 10 25,000 3,750 31,750 16,C66 12,316 115,573 57,440 6,463
(.3713) (11.1060)

50 20 29,200 5,840 40,880 32,704 26,864 252,092 93,602 8,428

50 15 26,400 3,960 36,960 27,202 23,242 218,103 80,982 7,292

50 10 25,000 '2,500 '15,000 21,735 19,235 180,501 67,020 6,03Ir
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Tabk 14 Continued

11 *

Additional
Compensation:
149% Salary or
,Current Salary
Minus Annuity(

12

4nnual
Total

Required tc
Retire

Employee
(10+ 111

13

Balance
of

Budget
Line

Released
(3-12)

14

FTE
Assistant
Professor
at $15,000
per ER for
Duration

15

Total
Annual
Incentive
ER 11E10
Income
PI+ 11/

16

IER as a
Percentage

of
Current
Salary
(15= 3]

17

1ER as a
Percentage

of
Regular

ER Annuity
(15= 4]

18

1ER as a
Percentage

of
Mandatory
R Annuity

[15= 6]

$9,620 $18,604 $13,896 .93 $32,500 100 142 114

12,342 22,635 7,765 .52 30,400 100 168 124

14,455 23,832 5,668 .38 28,636 97 202 142

16,415 26,022 7,478 .50 28,944 86 231 155

*
12,080 22,273 7,927 .53 30,200 100 167 109

14,014 24,463 4,137 .28 28,314 99 198 117

13,083 21,929 4,771 .32 23,763 89 223 125

12,963 20,813 5,587 .37 20,883 79 264 136

14,259 24,426 4,674 .31 24,452 84 240 82

14,210 23,870 5,130 .34 22,910 79 263 85

12,544 20,117 5,483 .37 ,18,304 72 318 91

12,250 18,713 6,287 .42 16,000 64 427 99

14,308 22,736 6,464 .43 20,148 69 345 75

12,936 20,228 6,172 .41 16,896 64 427 62

12,250 18,285 6,715 .45 14,750 59 590 68
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104 FISCAL IMPLICATIONS OF EARLY RETIREMENT

67," and Table 16, "Continued Contributions to the Individual's Retire-
ment Account." In essence both options involve an agreement from the
institution to continue contributions to an employee's annuity account
until the mandatory retirement age (again assumed to be 67) if the
employee retires early. If the potential early retiree accepts the arrange-
ment, his old budget line can be used to finance the continued retirement
system contribution and to hire a new employee.

Table 15 show; the option for a defined-benefit plan; Table 16, for a
defined-contribut;on plan. In bqth tables the potential early retiree is
receiving a 2% per year real salary increase. In Table 15, where the
annuity is based on ,age, length of service; and highest salary, the dif-
ference between an early-retirement annuity and a mandatory-age
annuity is computed. This difference is the supplemental annuity which
must be purchased. The total cost, and the level annual cost, of purchas-
ing the supplemental annuity are shown. Again, the budget line i eleased
is calculated.

In Table 16, the defined contribution example, a different approach
is taken. Here it is assumed that an institution continues both the
employer and the employee contribution to the retirement fund. Th;s
combined contribution is assumed to be 20% of the employee's annual
salary. Thus, 80% of the budget line is released for a new hire.

These latter two options are different from the earlier option, in that
the early retiree receives neither an early-retirement annuity nor a pen-
sion supplement. The institution merely continues its contributions to the
terminating employee's pension account, and the pension will not be
paid until the mandatory retirement age. Thus, in most cases, the ter -
minat'ng employee would have to reemploy elsewhere.

Comparing the Alternatives

The options can be compared along several dimensions, including
the funds released per early retiree, the replacements that may be hired,
the early retiree's annuity income, and the institution's ability to
"select" the early retirees.

Funds Released per Early Retiree. Reduction of payroll costs and
the replacement of faculty members are the two primary objectives of
early-retirement schemes. For each option, the payroll costs saved by the
institution per person retired were calculated. In cases where an em-
ployee need not be replaced, these figures represent actual payroll sav-

4
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ILLUSTRATION OF COST CALCULATIONS 105

ings. When an early retiree must be replaced, they represent the funds
available for hiring a new faculty member.

Each alternative, for at least one age-service group, will release
enoughor almost enoughmoney for the hiring of an assistant profes-
sor at an assumed nine-month salary of $15,000 per year. Option I, the
full-salary annuity, comes close to releasing sufficient funds for the hir-
ing of a replacement only for persons aged 62 with thirty-two or more
years of service credit. For persons aged 55 or less, the cost is greater
than the funds released.

Option 2, the individual -based annuity, releases sufficient funds for
persons aged 62 with between seventeen and thirty-two years of service.
Almost enough funds are released for persons aged 62 with between
twenty-two and twenty-seven years of service credit. No persons at age 5U
or 55, no matter how many years of service credit, release enough money
for hiring even a half-time replacement.

Under Option 3, the group-based annuity, the higher-paid em-
ployees tend to release more funds than lower-paid employees because of
the difference in their base salaries and the greater increases given the
lower-paid employees who agreq to retire early. Among the lowest-paid
third, there is not one age-group at which an early retiree releases suf-
ficient funds to hire a replacement. Within the middle salary group, two
cohorts release enough money to hire a replacement. And within the
highest third, all but the youngest age-group release sufficient funds.
Within the lowest salary group, there are several cases a deficit, one
shortfall being more than $18,000.

For Option 4, the partial employment scheme, only\in the oldest
age-service group does an early retirement make even a substantial con-
tribution toward a replacement's salary. Since the current employee is
rehired on a half-time basis under this alternative, the break-even point
would be $7,500enough money to hire a half-time faculty member as a
replacement. This b the criterion, Optior 4 is successful in four age-
service groups.

Options 5 and 6, t.hd4r which only continued contributions to the
retiree's annuity are provided, release the most money. In every case,
sufficient funds are released to hire a replacement. However, it is doubt-
ful whether there would be enough financial incentive under these
options to cause employees to terminate early.

Ability to Hire Replacements. An institution must know the per-
centage of persons in each age-service cohort likely to elect early retire-
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Table 15 Supplemental Annuity To Continue Annuity Contributions Until Age 67

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Present SLA at 67 FTE

Mean Based on Expected Supplenit.n2 Present Level Balance of Assistant

Years Salary Present Salary at Single tal SLA Re- Value Value Annual Cost Budget Line Professor

Service for Age- Salary and 67, 2%/Year Life ousted at of SSLA of SSLA of SSLA Released at $15,000

Current Credit Service Service Real Annuity 67 (SAGA) at 67 at 6% [9- Annuity Annually per ER for

Age Now Cohort but at Age 67 Increase at 67 16- 41 [7 x 9 3841 Discount Value' 13-10) Duration

( 7473) (4 4651)

62 32 532,560 $23,920 $35,750 $28,600 $4,680 41,917 S32,819 $7,350 $25,150 1.68

62 27 30,400 18,878 33,440 24,612 5,'14 53,808 40,211 9,006 21,394 143

62 22 29,500 14,927 12,450 20,152 5,2-c 0,031 36,641 8,206 21,294 1.42

62 17 33,500 13,999 36,850 18,646 5,547 12,053 38,899 8,712 24,788 1.65

t ( 6651) (5 9173)

60 30 30,200 20,838 34,730 27,784 6,946 65,181 41,352 7,326 22,874 1 1 52

60 25 28,600 16,4 5 32,890 24,207 7,762 72,839 48,445 8,187 20,413 136'

60 20 26,700 12,282 30,705 19,06 6,785 63,670 42,347 7,157 19,543 1 30

60 s 15 26,400 9,1Q8 30,360 15,362 6,254 48,688 39,033 6,596 19,804 1 32

( 4970) (8 8869)

55 25 29,100 16,733 36,957 29,566 12,833 120,425 59,851 6,715 22,365 1 49

55 20 29,000 . 13,340 36,630 27,107 13,767 129,190 64,207 7,225 21,775 1.45

55 15 25,600 8,832 32,512 2,(1390 11,358 106,584 52,972 5,961 19,639 1 31

55 10 25,000 5,750 31,750 16,066 10,316 96,805 48,112 5,414 19,586 131

, ( 3713) (11 1060)

50 20 29,200 13,432 40,880 32,704 19,272 180,848 67,194 6,050 23,150 1.54

50 15 26,400 _ 9,108 36,960 27,202 18,094 169 794 63,045 5,677 20,723 1 38

50 10 25,000 5,750 35,000 21,735 15,985 150,003 55,696 5,015 19,985 1.33

Note' This title is computed assuming that the supplement required will be equal to the difference betweenthe expected annuity at age 67 and the SLA that would he received if

the early retiree' accos, it were left to accumulate until age 67. Under this option the early retiree receives no supplemental payment from the university between early retirement

and the mandatory retirement age At the mandatory retirement age, the early retiree receives the ahnintv he would base receis cd had he remained employed till the mandatory

retirement age and received a 20. per-year salary increase



Table 16 Continued Contributions to the Individual's Retirement Account

I 2 3 v,4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Present Total Present FIE

Mean Expected ' Cost of Value of Balance Assistant

Years
Service

Salary
for Age-

Salary at
67, 2%!

Total
Salary

the 20%
Annuity

the 20%
Annuity

of Bud-
get Line

Professor
at $15,000

Current Credit Service Year Real Years till Now Till Contri- Contri- Released per ER for

Age Now Cohort Increase Age 67 Age 67 button button Annually' Duration

(5.3) (.8418)

62 32 S32,500 $35,750 5 $172,250 $34,450 $29,000 $26,000 1.7

62 21 30,400 33,400 5 161,120 32,224 27,126 i 24,320. )-6

62 22 29,500 32,450 5 156,350 31,270. 26,323 23,600 (1.6

62 17 33,500 36,850 5 1'7,550 35,510 29,892 26,800 1.8

(7.58) ( 7941)

60 30 30,200 34,730 7 228,916 45,783 36,355 24,160 1.6

60 25 28,600 32,890 7 216,788 43,358 34,431 22,880 1.5

60 20 26,700 30,705 7 202,386 40,477 32,143 , 21,360 1.4

60 15 26,400 30,360 7 200,112 40,022 31,782 21,120 1.4

(13.68) (.6891)

-'1155 25 29,100 36,957 12 198,088 79,618 54,864 23,280 16

35 20 29,000 36,830 12 396,720 79,344 54,676 23,200 16

55 15 25,600 2,512 12 350,208 70,024 48,266 20,480 1.4

55 10 25,000 31,750 12 342,000 68,400 47,134 20,006- 1.3

(20.41) (.5997)

50 20 29,200 40,880 17 595,972 119,194 71,481 23,360 1,6

50 13 26,400 36,960 17 538,824 107,765 64,627 21,120 1.4

50 10 25,000 35,000 17 510,250 102,050 61,199 20,000 1.3

&Eighty percent of the early retiree's budget line is released in each case Like the option described in Table 15, the early retiree does not receive a supple-

ment between early retirement and the mandatary retirement age, nor does he draw an early-retirement pension

11)
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ment in order to estimate the effectiveness of alternative plans. Since
only rough estimates are a%ailable from the experiences of the few

universities that have implemented these schemes, local estimates will
have to be made. In making them, a university or college should recog-
nize that the most efficient optionthat- is, the one with the highest
replacement ratiomay encourage. only a few early retirements. Option
6 frees more than enough funds per early retiree to hire a replacement
employee, but relatively few persons would 'elect the option. On the other
hand, although Option 2 releases little money per early retiree, more per-
sons might choose it and so accelerate turnover. To use Option 2,
however, an institution would have to be satisfied with less than a one to-

one replacement ratio.
In deciding which option to adopt, the needs of both the institution

and the potential early retirees must be weighed. Obviously Option 1, the
full-salary option, would be very attractive to employees but very expen-
sive for the institution. The reverse would be the case for Options 5 and

6. If part-time employment is an important criterion, then Option 4
should be seriously considered. The choice between Options 2 and 3
would depend on historic salary practices at an institution (that is, do
salary differences reflect merit?) and on an estimate of their appeal to
current faculty members. -%

'Early-Retirement Annuity Income. The economic incentive to
retire early can be measured by the relation between the employee's
annuity income from liberalized early retirement and his annuity income

from normal early retirement. In only one case does the liberalized ear'y-

retirement income not exceed the normal early-retirement income. This

occurs under Option 3 for the oldest and longest-term employees earning

above the median salary for their age-service group. Their own normal
early-retirement annuities would be greater than the incentive annuities
based on the median salary for their age-service group. In practice,

these persons were to retire early, they would probably receive an a ity
based on their own salary rather than on the median of their.a -service

cohort.
When the liberalized early-retirement income is comp ed with the

income expected at mandatory retirement, increases are of as great.
However, the incentive early annuities are close to the value
datory-age annuities, and indeed this match was one' of the primary fac-

tors considered in the development of the alternatives. However, the
retiree receives no income under Options 5 and 6 until he reaches the

mandatory retirement age:

1 0
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In terms of tom? retirement income, Option 1, which was designed
to provide an early-retirement income equal to one's preretirement
income, is most attractive. However, few funds are released under this
alternative. Option 4, the partial employment t dtion, provides retire-
ment incomes of at least two-thirds of current salary (except in the
youngest age-group), but participants must work half-time to earn about
500/o of this income. Option 2 provides fairly high retirement incomes,
compared with present earnings, for certain age and service groups. Per-
sons with twenty of more years of service credit receive at least two-thirds
of their present salary.

In terms of retirement income as compared with present income,
Option I would be ranked first by most persons. Option 4 would be
ranked first or second by persons who would like to continue working at
their university, while Option 2 would be ranked second by persons who
would rather not work after early retirement. Option 3 would be ranked
first by lower-paid employees but last by their higher-paid colleagues.
From the early retiree's point of view, neither Option 5 nor Option 6 is
likely to be very attractive. Since the retiree receives no supplement and
must wait until the mandatory retirement age to draw his pension, he
would certainly be reluc 'tant to accept either of these options unless he
were very close to the mandatory retirement age, had substantial savings,
or planned to reemploy.

Ability to Select the Retirees. Unless an institution identifies spe-
cifiC employees and convinces them to accept early retirement, there is
little certainty that the appropriate persons will be encouraged to take
advantage of the retirement scheme. If it can be assumed that within a
specific age and service cohort the more highly paid,employees represent
the more valued ones, then the group-based scheme may be most effec-
tive in retiring the appropriate pepons. The same logic leads us to con-
clude that the individual-based early-retirement scheme may tend to
encourage the more valued academics to retire.

The partial employment alternative falls between these extremes.
Since this scheme is intended to reemploy early retirees on a part-time
basis, the benefits schedule would be related to the individual rather than
to the group. Thus, those who elect this option would probably be some-
what highly valued. One might argue that these are not the persons to
retire on a part-time basis, that the less-valued employees should be
retired partially and the highly-valued employees should be retained full-
time. This need not be so, since the partial employment%option could be
used in conjunction with a complete retirement alternative, making it

121



110 FISCAL IMPLICATIONS OF EARLY RE TIREMENT

possible to retain at least some of the services of those employees who are
in high demand for boa, campus and off-campus activities while retiring
the less-valued employees. However, it is not clear that employees in high
demand want to retire early.

OTHER POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES

Other alternatives that might encourage early retirement have not
been evaluated here. For example, unproductive employees might be
given an annual salary decrement to encourage them to retire before the
mandatory age. In practice, all employees might receive the same per-
centage decrement, and the cuts would be restored only if such action
were deserved. Another option would be to require all employees to dis-

cuss their retirement plans with their superior at regular intervals. Less-
productive zmployees might be encouraged to begin or increase pay-
ments into a supplemental retirement fund. The institution might even
agree to make matching contributions if the employee agreed to retire at
a certain date.

Since the finocial disadvantage of early retirement can be severe if
a per4n retires a decade or so early, partial retirement from perhaps age
55 through age 59 with complete retirement at age 60 might be desirable.
Again, few persons may decide to take this route, but It may be the best
course for some. Such an option might also be the only way in which to
encourage some persons who now plan to continue until the mandatory
age to step down early. The major difficulty with part-time reemploy-

ment seems to be determining mutually agreeable part-time tasks.

SELECTING THE OPTION

From even a strict cost standpoint, it is not easy to identify the best
alternative. The choice depends on the objectives of the institution. Since
these early-retirement schemes may not free sufficient funds to replace
ear!y retirees with new employees on a one-to-one basis, one of the insti-
tution's most critical tasks is to estimate the marginal productivity of
both potential retirees and potential new employees. If the sum of the
marginal products of the potential new employees is greater than that of
the potential retirees, an early-retirement plan might be an economical
means of faculty rejuvenation. The following paragraphs summarize the
cost effects of the six options

12



SELECTING THE OPTION 111

Option 1: Full-Salary Early Annuity. This alternative is undoubt-
edly the most favored option of potential early retirees because it makes
their retirement income equal to their full salary. For the institution, it
mly not be a desirable alternative because it would permit only a low
replacement rate.

Option 2: Individual-Based Early Annuity. This alternative saves
the institution the most insalaries and allows a reasonable replacement
ratio, but it may not be effective in retiring the appropriate employees.
The benefits schedule gives highly-paid employees the greatest financial
incentive to retire early. This scheme provides a moderate level of retire-
ment income, and the early retiree receives these benefits with no part-
time employment required.

This option illustrates, however, that it can be expensive to provide
increased annuities, to persons more than a few years away from the man-
datory retirement age. Only for employees approximately five years from
reandatory retirement alkufficient funds freed to permit the hiring of
placements on a one-tote basis. Although this scheme may not save

the institution a great deal of money, it should encourage tiiiployees to
retire early. Even early retirees with relatively short periods of service
receive annuities equal to two-thirds of the4r current salaries.

Option 3: Group-Based Early Annuity. This alternative saves the
institution the least amount in salaries, but it may be able to retire the
lessIvalued employees. This option rates below Option 2 in terms of total
tetirement income provided.

Option !: Individual-Based Early Annuity with Partial Employ-
Mont. This alternative ranks high in terms of savings to the institution
nir employee retired. To the extent that those employees who elect to
participate in this alternative are more highly valued and might have
retired completely if the option were not available, it is somewhat effect-
ive in retaining selected faculty members on a part-time basis. The
incorue received by an early retiree ranges from 59% to 100% of current
salary, but the early retiree must accept a parrtime position to earn
about half of that income.

Options 5 end 6: Continued Annuity Contributions. These options
are not directly comparable with the other options because they do not
provide retirement income from early retirement to mandatory retire-
ment. The institution would be able to reallocate approximately 80% of
each early i.etiree's salary.

12



112 FISCAL IMPLICATIONS OF EARLY RETIREMENT

Since these latter two options may appeal only to persons who have
arranged for reemployment, it is conceivable that they could increase the
cost of a natural process to the institution. Today, some people decide at
mid-career to leave an institution and move elsewhere with no\ special
compensation, Instead of encouraging more people to move to another
institution, these options may cause the institution to compensate those
persons already planning to leave. The other optic is, it should be
recalled, have a severance payment or increased annuity intended to
cause people to stop working altogether by providing them anincome in
lieu of salary. Some persons electing these options may already have been
planning to retire early, but the added benefits are expected to encourage
additional persons to step down as well. Of course, under all methods it
would be necessary for the institution to establish eligibility rules and to
manage the early retirements so its manpower requirements are kept in
balance.

The tables presented in this chapter are only examples of how early-
retirement alternatives can be compared for employees of various ages
with different service and salary histories. Of course, an institution

h-c ould expand these calculations to include persons with various years of
--.4"--- service credit nearer to and further from retirement. Also, it is extremely

important that these figures be computed with institution-specific data.
Costs other than those of providing an increased pension should be con-
sidered: recruitment and hiring costs for replacement employees, for
example. Although these costs would be incurred with mandatory retire-
ments as well, they would be encountered earlier than planned under an
early-retirement scheme.

Detailed calculations for other options and for defined-contribution
plans may be found elsewhere by persons desiring to perform their own
analysis.' The key factors to be kept in mind when replicating this
analysis are:

1. Determine the level of benefits to be paid the early retiree.

2. Determine the mandatory-retirement-age pension.

3. Determine the benefits the early retiree will receive from his early-
retirement pension.

4. Add social-security income to the expected benefits when
appropriate.

5. Calculate the additional payment to be made to the early retiree.
Determine both:
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a. The additional payment made from early retirement to the man-
dator), retirement age.

b. The idditional payment made after mandatory retirement age.

6. Determine the cost to the institution of these additional payments.
The cost will vary der,ending on whether the payment is made in one
lump sum, whether an annuity is purchased for the early retiree,
whether the payment for the annuity is made in equal installments,
and whether the payment is made annually from the ins' 'tution's
general funds. Consider:

a. The payment from early retirement to the mandatory retirement
age might be paid from the early retiree's salary line, with the
balance of the salary line being used to pay a replacement
employee and to purchase the early retiree a supplemental pen-
sion that will go into effect at the mandatory age.

b. The early retirement payment might be paid in one year if the
institution has the funds to finance the transaction. The key
point ,vill be the size of the early-retirement lump-sum payment.

If an institution is able to determine he amount of an annual sup-
pIpment to be paid an employL.-, it can purchase such a supplement from
an insurance company with a one-time payment or with level annual pay-
ments. Clearly, an institution should seek legal advice about ways to
finance supplemental annuity payments.

NOTES

I. A defined-benefit annuity.is one in which a member's benefits are defined
by criteria such as number of years of service credit, age at retirement, and
highest salary. The benefits received may exceed the actual contributions
(plus earnings on contribtitions) to the retiree's account. A defined-contri-
bution plan is one in which\the employee's and employer's contributions
(plus interest) establish the retiree's financial benefits.

2. In earlier analyses an average salary increase of 4% was assumed. This
figure was probably too high for real salary increases, particularly for older
faculty members. Since those earlier analyses, salary trends have been exa-
mined more closely. Although the data are sketchy, real rates (rates that do
not include expected inflation) of about 3% for younger employees and of

lois to 2q for older employees might be snore appropriate for near-term
A..

estimates.
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3. Carl Vernon Patton, "A Seven-Day Project: Early Faculty Retirement
Alternatives," Policy Analysis 1, no. 4 (Fall 1975): 731-753.

4. An actuarial table stases the cost at various ages by sex of $1.00 of pension
income paid monthly for life at a given yearly interest rate. The tables are
revised periodically to reflect changing economic conditions and mortality
rates.

5. Deciding which discount rate to use is troublesome because of inflation.
Although the literature provides little guidance, a paper dealing with the
issue has been published. It lays out an argument for using either real
interest rates and real prices or nominal interest sates and nominal prices.
See Steve H. Hanke, Philip H. Carver, and Paul Bugg, "Project Evalua-
tion uuring Inflation," Water Resources Researc'i 11, no. 4 (August 1975):
511-514.

6. For further information on the same issue see James D. Bruce, "Costs and
Benefits of Early Retirement in Academia," paper presented at the 1976
Annual Meeting of the American Physical Society (New York: February
1976); Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association of AmericaCollege
Retirement Equities Fund, "Bulletin: Provision..., for Early Retirement"
(New York: TIAA-CREF, 19721; David S. P. Hopkins, "An Early Retire-
ment Program for ths. lAanford Faculty: Report and Recommendations"
(Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University, Academic Planning Office, 1972);
and Hans H. Jenny. Early Retirement, a New Jsvue in Higher Education:
The Financial Consequences of Early Retirement (New York TU., N
CREF, 1974).
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Career Options and
Faculty Composition

Universities and colleges became interested in ways to modify the

composition of their staffs when they realized that the slowdown in
higher education's expansion was beginning to reduce the number of new

faculty members they could hire. Fears about the consequences of an ag-

ing faculty body were expressed, and it was commonly held that possibly

even fewer new appointments would be made because the 50-to-60 age-
group had more than its proportionate share of faculty members. These
professors, hired en masse during the education boom of the 1950s and

1960s, comprised a major portion of the professorial force, the argument

went, and it would be years before they would retire. Early retirement
was advanced as one way to induce these persons to leave campus and
increase the number of positions available for new faculty members.

This account does desaibe the faculty age structure and resultant
problems at some colleges and universities, including some of the institu-

tions now considering incentive early retirement. However, many institu-

tions do not have an overrepresentation offaculty ,...anbers between ages

50 and 60. When addressing the implications of an incentive early-retire-
ment scheme both for individual institutions and all of academia, we
must take into consideration the age structure of the faculty. If there are
not large numbers of persons in the near-retirement years, then even
highly efficient early-retirement schemes may have little effect. There
simply may be too few people to attract to the alternatives. Furthermore,

an induced early retirement today means one less regular retirement to-

morrow.
4
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116 CAREER OPTIONS AND FACULTY COMPOSITION -,

IS THERE AN AGE PROBLEM?

Data from both an analysis of the 1972-73 American Council on
Education (ACE) survey and the 1975 Carnegie Council survey of
American academics indicate that university and college professors are
normally distributed by age.' Figures 1 through 4, based on the more
recent Carnegie data, summarize the age distributions for all institutions
and for selected categories of institutions: High-Quality Research Uni-
versities, Medium-Quality Research Universities, and Medium-Quality
Four-Year Ca lieges.' In every case, faculty members are distributed in
greater percentages among the younger ages, with decreasing propor-
tions in the older age groups, but with no substantial bulges of faculty
members at any age. Any slight bulges which do exist occur at the
younger ages among people not eligible for early retirement. These data
suggest that the decline in the percentage of young doctorates in institu-
tions of higher education cannot be related entirely to an overabundance
of faculty members 1-40: retirement.'

Since these datii:Could obscure differences among fields, we ana-
lyzed them by fiela. within selected types of institutions. From the
1972-73 ACE data age distributions for faculty members within the
high-quality research university category were computed; age distribu-
tions by field were produced for high-quality universities, medium-
quality universities and medium-quality four-year colleges using the 1975
Carnegie data. In all cases, large percentages of faculty members are not
found in the age-groups near retirement. Rather, the large groupings,
when they do appear, exist at the younger ages. For illustration, see the
histograms by selected fields for the medium-quality universities which
are presented in Figures 5 through 8.

Since these are aggregated data, differences among individual insti-
tutions may be obscured. Nonetheless, they suggest that incentive early
retirement would have a limited effect on the age structure of academia,
even though it might have a strong effect on the age structure at a par-
ticular institution. Differences by institution should not be overlooked,
as a disproportionate share of faculty members in the older age-groups
might cause staffing problems for a particular department, college, or
university.

A FACULTY FLOW MODEL'

Colleges and universities interested in adopting incentive early-
retirement programs would do well to test their probable effects with a
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Figure 5
Faculty Age Distribution for the Biological Sciences:

Medium Quality Research Universities
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Biochemistry, Biology, Botany, Physiology, Zoology, and other Biological Sciences.
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faculty flow model. Several models now exist.' Their applications have

revealed a general aging ti Ind within faculties of constant size. Unless

current faculty members can be encouraged to leave the institution, the
aging trend redtices the number of new hires that can be made in the near

term. Older faculty members might be encouraged to retire early;
younger faculty members might be denied tenure at higher rates; mid-
career change programs might encourage outmigration; or other forces
might cause faculty members to leave academia for othci pursuits,

In these models, retirement rates have to be quite high to change the

hiring rate or the age structure of the faculty. Causing faculty members

to retire a few years early has limited impact, since these people would be

soon leaving anyway. Furthermore, when people are induced to retire a
few years early, the temporary increase in the retirement rate that results

is followed by a return to the former rate as people who would have
retired in years to come have already left. The greatest effect results from

changing the tenure rate. If young faculty members are denied promo-
tion and required to leave the university, high faculty turnover can be

maintair.edbut primarily among entry-level academics.
In oraer to investigate the consequences of increasing the retirement

rate or encouraging people to leave the university at mid-career, we pro-

duced a faculty flow model to which we could apply available aggregated

data. The approach was to test the effect of alternative retirement rates,

tenure-denial rates, mid-career change rates, and other factors on faculty
composition. We examined the results for both a normally distributed
faculty population and one with a greater proportion of older members.

After testing the impact of each rate on the base populations, all other

rates held constant, we investigated the interaction effect of combining

rates.

Fest...tes of the Model

Factors affecting faculty growth and change assumed to

include (I) tenure decisions, (2) death and retirement, (3) outnugration

(taking a posits. isewhere), (4) mid-career change, and (5) new hires
The model 'ices a Jtal tenure denial rate and a tenure denial distribution
for the Age cohorts 30 to 34 and 35 to 39. Limitations on available data

forced ti s to restrict tenure decisions to faculty me- hers younger than

age 40. Since most tenure decisions ate mac before the faculty member
reaches his late thirties, the model assigns more denialg to the 30-to-34

cohort than to the 35-to-39 cohort

13";
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126 CAREER OPTIONS AND FACI.P.TY COMPOSITION

The empirical death and retirement rates are the most straight-
forward of all those used in our model. In the younger age cohorts, these
rates exclusively represent death rates; in the older cohorts, they repre-
sent both death and retirement. These fates are applied to the population
in each age cohort.

The market-induced outmigration rate, when applied to the total
population, yields the total number of faculty members who will leave
that year. This figure is then distributed throughout the entire population
according to observed trends.

fo illustrate the effect of mid-career change programs, we have
incorporated a mid career change rate into the model. This variable des-
cribes the effects of incentives to cause people between ages 40 and 50 to
leave the university.

The new hire/replacement rate is applied t,.. the total number of
faculty members who annually leave the population. The rate is based on
the percentage of all outmigrants, tenure denials, mid-career changes,
and so on to be replaced with new employees (e.g., 80% to 105%). In this
analysis we assume a steady-state and use 100e/o. These new appoint-
ments are then oistributed among the age cohorts according to observed
trends.

The analysis was carried out using adjusted Tates from Cartter and
McDowell and the Berkeley Faculty Flow Model.' We used a hypothe-
tical base population from ACE data, grouped according to the Carnegie
classification of High-Quality Research Universities. These age-distribu-
tion data, grouped by commonly accepted five-year intervals, were stan-
dardized to a base of 1,000 persons. The population describes a faculty
where the normal retirement age is 65, the institution's mandatory retire-
ment age is approximat_ly 67, and the compulsory retirement age is 70.
In other words, under current retirement rates, approximately two-thirds
of the faculty members retire between ages 65 and 66; and that by the as-
sumed mandatory retirement age of 67, approximately three-quarters of
the faculty members have retired. Only a few persons are reappointed
until age 70. The exact percentages of retirees for each age depends on
the retirement rate.

Effects of Alternative Tenor, Oenial Rates

Experimentation with the model revealed that the total tenure-
denial rate is the most sensitive variable. Figure 9 shows the input data
for a projection using a normally distributed population. Figures 9a
through 9d report projected distributions for three five-year intervals.
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Ileum 9
Faculty Age Projection: Normal Age Distribution Assuming a Low Tenure Denial Rate

BASS YEAR : 1978 NUMBER OF FIVE YEAR PROJECTIONS :

TOTAL TENURE DENIAL RATE : .0100

3

TOTAL EXPERIENCED OUTMIGRATION RATE : .0100

TOTAL REPLACEMENT RATE : 1.0000

AGE BASE NEW HIRING OUTMIGRATION RETIREMENT TENURE DENIAL MID-CAREER

COHORT POPULATION DISTRIBUTION DISTRIBUTION RATES DISTRIBUTION RATES

70 PLUS O. 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000

65 - 69 36. 0.0000 0.0000 .3374 0.0000 0.0000

60 - 64 52. 0.0000 .0100 .0653 0.0000 0.0000

55 - 59 73. .0100 .0100 .0166 0.0000 0.0000

50 - 54 117. .0204 .0400 .0107 0.0000 0.0000

45 - 49 132. .0400 .0700 0069 0.0000 0.0000

40 - 44 169. .1000 .1500 .0044 0.0000 0.0000

35 - 39, 161. .1300 .2400 .0028 .4000 0.0000

30 - 34 166. .3200 .2800 .c018 .6000 0.0000

UNDER 30 94. .3800 .2000 .0016 0.0000 0.0000

TOTAL 1000.

13j



Figure 9a
Faculty Age Projection: Aormal Distribution Assuming a Low Tenure. Denial Rote

HISTORICAL BASE YEAR 1978
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Figure 9b
Faculty Age Projection: Normal Distribution Assuming a Low Tenure Denial Rate

FIVE TEAR SUMMARY AT 1983

POPULATION TABLE
POPULATION HISTOGRAM

AGE BASE OUTMI- TENURE RECENT MID-CAREER RECENT NET RESULTING AGEI.

COHORT POPULATION GRANTS DENIALS RETIREES CHANGE HIRES CHANGE POPULATION COHORT

70 PLUS 0. b 0 0. 0. 0. O. A 5. 70 PLUS
A

65 - 69 36. 0 0 31. 0. O. -31. AAAA 37 65 - 69
AAAA

60 - 64 52. 0 0 15. O. O. -15. AAAAAAA 67. 60 - 64

AAAAAAA

55 - 59 73 G. 01 6. O. 1. -5. AAAAAAAAAAA 110. 55 - 59
AAAAAAAAAAA

50 - 54 117. 2. 0 6. 0. 3. -5. AAAAAAAAAAAAA 127 50 - 54
AAAAAAAAAAAAA

45 - 49 132. 4. 0. 5 0. 6. -3. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 163 45 - 49

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

40 - 44 169 7. 0. 4. 0. 14. 3. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 154 40 - 44

35 - 39 161 12. 7 2. O. 18. -3.
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 158. 35 - 39
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

30 -.34 166. 14. 10. 2. 0. 44. 19. AAAAAAAAAAAAA 127 30 - 34

AAAAAAAAAJOAA

UNDER 30 94. 10. 0. 1. 0. 52. 41. AAAAA 52. UNDER 30

AAAAA

TOTAL 1000
0.

1000. TOTAL
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Figure 9c
Faculty Age Projection: Normal Distribution Assuming a Low Tenure Denial Rate

FIVE YEAR SUMMARY AT 1988
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Figure 9d
Faculty Age Projection: Normal Distribution Assuming a Low Tenure Denial Rate

FIVE YEAR SUMMARY AT 1993
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The projection is produced by assuming a 1% annual tenure-denial rate
combined with a 1% outmigration rate and a 100% replacement rate.
The resulting population has a large number of faculty members in the
oldest cohorts and relatively few in the younger cohorts. The bulk of the
population has passed through the years of tenure decision and now
represents a large group of faculty members aged 45 to 60.

We analyzed the same age distribution under different assumptions.
Although we do not display the results, the mudel was run with a 50/o
tenure-denial rate with all else the same as the first prcijection. We found
a bimodal distribution beginning to form. The upper portion centered
around those aged 55 to 59 who had already been granted tenure be's)re
or during the base year. The lower portion centered around those aged 30
to 34 whose tenure decisions had not yet been made.

After analyzing projections at the 1%, 3%, 4%, 5%, 7%, and y -,/o
levels, we decided to use a 4% annual tenure-denial rate throughout the
rest of our analysis because it caused the projected population to be nor-
mally diFt-ibuted and it approximated the average tenure-denial rate at
several of our case institutions. (If Ole of the population at risk during a
ten-year period is denied tenure each year, approximately 67% will attain
tenure by the end of the risk period.)

Effects of Alternative Death and Retirement Rates

The death and retirement rates for the three oldest cohorts were
varied, while the rates for the remaining cohorts were not changed. Three
projections were analyzed. The first assumed rates of 5%, 10%, and
40% for the 55-to-59, 60-to-64, and 65-to-70 age cohorts, respectively;
the second projection assumed 7.5%, 20%, and 60%, respectively, for
the same age cohorts; and the last projection assumed 10%, 30%, and

75%, respectively.
We found that to cause a major change in the composition of the

population, the death and retirement rates for the oldest three cohorts
had to be changed substantially: about a 50 to 100 percent increase in the
death and retirement rate for each.

Effects of Alternative Outmigmtion Rates

The result of an increase in the total outmigration rate was also ana-
lyzed. Populations were projected using total outmigration rates of 107o
and 3%. A bimodal distribution of the population resulted from the
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A FACULTY FLOW MODEL 133

combined effects of higher death and retirement rates coupled with the
3% outmigration rate. However, a 3% outmigration rate appears to be
more than can be expected today. For this reason, the total outmigration
rate was held at 1 % throughout the rest of the analysis. (In most institu-
tions, the present rate probably does dot exceed 1.50/o.) Rather than as-
suming a large increase in this rate (which applies to all age groups), one
could instead effect outmigration by encouraging mid-career change for
people at those ages at which outmigration would be worth the effort and
money spent inducing them to leave.

Effects of Alternative Mid-Career Change Rates

Mid-career change rates eventually affect the older ages of the popu-
lation distribution as well as have an immediate effect on younger faculty
members. The number of older faculty members will eventually decrease,
while the number of younger faculty members will increase as a result of
the greater proportion of new appointments made in the younger age-
3roups. Projections were conducted using 1%, 2%, and 3% respectively
as mid-career change -tates. For all further analysis, we used mid-career
change rates of 2%. This projection yielded a normal population distri-
bution, and it is hard to believe that a higher rate could be induced, no
matter how much money a university or college might spend.

Effects of Alternative Rates on an Older Population

After analyzing rates applied to a normally distributed faculty popu-
lation, we analyzed how they affect-d an older distribution. A faculty
with a normal retirement age of 65 was used, but its median age was ap-
proximately five years above that of the normally distributed faculty
population. We used the distribution of one of our case institutions stan-
dardized to a population of 1,000 persons.

Alternative projections of this older distribution were made using,
1%, 2%, and 3% mid-career change rates. The projections describe a
faculty beginning to grow younger as the result of mid-career change.
Since professors must pass through the mid-career change "filter,"
fewer of them mew: into the older age cohorts. This reduction yields
vacancies which are filled primarily by younger persons. By applying cer-
tain rates, the older population distribution can be made to gradually
grow younger and to finally become normally distributed. For example,
Figures 10 through 10d show the effect of increased retirement rates and
2% mid-career change on an older faculty.
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Figure 10
Faculty Age Projection: Older Distribution Assuming High Death and Retirement Rates

BASE YEAR : 1978 NUMBER OF FIVE YEAR PROJECTIONS

TOTAL TENURE DENIAL RATE : .0400

: 3

TOTAL EXPERItNCED OUTMIGRATION RATE : .0100

* TOTAL REPLACEMENT RATE : 1.0000

AGE BASE NEW HIRING OUTMIGRATION RETIREMENT TENURE DENIAL MID-CAREER

COHORT POPULATION DISTRIBUTION DISTRIBUTION RATES 01STRIBUTIoN RATES

70 PLUS O. 10.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000

65 - 69 0. 0.0000 0.0000 .6700 0.0000 0.0000

60 - 64 30. 0.0000 .0100 .2001 0.0000 0.0000

55 - 59 110. .0100 .0100 .1000 0.0000 0.0000

50 - 54 200. .0200 .0400 .0107 0.0000 0.0000

45 - 149 190. .0400 .0700 .0069 0.0000 .0200

40 - 44 160. .1000 .1500* .0044 0.0000 .0200

35 - 39 150. .1300 ..2400 .0028 .4000 0.0000

30 - 34 110. .3200 .2800 .0018 .6000 0.0600

UNDER 30 50. .3800 .2000 .0016 0.0000 0.0000

TOTAL 1000.

146
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Figure 10a
Faculty Age Projection: Older Distribution Assuming High Death and Retirement Rates

HISTORICAL BASE YEAR 1978

POPULATION TABLE POPULATION HISTOGRAM

AGE BASE OUTMI- TENURE ALERT MID-CAREER RECENT NET AGR

COHORT POPULATION GRANTS DENIALS RETIREES CHANGE HIRES CHANGE POPULATION COHORT

70 PLUS O. ---- A O. 70 PLUS
A

65 - 69 0. A O. 65 - 69

60 - 64 30. AAA
AAA

30. 60 - 64

55 - 59 110. AAAAAAAAAAA 110. 55 - 59
AAAAAAAAAAA

50 - 54 200 AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 200. 50 - 54
AAAAAAAA

45 - 49 190. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA'AA4AiAA 190, 45 - 49
AAA'

40 - 44 160.
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

...AAAAAAAAAAAA
160. 40 - 44

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAL

35 - 39 150.
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 150. 35 - 39
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

30 34 110. AAAAAAAAAAA 110. 10 - 34
AAAAAAAAAAA

UNDER 30 50. AAAAA 50. UNDER 30
AAAAA

TOTAL '1000.
1000. TOTAL

14'7



Figure lob
Faculty Age Projection: Older Distribution Assuming High Death and Retirement Rates

FIVE TSAR SUMMARY AT 1983 r
POPULATION TABLE POPULATION HISTOGRAM

AGE BASE OUTMI- TENURE RECENT MID-CAREER RECENT NET RESULTING AGE

COHORT POPULATION GRANTS DENIALS RETIREES CHANGE HIRES CHANGE POPULATION COHORT

70 PLUS O. O. O. O. O. O. O. A O. 70 PLUS
A

65 - 69 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. A 9. 65 - 69

60 - 64 30. O. O. 20. O. O. -21. AAAAAA 64. 60 . 64
AAAAAA

55 - 59 110. 0. O. 45. O. 2. -44. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 190. 55 - 59
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

50 - 54 2C) 2. 0. 11. O. S. -8. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 167. SO - 54
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

45 - 49 190 4. O. 6. 18. 9. -19. AAAAAAAAAAAAAA 142. 45 - 49
AAAAAAAAAAAAAA

40 - 144 160. 7. O. 3. 16. 23. -3. AAAAAAAAAAAAA 135. 40 - 44
AAAAAAAAAAAAA

35 - 39 150. 12. 24. 2. O. 31. -8. AAAAAAAAA 89. 35 - 39
AAAAAAAAA

30 - 34 110. 14. 37 I. O. 75. 23. AAAAAAAAAAA 115. 30 - 34
AAAAAAAAAAA

UNDER 30 50. 10. O. 1, O. 89. 79. AAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAA

89. UNDER 30

TOTAL 1000. O. 1000. TOTAL

143



Figure 10e
Faculty Age Projection: Older Distribution Assuming High Death and Retirement Rates

PPVE YEAR SUMMAAT 1988

POPULATION TABLE POPULATION HISTOGRAM

AGE BASE OUTMI- TENURE RECENT SID-CAREER RECENT A_ NET

COHORT POPULATION GRANTS DENIALS.' RETIREES CHANGE HIRES WHINGE

70 PLUS O. O. O. O. O. O. O. A
A

65 - 64 9 O. 9. O. O. -9. AA
AA

60 - 64 64. O. O. 43. O. a. -43.
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

55 - 59 190. O. O. 78. O. 3 -76. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

50 - 54 167 2. O. 9 O. 5. -5. AAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAA

45 - 49 142. 4. O. 5. 14. 11. -11. AAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAA

40 - 44 135. 7. O. 3. 14. 27. 3. AAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAA

35 - 39 89 12. 18. 1. O. 36. 4. AAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAA

30 - 34 115, 14. 27. 1. O. 88. 45. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

UNDER 30 89. 10. O. 1. O. 104. 93. AAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAA

ToTA,- 1000.
O.

14.E

RESULTING AGS
POPULATIA COHORT

O. 70 PLUS

21. 65 - 69
111. 60 - 64

159. 55 - 59

126. 50 - 54

172. 45 - 49

85. 40 -44

107. 35 - 39

166. 30 - 34

104. UNDER 30

1000. TOTAL



Figure led
Faculty Age Projection: Older Distribution Assuming High Death and Retirement Rates

FIVE YEAR SUMMARY A7 1993

AGE
COHORT

70 PLUS

65 - 69

60 - 64

55 - 59

50 - 54

45 - 49

40 - 44

35 - 39

30 - 34

UNDER 30

TOTAL

BASE~
POPULATION

O.

21.

111.

159

126.

122.

85.

10y,

166.

104

1000.

OUTMI-
GRANTS

O.

O.

O.

O.

2.

3.

7
12

14.

10.

POPULATION TABLE

TENURE RECENT MID-CAREER RECENT
DENIALS RETIREES CHANGE- HIRES

O. O. O. 0.

O. 21. O. 0.

O. *75. 0. 0.

D. 65 O. 3

O. 7. O. 6.

O. 4. 12. 12.

O. 2. 9. 29.

16, 2. 0. 38.

24. 2. O. 93

0. 1. O. 110.

NET
CHANGE

O.

-21.

-75.

-63.

-3.

-8.

10.

8.

53

99.

o.

POPULATION H7sToGRAM

A
A

AAA
AAAA A

AAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAA

HESULTING
POPULATION

G.

36.

93,

120.
-

108.

78.

101.

163,

186.

110.

1000.

401i

CoMORT

70 PLUS

65 - 69

60 - 64

55 - 59

50 - 54

45 - 49

40 - 44

35 - 39

30 - 34

UNDER 30A

TOTAL



RAISING THE MANDAPAY RETIREMENT AGE

Testing the Impact of the "Proper" Rites

The changes in faculty composition which would be brought about
by a mid-career change program aid incentive early retirement are illus-
trated in Figures 11 through lid for a normally distributed faculty.
Death and retirement rates of 10%, 200/0, and 67010 are assumed for the
three oldest age categories. The mid-career change rate is set at Pio for
both the 40-to-44 and 45-to-49 age-groups. Current outmigration,
tenure-denial, and new appointment distributions are assumed.

Compared with projections assuming no increase in the retiremen
rate and no mid-career change, these projections show an increase in the
number of near-term appointments that can be made. For example, com-
pared to the projection described in Figures 12 through 12e, these tug!
rates ause the number of new appointments made during the first five
years to Icrease by 43%. During the second five-year perk" this
increase ).9%, and during the third it is 2601e. These figures sip -1w the
dampening effect mentioned earlier: boosting the retirment rate causes
an initial increase in the number of appointments that can be made, but
eventu. &iiy the effect wears off as the population distribution grows
younger and fewer p.,rsons are available for retirement. Nonetheless,
induced early retirement and mid-career change can increase the near-
term appointment rate.

These rates should not be sought at every institution. They merely
describe the changes that can be brought about through various policies
The desired faculty structare varies from institution to institution, aria so
do the desired retirement and mid-career change rates. Remember also
that the analysis presented here assumes z. 100% replacement rate If
retirees are not replaced on a one-to one basis, the inci eased turnover
caused by inducing early retirements can be lost. Because of space limita-
tions, such consequence ; are not modeled here.

RAISING THE MANDATORY RETIREMENT AGE

Although many institutions and faculty members are interested in
finding ways to enable earlier retirement, other persons are pressing for

of, or at least a further incre2se in the mandatory retire-
rr-rt . that will happen to the atm di-Ar:bution of American aca-
demi. ,fter the mandatory retirement P. ge is increased in 1982? If the
change causes a large rit °pot aculty members to stay on until the
mandatory retirement one obvious result will he a decrease in the

an



Figure II
Faculty Age Projection: Normal Distribution Assuming High Death and Retirement Rates

BASE YEAR : 1978 NUMBER OF FIVE YEAR PROJECTIONS

TOTAL TENURE DENIAL RATE : .0400

: 3

TOTAL EXPERIENCED OUTMIGRATION RATE : .0100

TOTAL REPLACEMENT RATE : 1.0000

AGE BASE NEW HIRING OUTMIGRATION RETIREMENT TENURE DENIAL MID-CAREER
COHORT POPULATION DISTRIBUTION DISTRIBUTION RATES DISTRIBUTION RATES

70 PLUS O. 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000

65 - 69 36. 0:0C y0 0.0000 .6700 0.0000 0.0000

60 - 64 52. 0.0000 .0100 .N000 0.0000 0.0000

55 - 59 73. .0100 .0100 .1000 0.0000 0.0000

50 - 54 117. .0200 .0400 .0107 0.0000 0.0000

45 - 49 132. .0400 .0700 .0069 0.0000 .0200

40 - 44 169. .100G .1500 .0044 0.0000 .0200

35 - 3 161. .1300 .2400 .0028 .4000 0.0000

30 - 4 166. .3200 .2800 nni3 .6000 0.0000

UNDER 30 94. .3800 .2000 .0016 0.0000 0.0000

TOTAL 1000.



Figure !la
Faculty Age Projection: Normal Distribution'Assuming High Death and Retirement Rates

HISTORICAL BASE YEAR 1978

AGE
COHORT

POPULATION TABLE

BASE OUTMI- TENURE RECENT MID-CAREER RECENT

POPULATION GRANTS DENIALS RETIREES CHANGE HIRES

POPULATION HISTOGRAM

NET
CHANGE PCPULATION

AGE
COHORT

10 PLUS 0.
- - -- A 0. 70 PLUS

A

65 - 69 36.
AAAA 36. 65 - 69

AAAA

60 - 64 52. ......._
AAAAA 60 - 64

AAAAA

55 - 73.
AAAAAAA 73. 55 - 59

AAAAAAA

50 . 117.
AAAAAAAAAAAA 117. 50 - 54

AAAAAAAAAAAA

45 49 132.
APAAAAAAAAAAA 1j2. 45 - 19

AAAAAAAAAAAAA

40 44 169.
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 169. 40 - 44

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

35 39 '61.
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 161. 35 -

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

30 - 34 166,
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 166. 30 - 34

UNDER 30 94,
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAA

94. UNDER 30

TOTAL 1000
1000. TOTAL

"Z.) tJ



Figure 1lb
Faculty Age Projection: Normal Distribution Assuming High Death and Retirement Rates

FIVE TEAR SUMMARY AT 1983

POPULATION TABLE POPULATION HISTOGRAM

AGE BASE OUTMI- TENURE RECENT MID-CAREER RECENT NET RESULTING AGE

COHORT POPULATION GRANTS DENIALS RETIREES CHANGE HIRES CHANGE POPULATION COHORT

70 PLUS O. O. O. O. O. O. O. A O. 70 PLUS
A

65 - 69 36. O. O. 36. O. O. -36.
AA
AA 17. 65 - 69

60 - 64 52. O. O. 35. O. O. -35. AAAA 42. 60 - 64
AAAA

55 - 59 73. O. O. 30. O. 3. -28. AAAAAAAAAAA 111. 55 - 59
AAAAAAAAAAA

50 - 54 117. 2. O. 6. O. 5. -3. AAAAAAAAAAAA 117. 50 - 54
AAAAAAAAAAAA

45 - 49 132. 4. O. 4. 13. 11. -10. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 151. 45 - 49
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

1440 - 44 169. 7. O. 4. 17. 27. -2. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 147. 40 -
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

35 - 39 161. 12. 26. 2. O. 35. -6. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

145. 35 - 39

30 - 34 166. 14. 40. 2. O. 85. 30. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 168. 30 - 34
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

UNDER 30 94. 10. O. 1. O. 101 90. AAAAAAAAAA 101. UNDER 30
AAAAAAAAAA

TOTAL 1000. O. 1000. TOTAL

154



a

Figure 1 k
Faculty Age Projection: Normal Distribution Assuming High Death and Retirement Rates

FIVE YEAR SUMMARY AT 1988

POPULATION TABLE
POPULATION HISTOGRAM

AGE BASE OUTMI- TENURE RECENT MID-CAREER RECENT NET
RESULTING AGE

COHORT POPULATION GRANTS DENIALS RETIREES CHANGE HIRES CHANGE POPULATION COHORT

70 PLUS O. O. O. O. O. O. O. A O. 70 PLUS

A

65 - 69 17. 0. 0. 17. 0. 0. -17. A 13. 65 - 69

60 - 64 42. O. O. 28. O. O. -29. AAAAAA 65. 60 - 64

AAAAAA

55 - 59 111. 0. 0. 46. 0. 2. -44. AAAAAAAAAAA 111. 55 - 59

AAAAAAAAAAA

50 - 54 117. 2. 0. 6. 0. 5. -3. AAAAAAAAAAAAA 133. 50 - 54

AAAAAAAAAAAAA

45 - 49 151. 4. O. 5. 15. 10 -13. AAAAAAAAAAAAA 131. 45 - 49

AAAAAAAAAAAAA

40 - 44 147. 7. 0. 3. 15, 25. -1. AAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAA

133. 40 -.44

35 - 39 145. 12. 23. 2. 0. 32. -5. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 150. 35 - 39

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

30 - 34 168. 14. 35. 2. O. 79 29. AAAAAAAAAAA;AAAAA 169. 30 - 34

AAAALAAAAAAkAAtAA

UNDER 30 101. 10. O. 1. O. 94. 83. AAAAAAAAA 91.. J4DER :0

AAAAAAAAA

TOTAL 1000.
0

1000. TOTAL

155



Figure Ild
Faculty Age Projection: Normal Distribution Assuming High Death and Retirement Rates

FIVE YEAR SUMMARY AT 199

POPULATION TABLE POPULATION HISTOGRAM

AGE PiBASE OUTMI- TENURE RECENT MID- CAREER RECENT NET RESULTING AGE
COHORT POPULATION GRANTS DENIALS RETIREES CHANGE HIRES CHANGE POPULATION COHORT

70 PLUS 0. 0. 0. O. O. O. 0. A O. 70 PLUS
A

65 - 69 13. 0. 0. 13. 0. 0. -13. AA 21. 65 - 69
AA

60 - 64 65. 0. 0. 43. 0. O. -44. AAAAAA 65. 60 - 64
AAAAAA

55 - 59 111. 0. -0. 46. O. 3. -44. AAAAAAAAAAAAA 127. 55 - 59
AAAAAAAAAAAAA

50 - 54 133. 2. O. 7. 0. 5. -4. AAAAAAAAAAAA,
AAAAAAAAAAAA

116. 50 - 54

45 - 49 131. 3. O. 4. 13. 10. -10. AAAAAAAAAAAA 119. 45 - 49
AAAAAAAAAAAA

40 - 44 133. 7. 0. 3. 13. 25. 2. AAAAAAAAAAAAAA 138. 40 - 44
AAAAAAAAAAAAAA

35 - 39 150. 12. 23. 2. O. 33. -4. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 153. 35 - 39
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

30 - 34 16y 14. 34. 2. 0. St, 3:. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

16. 30 - 14

UNDER 30 94. 10. 0. 1. O. 97. 86. AAAAAAAAAA 97. UNDER 30
AAAAAAAAAA

TOTAL 1000. 0. 1000. Tt)TAL



RAISING THE MANDATORY RETIREMENT AGE 14S

number of new faculty members who can be hired. But the :....nsequences

of an increase in the mandatory retirement age cannot be easily predicted

because of the difficulty of estimating when persons will retire.
The increase in the mandatory retirement age may have several

outcomes. Faculty members might dee to immediately extend their
retirement dates. On the other hand, nGt might retire as now planned.
The most likely reaction might be a gradual shift in the norm for aca-
demic retirement. After the age is raised, some people will undoubtedly

postpone their retirements. Others, having made plans to retire at age 65

or earlier, might continue with their plans. The younger employees, with
many years to plan for retirement, might adopt age 70 as a new norm.

To investigate this issue, the model was run with the normal retire-
ment age increased to age 70. We illustrate' the extreme case, in which
academics take the option to work five years beyond their current
pllinned retirement age. However, we assume that persons planning to
retire before age 60 would not be affected by a change in the Age Dis-

crimination in Employment Act.
Like the other rates *. tested in this chapter, these 'here meant to

illustrate pc.isible results, not to predict what would actually happen.
Figures 12 and 13 through 12e and 13e compare normal retirement at

ages 65 and 70. Using the normally distributed base population, both
projections assume a 4% tenure-denial rate, a 1% outmigration rate, no
mid-career change,-and 100% replacement. The projection with retire-

ment at age 65 assumes current retirement rates. The projection with
retirement at age 70 ssumes persons planning to retire at age 60 or older

would postpone their re ement by five years. Consequences are shown

for the fifth, tenth, twentieth, thlitieth, and fortieth years. Of course,
such long range projections based on an assumption of current rates will

be in error. The point, though, is to illustrate the relative effect of an
Increase in the normal retirement age as a result of increasing or abolish-

ing the mandatory retirement age.
In comparing the population distributions for the projected years

(both projections began with the same population distribution as used in

Figures 9a and 1 a), one observes an initial impact of age-70 mandatory

retirement and an eventual dampening. The number of new appoint-
ments that can be made annually is reduced in the near term. But event-

ually the persons who postponed their retirements retire, and there is a
convergence between the retirement rates in the age 65 and age 70
models. For example, during the first five-year period the number of new

appointments is reduced by 18%. During the next two five-year periods



Figure 12
Faculty Age Projection: Ncrrnal Distribution Assuming Normal Retitement at Age

BASE YEAR : 1978 NUMBER OF FIVE YEAR PROJECTIONS

TOTAL TENURE DENIAL RATE': :0400

TOTAL EXPERIENCED OUTMIGRATION RATE : .0100

TOTAL REPLACEMENT RATE : 1.0000

AGE BASE NEW HIRING OUTMIGRATION RETIREMENT TENURE DENIAL MID-CAREER
COHORT POPULATION DISTRIBUTION DISTRIBUTION RATES DISTRIBUTION RATES

70 PLUS 0. 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000

65 - 69 6. 0.0000 0.0000 .3374 0.0000 0.0000

60 - 64 52. 0.0000 .0100 .0653 0.0000 0.0000

55 - 59 73. .0100 .0100 .0166 0.0000 0.0000

50 - 54 117. .0200 .0400 ' .0107 0.0000 0.0000

45 - 49 132. .0400 .0700 .0069 0.0000 0.0000

40 - 44 169. .1000 .1500 .0044 0.0000 0.0000

35 - 39 161. .1300 .2400 0028 .400, 0.000C

30 - 34 166. .3200 .2C00 .0018 .6000 0.0000

UNDER 30 94. .3800 .2000 .00;6 0.0000 0.0000

TOTAL 1000.

1 -



Figure 13
4

Faculty Age Projection: Normal Distribution
Assuming Normal Retirement at Age 70

AGE
COHORT

70 PLUS

65 - 69

60 - 64

55 - 59

50 - 54

45 - 49

40 - 44

35 - 39

30 - 34

UNDER 30

TOTAL

BASE
POPULATION

O.

36.

52.

73
117.

132.

169.

161.

166.

94.

1000.

BASE YEAR : 1978 NUMBER OF FIVE YEAR PROJECTIONS :

TOTAL TENURE DENIAL RATE : .0400

TOTAL EXPERIENCED OUTMIGRATION RATE : .0100

TOTAL REPLACEMENT RATE : 1.0000

NEW HIRING OUTMIGRATION RETIREMENT TENURE DENIAL

DISTRIBUTION DISTRIBUTION RATES DISTRIBUTION

0.0000 0.0000 .3374 0.0000

0.0000 0.0000 .0653 0.0000

0.0000 .0100 .0166 0.0000

.0100 .0100 .0166 0.0000

.0200 .0400 .0107 0.0000

.0400 .0700 .0069 0.0000

.1000 .1500 .0044 0.0000

.1300 .2400 .0028 .4000

.3200 .2800 .0018 .6000

-.3800 .2000 .0016 0.0000

8

MID-CAREER
RATES

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

L.O000

0.0000

g

Z
c7

8
os
..4

xi

>
0m

h.

15a



Figure 12a
Faculty Age Projection: Normal Distribution Assuming Normal Retirement at Age 65

FIVE YEAR SUMMARY AT 1983

POPULATION TABLE POPULATION HISTACRAM

AGE BASE OUTMI- TENURE RECENT MID-CAREER RECENT NET RESULTING AGE
COHORT POPULATION GRANTS DENIALS RETIREES CHANGE MIRES CHANGE POPULATION COHORT

70 PLUS O. 0. 0 0 0 0. 0. A 5. 70 PLUS
A

65 - 69 36. O. 0 31 0 O. -31. AAAA
AAAA

37. 65 - 69

60 - 64 52. O. 0 15 0 O. -15. AAAAAAA 67. 60 - 64
AAAAAAA

55 - 59 73. O. 0 6 0 2. -5. AAAAAAAAAAA 111. 55 - 59
AAAAAAAAAAA

50 - 54 117. 2. O. 6. O. 4. -4. AAAAAAAAAAAAA 128. 50 - 54
AAAAAAAAAAAAA

45 - 49 132. 4. O. 5. O. 7. -1. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 165. 45 - 49
AAAAAAAAAAAW

40 - ,4 169. 7. O. 4. O. 19. 7. AAAAAAAAAAAAAA 39. 40 - 44
AAAAAAAAAAAAAA

35 - 39 161. 12. 26. 2. O. 24. -16. AAAAAAAAAAAAAA 135. 35 - 39
AAAAAAAAAAAAAA

30 - 34 166. 14. 39. 2. 0. 60. 5. AAAAAAAAAAAAAA 143. 30 - 34
AAAAAAAAAAAAAA

UNDER 30 '94. 10. O. 1. O. 71. 60. AAAAAAP 71. UNDER 30
AAAAAAA

TOTAL 1000.
.."-

O. 1000. TOTAL

160



Figure 13a

Faculty Age Projection: Norma! Distribution Assuming Normal Retirement at Age 70

FIVE YEAR SUMMARY AT 1983

POPULATION TABLE
POPULATION HISTOGRAM

AGE BASE PUTMI- TENURE RECENT HID-CAREER RECENT
NET

RESULTING AGE

COHORT POPULATION GRANTS DENIALS RETIREES CHANGE HIRES CHANGE
POPULATION COHORT

70 PLUS O. O. 8. 0. 0. 0. 0. AAA
2C. 70 PLUS

AAA

65 69 36. 0. 10. 0. O. -10. AAAAA
AAAAA

47. 65 - 69

60 f" 52. 0.
4, 0. 0. -5.

AAAAAAA
AAAAAAA

67. 60 - 64

55 59 73- 0. 0. 6. 0. 2. -5. AAAAAAAAAAA
110. 55 - 59

54 54 117, 2 0- 6. 0. 1. -5.
AAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAA

127. 50 - 54

45 49 132. 4. G. 5. 0. 6. -2. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
164. 45 - 49

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

40 - 44 169. 7. G. 4. 0. 15. 4. AAAAAAAAAAAAAA
136. 40 - 44

AAAAAAAAAAAAAA

35 39 161. 12. 26. 2. 0 20. -20. AAAAAAAAAAAAA
132. 35 - 39

AAAAAAAAAAAAA

30 34 16b. 14 39.
0. 49. -5. AAAAAAAAAAAAA

132. 30 - 34

AAAAAAAAAAAAA

UNDER 30

TOTAL

94.

inon

10. 0. 1. 0. 59. 48.

O.

AAAAAA
AAAAAA

59.

1000.

UNDER 30

TOTAL

161



Figure 12b
Faculty Age Projection: Norma! Distribution Assuming Normal Retirement at Age 65

FIVE YEAR SUMMARY AT 1988

POPULATION TABLE POPULATION HISTOGRAM

AGE BASE 'OUTMI- TENURE RECENT MID-CAREER RECENT NETCOHORT POPULATION GRANTS DENIALS RETIREES CHANGE HIRES CHANGE

70 PLUS 5. 0. O. 5. O. O. -5. A

65 - 69 37. O. O. 32. O. O. -32. :

A
4,AA
kAAAA60 - 64 67. O. O. 19. O. O. -20. \AAAAAAAAA

55 - 59 111, O.
kAAAAAAAAA

O. 9. O. 2 -8. AkAAAAAAAAAA
WAAAAAAAAA50 - 54 128, 2. O. 7. 0. 4. -5. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

45 - 49 165. 4. O. 6. 0 8. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAA40 - 44 139. 7. O. 3. 0. 14. 8. AAAAAAAAAAAA

35 - 39 135, 12. 22, 2. Al. -11
AAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAA30 - 34 143. 14. 33. 1. O. 61. 1e. AAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAUNDER 30 71. 10. O. 1. O. 72 61. AAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAATOTAL 1000.

O.

1 C:

RESULTING AGE
POPULATION COHORT

5. 70 PLUS

47. 65 - 69

101. 60 - 64

121. 55 - 59

160. 50 - 5k

136. '15 - 49

118. 40 - 44

119. 35 - 39

121. 30 - 34

72. UNDER,30

1000. TOTAL



Figure 13b
Faculty Age Projection: Normal Distribution Assuming Normal Retirement at Age 70

FIVE YEAR SUMMARY AT 1988

AGE
COHORT

BASE
POPULATION

OUTMI-
GRANTS

POPULATION TABLE'

TENURE RECENT MID-CAREER RECENT
DENIALS RETIREES CHANGE HIRES

NET
CHANGE

POPULATION HiSTOGKAM

RESULTING
POPULATION

AGE
COHORT

70 PLUS 26. 0. O. 22 0 0. -22. AAAA 37. 70 PLUS

t...

1/4

..,

65 - 69 47. 0. 0. 14. 0 9 -14.
AAAA
AAAAAA
AAAA AA

61. 65 - 69

60 - 64 67. 0. 0. 5 0 0 -6. AAAAAAAAAA 101. 60 - 64

AAAAAAAAAA

55 - 59 110. O. O. 9 0 2 -8. AAAAAAAAAAAA 120. 55 - 59

AAAAAAAAAAAA

50 - 54 127. 2. 0. 7 0 3 -5. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 158. 50 - 54

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

45 - 49 164. 4. O. 6. 0. 7 -2. AAAAAAAAAAAAA 133. 45 - 49

AAAAAAAAAAAAA

40 - 44 136. 7. 0. 3. O. 17. 7 AAAAAAAAAAA 114. 40 - 44

AAAAAAAAAAA

35 - 39 132, 12. 21. 2. O. 22. -'3 AAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAA

108. 35 - 39

30 - 34 132. 14. 32. 1. 0 55 8. AAAAAAAAAA 103 30 - 3a

AAAAAAAAAA

UNDER 30 59 ' 10. G. 1. 0. 66. 55.,E AAAAAAA 66. UNDER 30

- AAAAAAA

TOTAL 1000.
0.

1000. TOTAL

16'3



Figure 12c
Faculty Age Projection: Normal Distribution Assuming Normal Retirement at Age 65

FIVE YEAR SUMMAR! AT 1998

PO °ULAYION TABLE POPULATION HISTOGRAM

AGE BASE OuTm7- TENURE RECENT MID-CAREER RECENT NET RESULTIW AGE
COHORT POPULATION GRANTS DENIALS RETIREES CHANGE HIRES CHANGE POPULATION COHORT

70 PLUS 6. O. 0. 6. O. O. -6. A 9. 70 PLUS
A

65 - 69 72. O. O. 63. O. 0. -63. AAAAAAAA 76. 65 69
AAAAAAAA

60 - 64 111. O. 0. 32. O. O. -32. AAAAAAAAAAAAAA 139. 60 64
AAAAAAAAAAAAAA

55 - 59 151. 0. 0. 12. 0. 2. -10. AAAAAAAAAAAAA 125. 55 59
AAAAAAAAAAAAA

50 - 54 132. 2. 0. 7. 0. 4. -5, AAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAA

113. 50 54

45 - 49 116. 3. 0. 4 0. 9.
, AAAAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAA
105. 14 49

40 - 44 106. 7. 0. 2. 0. 22. 12. AAAAAAAAA 94. 40 44
AAAAAAAAA

35 - 39 104. 12. 17. 1. 0. 29. -2. AAAAAAAAAAA 113. 35 - 39
AAAAAWAAA

30 - 34 126. 14. 26. 1. 0. 71. 30. AAAAAAAAAAAAAA 13! 3Q 34
AAAAAAAAAAAAAA

UNDER 30 77. 10. 0. 1. 0 85. 74. AAAAAAAA 85. UNDER 30
AAAAAAAA

TOTAL 1000. 0 1000. TOTAL
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rigure 13c
Faculty 4ge Projection: Normal Distribution Assuming Normal Retirement at Age 70

FIVE YEAR SUMMARY AT 19q5

;I.u

AGE
COHOR:

70 PLUS

85 - 69

80 - 64

55 - 59

50 - 54

45 - 49

40 - 44

35 - 39

30 - iii

UNDER 30

TOTAL

BASE
POPULATION

44

92.

110

150.

128,

111

94

.5

115

64

1300.

OUTMI-
GRANTS

0.

0.

3

0

e

3

i

12

/4.

10

PoPULA:ION TABLE

TENURE RECENT MIL - CAREER RECENT
DENIALS RETIREES CHANGE HIRES

0. 42 3. J,

(). 26. 0 0

0 9. 0 3

'2 0, 2

7 J.:
4

4
,

3.
, t,

15 0 ;',

22 0 01

0 0

NET
'.:RANGE

-4,

-26.

-9

-11

-5

0

10

-3,

e4

52

F0PULATIO HISTJGRAM

AAAAAAA
AAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAA!M
AAAAAAAkAAAAAA
A AAAAAkAA
AAAAAAAAAAA)4A

AAA

AAAAAAAAAAA...
AAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAkAAAA
AAAAAAAAA
AMAAAAA
AAAAAkAA
AAAAAiAAAA
AAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAA
AAAAAAA

RESULTING
PcPULATION

72.

101,

137.

121.

107.

92.

76.

100.

119,

, ,

1000.

AGE
COHORT

70 PLUS

65 - 69

60 - 64

55 - 59

50 - 54

45 - 49

40 - 44

35 - 39

30 - 34

UNDER 30

TOTAL



Figure 12d
Faculty Age Projection: Normal Distribution Assuming Normal Retirement at Age 65

FIVE nAP SUMP' i AT 2008

POPULATION TABLE POPULATION HISTOGRAM

AGE BASE GUM- TENURE RECENT MID-CAREER RECENT NET RESULTING AGE
COHORT POPULATION GRANTS DENIALS RETIREES CHANGE HIRES CHARGE POPULATION COHORP

70 PLUS 10. O. O. 10. 0. 0. -10. A 13. 70 PLUS
A

65 - 69 98. 0. O. 86. 0. O. -86. AAAAAAAA 81. 65 - 69
AAAAAAAA

60 - 64 115. 0. 0. 33. 0. O. -33. AAAAAAAAAA 98. 60 - 64
AAAAAAAAAA

55 - 59 108. 0. O. 9. O. 3. -7, AAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAA

98. 55 - 59

50 - 54 103. 2. 0. 5. 0. 5. -2. AAAA.AAAA 92. 50 - 54
AAAAAAAAA

45 - 49 94. 3. 0. 3. 0. 10. 3 AAAAAAAAAAA 106. 45 - 49
AAAAAAAAAt

40 - 44 108. 7. 0. 3. 0 )5. 15. AAAAAAAAAAAA 119. 40 - 44
AAAAAAAAAAAA

35 - 39, 12:. 12. 19, 2. 0. 33. -1. AAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAA

138. 35 39

30 - 0 149. 14. 29 2. 0.. 81. 36. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 159. 30 34
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

UNDER 30 90. 1). 0. 1. 0 96. 85. AAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAA

96, UNDER 30

TOTAL 1000. 0. 1000. TOTAL
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Figure 13d
Faculty Age Projection: Normal Distribution Assuming Normal Retirement at Age 70

FIVE YEAR SUMMARY AT 2008

POPULATION TABLE
POPULATION HISTOGRAM

AGE BASE OUTMI- TENURE EECENT MID-CAREER RECENT NET
RESULTING AGE,

COHORT POPULATION GRANTS DFNIALS RETIREES CHANGE HIRES CHANGE
POPULATION COHORT

10 PLUS 81. O. O. 71. 0 0 -71. AAAAAAAAAA 100. 70 PLUS

AAAAAAAAAA

65 - 69 126. O. O. 36. 0 0 -36. AAAAAAAAAA 102. 65 - 69

AAAAAAAAAA

60 - 64 111. O. O. 9. 0 0 -9. AAAAAAAAA 93. 60 - 64

AA14AAAAA

55 - 59 102. O. 0, 8. O. 2. -6. kAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAA

85. 55 - 59

50 - 54 90. 2, O. 5. O. 5 -2. AAAAAAA
AAAAAAA

74. 50 - 54

45 - 49 75. 3. 0 j. O. 9. 3. AAAAAAAAA
93. 45 - 49

AAAAAAAAA

40 - 44 94. 7. 0. 2. 0. 23. 13. AAAAAAAAAA 102. 40 - 44

AAAAAAAAAA

35 39 110 12. 17. 2. O. 30 -1 AAAAAAAAAAAA 120. 35 - 39

AAAAAAAAAAAA

30 - 34 130. 14, 25. 1. O. 7j. 33. AAAAAAAAAAPAA
6A6A6A6AAA6AAA

144. 30 - 34

UNDEH 30 81. 10. 0. 1. O. 87. 16, AAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAA

87. UNDER 30

TOTAL 1000, \ 0.
1000. TOTAL
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Figure Ile
Faculty Age Projection: Normal Distribution Assuming Normal Retirement at Age 65

FIVE YEAR SUMMARY AT 2018

POPULATION TABLE POPULATION HISTOGRAM

AGE BASE OUTMI- TENURE RECENT MID-CAREER RECENT NET RESULTING AORCOHORT POPULATION GRANTS DENIALS RETIREES CHANGE HIRES CHANGE POPULATION COHORT

70 PLUS 10. O. O. 10. O. O. -10. A 9. 70
4

.PLO

65 - 69 70. o. 0. 61. 0. 0. -61. AAAAAA 63. 65 - 69
AAAAAA

60 - 64 89. 0. 0. 26. 0. 0. -26. AAAAAAAA 80. 60 - 64
AAAAAAAA

55 - 59 88. 0. 0. 7. 0. 2. -5. AAAAAAAAAA 99. 55 - 59
AAAAAAAAAA

50 - 54 104. 2. O. 6. 0. 5. -3. AAAAAAAAAAA 115. 50 - 54
AAAAAAAAAAA

45 - 49 118. 3. 0. 4. O. 9. 1. AAAAAAAkAAAA 125. 45 - 49
AAAAAAAAAA

40 - 44 126. 7. 0. - 3. 0. 23. 12. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 130. 40 - 44
AAAAAALAAAAAA

35 - 39 143. 12. 22. 2. O. 29. -7. AAAAAAAAAAAAAA 142. 35 - 39
AAAAAAAAAAAAAA

30 - 34 161. 14. 33. 2. 0. 72. 24. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 152. 30 - 34
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

UNDER 30 91. 10. O. 1. O. 86. 75. AAAAAAAAA 86. UNDER 30
AAAAAAAAA

TOTAL 1000. O. 1000. TOTAL
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Figure 13e

Faculty Age Projection: Normal Distribution Assuming Normal Retirement a, Age 70

FIVE YEAR SUMMARY AT 2018

AGE
COHORT

BASE
POPULATION

OUTMI-
GRANTS

POPULATION TABLE

TENURE RECENT MID- CAREER RECENT
DENIALS RETIREEb CHANGE HIRES

NET
-HAN-c

POPULATION HISTOGRAM

RESULTING
POPULATION

AGE
COHORT

70 PLUS 85. 0. 0. 74. O. 0. -74. AAAAAAA 72. PLUS

AAAAAAA

65 - 69 85. 0 0. 24. O. 0. -24. AAAAAAA 71.

AAAAAA A

60 - 64 78. 0. 0. 6. O. 0. -7. AAAAAA
64. 60 - 64

AAAAAA

55 . 59 70. O. O. 6. O. 2. -4. AAAAAAAAA
87. 55 - 59

AAAAAAAAA

50 - 54 91. 2 0. 5. 0. 5. -2. AAAAAAAAAA 99. 50 - 84

AAAAAAAAAA

45 - 49 102. 3. 0. 4. 0. 9, 2. AAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAA

110. 45 - 49

40 - 44 111. 7 0. 3. 0. 23. 13. AAAAAAAAAAAA
121. 40 - 44

AAAAAAAAAAAA

35 - 39 132. 12. 20. 2. 0. 29 -4. AAAAAAAAAAAAAA 137. 35 - 39

AAAAAAAAAAAAAA

.30 - 34 153. 14. 30. 2. 0. 72. 27. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
. 153. 30 - 34

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

UNDER 30 91. 10. 0. 1. 0. 86. 75. AAAAAAAAA
86. UNDER 30

AAAAAAAAA

TOTAL 1000.
0.

1000. TOTAL
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the reduction is 10%. During the next decade the reduction varies from
year to year because a bimodal age distribution develops. Average five-
year reductions during these years vary between 14010 and 22%. How-
ever, by the thirtieth year the rates begin to converge, and by the thirty-
fifth year new-appointment rates are identical.

It is important to remember that these reductions are estimates
based on the assumption that all faculty members planning to retire at or
above age 60 would postpone their retirement five years. It is, however,
reasonable to assume that not all faculty members will retire at older ages
now that the mandatory retirement age has been raised, nor would all
who would postpone their retirements do so for a full five years. Thus,
we expect the reduction in openings for new employees would be less
than we have shown here.

Although the long-term impact of an increase in the average age at
retirement might be negligible, some institutions might not be able to
weather the transition, even if the reduction were only 10%. Indeed,
there may be serious near-term problems for specific institutions. Even if
the percentage of persons postponing their retirements were not as great lk
as we assume here, some decline in the retirement rate during the five to
ten years following the abolition of mandatory retirement would be
likely. This fact recommends the policy of inducing early retirements
during this transition period in order to offset the decrease in the retire-
ment rate brought about by postponed retirements. The extent of the
inducement should depend on local conditions, including the age struc-
ture of the faculty and the percentage of persons who plan to opt for a
later retirement age.

Possible Changes in the Model

The model is intended to describe changes in the distribution of
faculty members using rates and distributions describing academia in
general. For a specific institution, another modelone dealing with one-
year age groups, years-to-tenure rates, promotion rates, and other vari-
ableswould be more appropriate. Our model was developed to analyze
the results of different combinations of rates and to test the effect of
various policies on typical population distributions. Models requiring
institution-specific data have been developed, and any institution con-
sidering early-retirement options should analyze its options with such a
model. At least one model is available to interested organizations. The
University of Southern California Faculty Flow Modelavailable from

0



IMPLICATIONS 159

the Office of Institutional Studies, University of Southern California
was developed by Dr. Paul Grey.' His model is based on individual cases,
as opposed to age-cohort distributions of faculty. Instead of using a
tenure-denial rate, it uses a probability distribution for the determination
of tenure and thus requires a record of tenure history. The model is ap-
plicable to schools with faculties of up to 250 persons.

A model developed by David S. P. Hopkins projects changes in the
age cohorts of the faculty using a Markov-chain process.' The model
requires rates from historical data.

A linear programming model developed by R. G. Schroeder also
uses faculty age cohorts in making projections.' This model's inputs
include student course demand, which is reflected in the number of
faculty members annually needed to teach in that particular field.

Interested institutions should examine these models and adapt then
to their specific needs.

IMPLICATIONS

The analysis indicates that tenure-denial and outmigration are the
most sensitive rates. The othersmid-cayeer change, death, retirement,
and the distributions among the cohorts for new hires and outmigra-
tionshould be thought of as "fine-tuning" in the effort to obtain a
particular faculty population distribution.

Administrators are reminded that although a model with properly
selected rates yields a particular population, other factors must be con-
sidered. For example, how can an institution realistically obtain a 20010
death and retirement rate in the 60-to-64 age cohort? Since it cannot con-
trol the death rate, a system of incentives would have to be established to
make retirement an attractive alternative for almost 2004 of that age co-
hort. This involves not only a policy change but financial planning. A
university cannot al ford to make a wrong decision concerning the cost of
such a policy. Trite, manipulatins, the rates can yield just about any
population distribution an institution desires, but whether these rates can
be obtained in practice is another question.

Since the tenure-denial rate is the most sensitive rate, an adm: tistra-
tor might conclude that by Increasing the tenure denials he could bring
about a desired population distribution. However, when the tenure-de-
nial rate is increased to a high level, the population takes on a bimodal
distribution. Intuitively, this does not seem to be a desirable manpower
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distribution. An institution might not consider a high tenure-denial rate if
it also would discourage faculty members from joining the university. Yet
going to the other extreme and choosing a low tenure-denial rate is not
the right approach either, for that would clearly reduce the number of
new appointments that could be made. '°

In practice, too few faculty members are affected by a policy that
banks on high retirement rates. Even in institutions where cost is no ob-
ject, it may be difficult to obtain high rates of retirement.

The mid-career change rate may work well for institutions that want
to reduce the number of faculty members approaching the near-retire-
ment-years. However, we were unable to locate any programs that induce
substantial mid-career change. Although manipulation of mid-career
change rates is possible in our model, in practiceeven in an effective
programit may be difficult to oh' lin the rates we used.

NOTES

1-. David Palmer, "Basic Age Distributions by Field by Type of Institution,"
mimeo. (Storrs, Conn.: University of Connecticut, School of Business
Administration, 20 October, 1976). The Carnegie Council age distributions
were drawn from the Carnegie survey data tape by Mark Aarens of the Uni-
versity of California Survey Research Center.
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Then the universities and four-year colleges are assigned to quality cate-
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Legal Questions
Concerning Early

Retirement'

In recent years federal legislation and court decisions have modified
retirement plans and practices. Because of, and in spite of, these
influences, ambiguity surrounds the legal issues in the retirement of
college and university faculty members. Public and private institutions
are affected differently by the legislation, and the number of questions
that remain unanswered warrants caution in making assumptions about
the applicability of specific provisions of the law to particular programs
and institutions. Nevertheless, several issues about the funding of pen-
sion programs and questions about possible discrimination should be
recognized by institutions considering induced early-retirement options.

FUNDING REQUIREMENTS AND TAX IMPLICATIONS

The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 ( ERISA)
was passed to protect the pension rights of employees.' Generally,
ERISA places a number of statutory controls on all present and future
private pension plans Employees are guaranteed accrued benefits after a
minimum number of years of participation. The law requires that the
plans be adequately funded to pay the ben,,,,ts, that the pt.,,sion funds be
prudently managed, and that certain plan benefits be insured. Other pro-
visions place ceilings on contributions to certain plans and on benefits
from other plans. Requirements for reporting to government agencies
and for disclosure of information to plan participants and beneficiaries
are specified.
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164 LEGAL QUfs$TIONS CONCERNING EARLY RETIREMENT

Most private employee retirement plans are regulated by the provi-
sions of ERISA. Supplemental plans for individual employees are not. It
is this latter category in which we are primarily interested, since supple-
mental plans may be used to n lke early retirement more attractive '3
certain employees. To understand the implications of these plans, it is
necessary to consider how pension plans are generally affected by the tax
laws.

Qualified Pension Plans. Pension plans that meet Internal
Revenue Service requirements as to non-discrimination and funding are
known as "qualified" plans because they qualify for certain tax
advantages which accrue to employers and employees.

The amounts ..ontributed by an employer to a qualified pension or
other defcrred compensation plan are deductible on the employer's
income tax return for that year. Of course the employer receives deduc-

tions for other types of compensation paid to employees as ordinary and
necessary business expenses. With a qualified plan, the employer receive ;

the deduction for contributing funds to the plan even though the
employees receive no benefits from the plan that year. Thus, the
employer may accumulate deferred compensation for employees and at
the same time suffer no current tax disadvantage

The employees under a qualified plan are taxed only when they actu-
ally receive their benefit payments or when the funds are made available
to them. If received upon retirement or termination of employment, a
large amount may be taxable not at current income tax rates but at the
lower long-term capital-gains rates. That portion not eligible for capital-
gains treatment may qualify-for ten-year forward income-averaging.

At death, the amount in an employee's account attributable to
employer contributions can pass to a beneficiary (other than an estate)
free of estate tax. And the first $5,000 of the death benefit from a
deceased employee's account (attributable to employer contributions)
can go to his beneficiary free of income tax. Of course, the employee

recovers his contributions tax-free. Furthermore, an employee with a
vested interest in a qualified plan usually need not pay any gift tax when
he irrevocably designates a beneficiary to receive payments at his death.
This tax break is restricted to the survivorship interest attributable to
employer contributions.

The basic requirements for pension plan qualification were generally
increased by ERISA. To qualify, the terms of the plan must be set forth
in writing, and the plan must be intended as permanent and continuing.
The assets of the plan must be kept Separate from those of the plan
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FUNDING REQUIREMENTS AND TAX IMPLICATIONS 165

sponsor (employer or employee organization) so that the plan is operated
for the exclusive benefit of the participants and beneficiaries. The plan
must benefit employees in general and not merely a limited number of
favored employees; a qualified pension plan may not discriminate in
favor of officers, shareholders, and highly compensated employees as to
coverage, contributions, or benefits.

Nonqualified Pension Plans. Most pension plans that do not meet
IRS requirements for qualified plans were also affected by the rassage of
ERISA. in contrast to Title II, which amends the internal Revenue Code
of 1954 relating primarily to qualified pension plans, Title I applies to
most employee pension and welfare-benefit plans, whether qualified or
not.' Title I, known as "the Labor regulatory provisions," is concerned
with the protection of employee benefit rights. It covers participation,
vesting, funding, reporting and disclosure, fiduciary responsibility, and
enforcement of rights. In many respects, these provisions are essentially
the same as the IRS requirements for pension plan qualificdtion. How-
ever, the Labor Department has provided little guidance on coverage of
nonqualified plans under ERISA.

frwetfiployer gets no deduction for a contribution to a nonqualified
plan until the employee includes that contribution in his gross income.
Generally, the employee need not report the income on his tax return
until his right to the money is non forfeitable. The benefits will be deemed
forfeitable if the employe must continue on the job to receive them.

An employe' might provide benefits to certain employees through
an excess-benefit plan. ERISA Sec 3(36) defines this arrangement as a
plan maintained by an employer solely for the purpose of providing
benefits for certain employees in excess of limitations imposed by Section
415 of the Internal Revenue Code, regardless of whether the plan is
funded.' Funded excess-benefit plans (those in which funds are placed in

trust or out of reach of the employer) are subject to ERISA, but they are
rare. Unfunded excess-benefit plans (those in which benefits are paid
from the general assets of the employer) are excluded from ERISA cove-
rage on the grounds that employees who benefit from such plans need
little, if any, protection by the law. Since the plans are unfunded, there

are few fiduciary problems.
On many occasions a nonqualified, funded, excess-benefits plan

might fit in with an employer's policies. The employe' is able to pick and
choose among the benefit levels and employees who will benefit; he can
supplement the benefits of a qualified plan for handpicked employees; he

need not treat all employees alike, always keeping in mind that only
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166 LEGAL QUESTIONS CONCERNING EARLY RETIREMENT

employees may benefit. Nonqualified arrangements can be made particu-
larly attractive if the employer is willing to defer his tax deductions until
the employee receives benefits from the plan.

As an alternative to establishing a trust, an employer may finance a
funded excess-benefits plan by buying an insurance contract to assure
that the payment will be made. The proceed are paid to the employer,
not the employee, and the employer does not receive a deduction when
the premiums are paid. However, the proceeds are nontaxable when
received, and the employer is able to deduct the amount paid out to the
empl,-,,ee. The payments are, of course, taxable to the employee when he
receives them.

Annuity Plans for Tax-Exempt Institutions. Qualification or
nonqualification of pension plans becomes less important for many
colleges and universities that are tax-exempt under Section 501(c)(3) of
the Internal Revenue Code. Under Section 403(b) of the Code,
employees of tax-exempt educational institutions may exclude from their
current gross income amounts paid by their employer into a custodial
account or toward the purchase of an annuity. The employees' rights
must be nonforfeitable, and the annuity must not be subject to the provi-
sions of Section 403(a) of the Code relating to qualified annuity plans.
Previous law required the purchase of an annuity co:uract from an insur-
ance company. However, ERISA permits contributions to be held in a
custodial account and invested in the stock of regulated investment com-
panies (such as mutual funds).

The yearly contributions wnch may be excluded from the
employee's gross income must not exceed his "exclusion allowance."
This allowance is equal to 20% of the employee's includable annual com-
pensation, multiplied by his years of service, and reduced by the amounts
contributed by the employer in previous years. However, ERISA added
Section 415 to the Internal Revenue Code which sets some overall limits
on contributions and benefits for qualified plans but provides relief for
Section 403(b) plans with three alternate "catch-up" provisions. These
arrangements allow higher contributions in later years to make up f
lower contributions in earlier years of employment. Contributions to a
Section 403(b) annuity above the exclusion allowance or the alternative
"catch-up" provisions reduce the exclusion allowance and force the
employee to include the excess in his gross income. The excess contribu-
tion to a Section 403(b) custodial account is subject to a 6'o tax on over
funding until it is eliminated.
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RETIREMENT PLAN5iNOT, COVERED BY ERISA

Two categories of empl ,ee benefit plans exempted from ER1SA
coverage are "governmental ' plans and unfunded "exc.ess-benefit"
plans. Various other lum um and annuity arrangements used to
supplement early,retirement income are also not covered by ERISA.

Governmental Plans. Plans established or maintained for
employees by the federal government, the government of any state or
political subdivision, or any agency or instrumentality of either are
exempt from the provisions of ER1SA. Thus, at present, any government
educational institution is free of ER1SA regulation of its employee bene-
fit plans. Note, however, that pressure exists to make public employee
retirement systems subject to federal regulation. Some public employee
retirement systems have been qualified (or considered qualified) by IRS
in order to provide tax advantages to employee participants. For exam-
ple, the IRS treats the civil service retirement system as a tax-exempt trust
which is part of a qualified pension plan.

Unfunded Excess-Benefit Plans. The question of whether an
excess- benefit plan is funded involves a number of factors, the most
important of which is whether employees under the plan have preferred
status. If benefits are guaranteed or if an employee has a direct interest in
an annuity or insurance contract, al.!, plan might be considered funded
and subject to ERISA.

Nevertheless, many unfunded excess-benefit plans exist without
regulation by ERISA or by agencies administering ERISA. Typically, an
employer agrees to pay out of current general funds the difference
between a pension benefit from early or normal retirement (plus, some-
times, social security) and some stated benefit objective. The payments
become taxable income to the retiree when he receives them. It would
seem that unfunded excess-benefit plans might be used to provide addi-
tional pension payments to persons who retire early. An institution
should retain both financial and legal counsel when designing such a
scheme.

Supplemental Plans. Considerable imagination has been shown in
the development of supplemental retirement income plans in colleges and
universities. Methods to achieve benefits and other objectives have
varied considerably. The tailoring of supplemental plans to individual
and unique institutional needs has made consideration of ERISA cover-
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age on these plans very complicated Two such supplemental plans
include gratuitous payments and severance pay plans

Gratuitous Payments to Pre-ERISA Retirees. Prior to the enact-
ment of ERISA on September 2, 1974, many employers supplemented
the income of retired employees by voluntarily making extra payments to
them. Gcnerally, these payments were made to counter the effect of
inflation r fixed pensions. Under Departine t of Labor regulations,'
such payments do not constitute a pension plan and are therefore exempt
fr,m ;ERISA regulations if.

payments are made out of the gene- ...is of the ernployer,

2 they are made only to employees who were separated from the ser-
vice of the employer prior to September 2, 1974,

3. the payments commenced prior to September 2. 1974, and

4. each former employee receiving the payments is notified annual'
that the payments are itratuitous and do no! constitute a pe, ion
plan.

Recently the Labor Department revised its regulations so as to per
mit such payments to persons who retired prior to 1977 The payments
must riot be part of an employee benefit plan, must riot hake been com-
municated to employees prior to their retirement, and may not be
granted for more than one year at a Lime.

Sever-ince Pa!, Plans In April, 1976, the Departrri nt of 1 abor
announced revised i egulations expanding the del'inition of
plans to include payments made upon separation from employment
which do not excc:.ei two years final annir2.1 ..ompencation or extend for
more than twelve months beyond retirement The pay ments must come
from the ernnloyer's general assets and be idernified as severance pay
rather than as a pension

LEGAL. ASPECTS (H AGE. DISCRIMINA LION

Age cuimmation suits may he brought under either the Age Dis-
cruninatic i in Employment Act of 1%7 (Public Law 90-202) or the con-
stitutional guarantees of due process and equal protection. The Age Dis-
crimination in F.mployment Act (AREA) hams virtually any form of
discrimination because of age in hiring, dischar.,- :.ompensation, terms
and :on& ins of employment, employment referral, or advertising.
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Under the "due proces," and "equal protection" clauses of the Four-
teenth Amendment to the Constitution and the "due process" L use of
the Fifth Amendment, employees are provided some protection against
involuntary retirement. The Age Discrimination la.i appears to be the
more promising of the two courses for persons charging an employer
with discriminatory retirement practices.

THE AGE DISCRIMINA ;IION IN EMPLOYMENT ACT

In general, a person alleging noncompliance with the ADEA need
only show a "pattern- of age discrimination to shift the burden of proof
to the employer, who is then required to justify the Use of age as a valid
indicator of job qualification. The act originally covered persons aged 40
to 65, but in 1978 Congress passed amendments that raised the cut-off
age to 70. Udder an exception, the amendments permit mandatory retire-
ment of tenured college and university professors at age 65 until July 1,
1982. The law covers state and local governments, government agencies,
employers of twenty or more persons zngaged in commerce, employment
agencies, and labor organizations. The Secretary of I abor is authorized
to conduct investigations, issue rules and regulations, and bring r.otirt
action when voluntary compliance cannot be obtained.

The raising of the mandatory retirement age from 65 to 70 will
undoubtedly raise questions about the conditions under which persons
may be retired prior to age 70 When the mandatory age was 65, the

=rts decided a number of cases dealing with the involuntary retirement
of persons before the mandatory age. These cases are instructive since
they illustrate the dit ficulty the courts have had 'n determining the condi-
tions under which an involuntary ittuernent is considered Illegal, and
they encouraged Congress to amend the subsection of the act dealing
with involuntary retirement under the terms of a bona fide ,,entority sys-
tem or benefit plan.

A case brought under the .4 ge Discrimination in Employment Act
usually alleges a discretionary patters, which, if accepted by the court,
requires the defendant-employer to justify the 1,ractice at issue by
demonstrating that it is not prejudicial. For example, in the case of
Schulz v. Hickok, a 56-year old district sales manager was one of seven
managers dischargek. by Hickok during an eighteen-month period.
During this period, the average ar, of the district sales managers declined
from 53 to 40. Hickok contended that it was attempting to revitalize its

1
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management force and that the sales manager was only an average pro-
ducer. The court held that a prima facie case (one that can be overcome
only by contrary evidence) had been established. The sales manager was
awarded damages and reinstated.

In Wilson v. Krafrco Corp., the fact that a 62-year-old employee
who was not incompetent had been replaced by one aged 50 was enough
to establish a prima facie case.' The court found that a prima facie case is
established when the plaintiff shows:

I. membership within the p, otected class,

2. involuntary retirement,

3. apparently satisfactory Job performance, and

4. replacement by a younger person.

In 1975, one appellate court held that an employee may recover
damages even if age is only one of several factorc involved in his dis-
charge.' However, in Mamie v. Great Lakes Steel Corporation, a federal
ciistrict ,:ourt decided that age bias, unlike race 01 Y: disci innimuoil,
requires proof that age was the determining factor in the employer's
action, not simply one of many factors.'

In the latter case, the employer had found it necessary to reduce his
work force and, therefore, induced two foremen in their late fifties to
retire early. The foremen claimed age discrimination and contended that
the employer saved money by discharging them instead of younger
workers who earned less in salary and pension benefits. The court said,
"Both the legislative history and the Department of Lpboi regulations
tend to support the propcsition that higher labor costs associwed with
the employment of older employees constitute 'rea,onable factors other
than age' than an employer can consider when faced with possible ter-
mination of an olucr employee "

The necessity to reduce labor costs, however, may not Justify early
involuntary retirement of an employer's oldest worker(s) unless age is
shown to be a bona fide occupational qualification In Houghton v.
McDonnell, the U.S. Supreme Court recently let stand the appellate
court ruling to that effect.'0

In that case, the chief production test pilot for McDonnell Douglas
was discharged when the company decided to reduce its number of test
pilots. McDonnell admitted that age was the sole determinant in its deci-
sion to let Houghton go first. Houghton, then 52, was the oldest of the
company's test pilots. The district court agreed with the company's claim
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that age is a bona fide occupational qualification for test pilots. But the
appeals court reversed the decision, saying that since the company
admitted that it let Houghton go only because of his age, the burden was
on the company to prove that age was a bona fide occupational qualifica-
tion for test pilots. Section 4(f)(1) of the Age Discrimination in Employ-
ment Act says that an employer inay discriminate if he proves that age is
a real test of a worker's ability to perform the job.

f he company contended th aging traits in the general population
wou1c1 affect the performance of test pilots. Houghton, however, pre-
sented evidence that test pilots age differently than the general popd1a-
tion and, in fact, their performance improves with age. The couarthere-
fore, ruled that the company failed to prove that age was a bona fide
occupational qualification.'

It is clear that an employer cannot discharge an employee simply
because of his age. Pursuant to a consent decree between the Department
of Labor and the Standard Oil Company of California, a subsidiary of
Standard ail paid approximately $2,000,000 to one hundred sixty former
employees who were discharged simply because of their age'z In another
case, the heirs of an Exxon Research and Engineering Company chemist
found by a federal district court to have been forceably retired at 60 were
granted a cash settlement." In another court case, the Labor Department
is seeking payments for three hundred employees of the Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad and the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway who were forced
to retire before age 65."

These cases notwithstanding, an exception in the act permits differ-
entiation based on "reasonable factors other than age," as in the Mastic
case above. William Hamblin suggests that an employer ma' he able to
overcome an initial statistical sutigestion of d,:crimination if %-e is able to

substantiate the existence and use of objective evaluative criteria." In
educational institutions, as in other organizations, higher salaries are
general:, paid to older, more experienced, persons. However, it would
seem prudent not to rely solely on the proposition that higher labor costs
constitute reasonable factors other than age; objective evaluative criteria
should be used. But, as a further caveat, lamblin cautions that "if an
educational institution should suddenly tighten up its standards, and it
can he sho-,n that one imps rtant factor was financial (as related to years
of service), then a faculty member who is being dismissed and who is
within the age range covered by the act may be able to successfully allege
a violation constituting age discrimination.'' Hamblin's warning takes
on added strength in light of the McDonnell Douglas test pilot case
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Until the 1978 amendment of the ADEA, Section 4 (f) (2) of the act
provided for differentiation in order to observe the terms of a bon:, fide
seniority system or benefit Jan. An interpretive regulation of the
Department of Labor seemed to authorize involuntary early retirement
regardless of age if the retirement is pursuant to an acceptable overall
plan. Many courts have found involuntary retirement programs unaccep-
table for other reasons. But in 1976 the federal district court for Hawaii
tt,,f, the position that the Hawaiian Telephone Company could force
employees to retire early because such action was part of the terms of a
bona fide retirement plan that would provide involuntary retirees with
"substantial benefits."

The court cited the exception in the Act which then provided that it
is not unlawful for an employer to observe the terms of any bona fide
employee benefit plan that is not a subterfuge to evade the purposes of
the law. The court rejected the telephone company's reliance on Brennan
v. Taft Broadcasting Co., a 1974 decision in which the Fifth Circuit
Court of Appeals held that any bona fide plan in effect prior to the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act was automatically not a "subter-
fuge."' The District Court for Hawaii said all bona fide plans in effect
prior to the Act were not automatically "grandfathered." The court
decided that the word "subterfuge" as used in the Act is applicable only
if the employer "uses a retirement plan as a subterfuge to retire an
employee without the payment of substantial benefits." The court con-
cluded that the $120,000 received by the eight retirees in the short time
between retirement and the court action constituted substantial bene-
fits

A similar argument was made the following year by the Third Cir-
cuit Court of Appeals. In Zinger . Blanchette the court distinguished
between discharge and mandatory retirement on a pension, holding that
there was no statutory prohibition against retirement on a pension, and
that if the retirement benefits were substantial, the involuntary retire-
ment would not be a subterfuge to evade the purposes of the act."

In a comparable case, an employee was retired at age 60 from
United Airlines McMann voluntarily joined United Airline's retirement
plan in 1964. it required retirement at age 60. The District Court granted
a motion for summary judgment, agreeing with United that McMann
was retired in compliance with the provisions of a bona fide retirement
plan which he '. oluntarily joined. The Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals
reversed this ruling, arguing that the inanc,tory retirement-at-60 provi-
sion fell within the meaning of "subterfuge" in the Age Discrimination
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Act. The court held that Section 4(f) (2) did not permit mandatory retire-
ment pursuant to the terms of a pension plan. To rule otherwise, said the
court, would undermine the intent of Congress because Section 4(f) (2)
was intended to encourage the employment of older workers by not
requiring employers to provide them the same pension benefits as pro-
vided to other workers." The court remanded the case to the District
Cour to provide United the opportunity to show other valid defenses for
its action.

United sought review by the Supreme Court, which ruled that since
the retirement plan predated the Age Discrimination Act, it was not a
subterfuge. However, in both a concurring and a dissenting opinion, the
fact that the retirement plan was adopted prior to the Age Discrimination
Act was questioned. Justice White held that Mc Mann's retirement was
valid not because the retirement plan predated the act but because the act
does not prohibit involuntary retirements pursuant to bona fide plans.
Justices Marshall and Brennan argued that the court gave "an unduly
narrow interpretation to a congressional enactment designed to remedy

arbitrary discrimination in the workplace." The justices argued further
that the ADEA amendments, then pendirg final passage, would provide
that involuntary retirement not be permitted under any employee benefit
plan. z

The conflicting interpretations of Section 4(f) (2) led Congress to
rewrite that section as part of the 1978 ADEA amendments. The Senate
Human Resources Committee's report on the ADEA amendments bill
argued that raising the act's upper age limit would be meaningless if
employees were still subject 'a mandatory retirement because of pro-
visions contained in collectiv, bargaining agreements or employee bene-
fit plans. The committee stated it believed that Fourth Circuit Court
had reached the proper conclusion in McMann and the amendment to
Section 4(f) (2) would serve to express Congressional approval of the
Court's results.'

The intent of the ADEA amendments is to prohibit the involuntary
retirement of employees merely on the basis of age. This should not be
read to imply that all involuntary retirements are prohibited. As noted
above, Section 4(f) (1) permits involuntary retirement where age is a
bona fide occupational qualification, and Section 4(f) (3) permits the dis-
charging of an employee for good reason. Furthermore, Section 12(c) (11
permits compulsory retirement of an employee aged 65 or above who is
employed in a bona fide executive or high policy making position, if that
person has occupied that position for at least two years before being

1S4
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involuntarily retired and if he is entitled to an immediate annual retire-
ment benefit of at least $27,000.

The ADEA amendments appear to resolve, at least temporarily,
questions about the conditions under which an employee may be
involuntamily retired. However, the act requires the Secretary of Labor to
conduct a study of the effects of the amendments, and to prepare reports
on the impact of raising the mandatory age to 70, the feasibility of
eliminating the mandatory age or raising it above 70, the effect of the
exemption relating to certain executive employees and the effect of the
exemption for tenured teaching personnel.

It may be possible for universities and colleges to provide imagina-
tive benefit programs which will encourage employees to voluntarily
retire early. However, voluntary early retirement tied to increased bene-
fits .is not addressed in the ADEA and has not been brought before the
courts. It would seem prudent for an institution to obtain legal counsel
before offering an employee an increased-benefits early retirement.

CONSTITUTIONAL GUARANTEES

In addition to the Age Discrimination in Employment Act, the
-courts have afforded some protection against involuntary retirement by
applying the "due process" and "equal protection" zlauses of the Four-
teenth Amendment and the "due process" clause of the Fifth Amend-
ment to the Constitution.

In order to invoke these guarantees, the complainant must show that
some governmental action is involved. Obviously, faculty members of
state educational institutions could show state action. Faculty members
at private educational institutions would need to show some public ser-
vice, such as performance of studies under government grants or the pro-
vision of certain training which the state might otherwise be requir
provide, in order to assert a cause of action under the amendments. in
the 1974 case of Roberts v. Cathohc University of America, the United
States District Court for the Di.,trict of Columbia found a professor who
was forced to retire at 65 unable to maintain an action for breach c f con-
tract against the employer university. There was insufficient federal
government involvement in the Operation of the university to provide the
professor with the basis to ciaim rights provided by the Constitution."
The court relied on an earlier ruling that there must be an influence on
policy or uecision making, rather than financial or tax aid, to constitute
governmental invotvement.

133-
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Most of the cases stressing a due process argument are based on the
alleged unconstitutionality of an "irrebuttable presumption" that
employees are incapable of working productively beyond a certain man-
datory retirement age. There is some support for the thesis that age dis-
crimination in employment involves a "fundamental" right. But the
Supreme Court has thus far avoided considering the substantive issues
involved in mandatory retirement laws and provisions.

Equal protection arguments reialing to age discrimination may be
heard if the court decides that age should be designated as a "suspect
class." This term has been used to describe classifications such as race
and national origin which are considered inherently suspect for discri-
minatory purposes." If the Court does designate are as "suspect class,"
it will apply a "strict scrutiny" test of the challenged law or regulation to
determe whether there has been a violation of the equal protection
clause. The legislative or regulatory matter under scrutiny would have to
withstand a "compelling state interest" characteristic (e.g., involving
public health or safety as opposed to economic or administrative consid-
erations) in order to be sustained. If the Court does not designate age as
"suspect," the test of discrimination reverts to examination of whether
the law or regulation has a 'rational basis." The "rational basis" test
essentially means that the Court notes whether the purposes of the legis-
lative or regulatory matter are legitimate and whether the means to
achieve them are reasonably related to the ends being sought.

In mid-1976, the supreme Court upheld the validity of a
Massachusetts statute requiring retirement of uniformed state police
officers at age 50. In Massachusetts Board of Retirement et al. v.

Murgia, it seated that the statute does ndt violate the equal protection
clause of the Constitution. The Court found no need to subject the
statute to strict scrutiny because governmental employment is not a fun-
damental right and ate is not a suspect class. The Court applied the
"rational basis" test and found the statute rationally related to
Massachusetts' objective of protecting the public by assuring the physi-
cal preparedness of its state police force."

Two other cases involving public employees resulted in rulings
favoring mandatory retirement. In Weisbrod v. Lynn, an attorney with a
federal agency asked the court to invalidate federal regulations requiring
him to retire at age 70." Although he was physically capable of carrying
out his job and his performance was above average, his mandatory
retirement was upheld. In another case, a Louisiana iatute requiring
civil-service employees to retire at 65 was upheld,' In these cases, as well
as in the Murgia case, the Supreme Court held that the government agen-
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cies had a rational basis for enforcing retirement at the specified age
because the ages were fairly and substantially related to maintaining an
effective work force and providing for the promotion of younger
employees.

Closer to the topic of this book, in early 1976 the Hawaiian Supreme
Court found the UniverSity of Hawaii's retirement policy unconstitu-
tional when subjected to a "strict scrutiny" test. A college professor was
hired by a branch of the university when he was 55, obtathed tenure after
three years, and in 1972 was denied continued employment on reaching
age 65. The retirement policy adopted by the Board of Regents permitted
a person over 65 to continue appointment on the faculty if "it is demon-
strated that his services are needed by the university and that he is more
competent for the position than any other person available." Such
appointments were renewable annually but not beyond age 70. The pro-
fessor was recommended by his department colleagues for continued
employment after they screened forty-five applicants and found him
more competent. But the chancellor denied the reappointment on the
basis that a replacement was available.

The professor sued, and the district court found that, although age
ceilings for retirement are not prohibited per se under equal protection
analysis, the mandatory retirement policy in question could not with-
stand strict judicial scrutiny in light of the "fundamental right to public
employment." The court noted the similarity to Massachusetts Board of
Retirement v. Murgia, which was then pending Supreme Court review,
but found the professor's case easier to decide since the Hawaiian legisla-
ture fin the context of employment) had declared age to be a suspect
class. The court rejected the university 's arguments that the reappoint-
ment procedure was a roper means of preserving the state's funds by
paying lower salaries to younger, less experienced persons, and that it
was a means of building morale among the younger faculty members.
The court said the "inevitable relationship" between age and the ability
to perform work di-' not justify the university's action."

More recently, a t._.:her in Illinois claimed that mandatory retire-
ment at age 65 violated his constitutional right not to be discriminated
against. The Seventh Court of Appeals ruled that Illinois must prove
there is a "rational basis" for its law requiring the retirement of teachers
at age 65." The Court said that no evidence had been presented to show
that forcing teachers to retire at age 65 accomplishes any legitimate pur-
pose. The case was sent back to the district court to give the state the
opportunity to prove that its regulation is necessary. The outcome of this
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case will undoubtedly be affected by the boosting of the mandatory
retirement age to 70.

The state of le law, as must be obvious by now, is applicable to a
wide variety of situations. The ADEA amendments have resolved some
of the issues surrounding the involuntary retirement of employees, but
new issues are certain to arise. There is already pressure to raise the
mandatory age even higher or eliminate it entirely, and the exemptions
for certain business executives and the temporary exemption for tenured
teachers are being questioned.

By delaying the application of the amendments to tenured teachers
until 1982, Congress recognized the current manpower problem in
colleges and universities. These four years will give universities time to
prepare for the higher mandatory retirement age. However, the long run
need is to develop objective measures to evaluate tt.. performance of
professo-s since chronological age is not a sufficient measure of ability
and effectiveness.

Whether increased-benefits early retirement options will be

challenged as violating the ADEA or the "due process" and "equal pro-
tection" amendments to the Constitution is uncertain. This would
depend. It seems, upon whether these types of retirements are seen as
truly voluntary. In the situations we examined, apparently professors are
not ixing forced to accept increased-benefits early retirement, although
several reported feeling that they had few alternatives, especially those
who had lost Interest in teaching or felt that their performance had
declined.

Little more can be said than that educational institutons must exer-
cise extreme.care in designing and offering increased-bent fits early retire-
ment. It goes without saying that an institution considering the adoption
of such an option should obtain legal coensel and attend to changt, in
the Age Discrimination in Employment Act.
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Conclusion

THE PROMISE OF CAREER OPTIONS

Early retirement's appeal has waxed and waned during the past few
years. At first, early retirement was billed as a way to save money at the
same time a faculty was revitalized with new, vigorous academics. In
practice, institutions found they saved little money because the retiring
person usually had to be replaced, and in some instances highly valued
faculty members left. When these problems were reported, some insti-
tutions decided not to implement increase,- benefits early retirement.
The forthcoming increase in the mandatory retirement age for academics
has caused a reconsideration of increased-benefits early retirement as a
way to offset the effect of postponed retirements. If changes in the
mandatory-retirement laws cause academics to delay retirement, there
will be a decrease in the number of positions for new faculty members in
the near-term. Increased-benefits early retirement might be used to
encourage a few people to retire rather than to stay on to accumulate

larger pensions.
Numerous institutions, both public and priiate, inside and outside

of academia, have recognized induced early retirement as a way to
enccurage a few persons to retire early. These organizations have found
that by carefully setting benefit levels, by clearly stating the terms of the
early-retirement provisions, and by approaching employees in the right
way, there are advantages to an increased-benefits early-retirement plan.
This scheme alone has not dramatically changed the nature and con.-
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position of work forces or faculties, nor has it saved a great deal of
:honey; but it has permitted a few important replacements during nines
when staffs were otherwise not increasing. At the same time, increased
benefits have made it possible for some individuals who wanted to retire
early (but who might not have had enough years of service for a decent
pension) to obtain the financial means to do so. In a few caLes, even
when replacement employees were hired, the organizations saved money;
but almost unanimously these organizations point out that saving money
should not be the primary reason for adopting an incentive early-retire-
ment scheme. Rather, early retirement is of specill relevance to the
organization wanting to make a few qualitative adjustments.

Mid-career change is another story. Few firms have programs to
facilitate mid-career change for employees with higher levels of educa-
tion and responsibility. Most retraining at these levels is directed at
highly-valued employees whom the firm wants to retain. There is a
genera; reluctance to make additional investments in unproductive
employees who can be terminated, transferred, or encouraged to retire.
Institutional programs for faculty retraining are a recent development.
These, however, are not career change programs per se, since the
retrained faculty members generally continue within the same insti-
tutions or systems, though perhaps in different departments.

Although they are potentially useful for encouraging faculty turn-
over, early-retirement and mid-career change programs are only two of
several tools which might be used for this purpose. As the faculty flow
model shows (and as the models used by others also depict), the early-
retirement rate has to be boosted quite high to make much of an impact
on a faculty in quantitative terms. Similarly, induced outmigration in the
middle-age groups has to be several percentage points per year to permit
extensive hiring of new employees. It is doubtful whether either the early-
retirement or the mid-career change rates can be increased enough in
practice.

Extensive turnover can be induced by reducing the rate at which
tenure is granted, but there is a practical limit to the percentage of young
faculty members who can be denied tenure. Although high tenure-denial
rates will cause high turnover (even when faculty size is held constant),
that turnover will be limited to the under-forty group. Furthermore,
excessively nigh tenure-denial rates will likely affect the labor supply
adversely. Eve, graduates who have the ability and drive to advance may
avoid entering academia if they see tenure-denial rates set to maximize
turnover.



INTERNSHIP, AND FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMS

Before jumping on the early-retirement or mid-career change band -
wagon, institutions must be certain of their needs, the price they are will-
ing to pay for turnover, and how changes in the early-retirement and
mid-career change rates will affect their faculty flow. Each institution
considering these options should examine its current faculty age com-
position by field, its tenure-granting rates, its outmigration rates, and the
other factors enumerated in chapter 5. Only then can it calculate the
effect of various mid-career and early-retirement 'options. An institution
may find that its staffing problems will be- ameliorated by the natural
aging of the faculty during the next five to ten years. Or it may fihd that
one of the options described in this book can be helpful and worth its
cost.

MID-CAREER CHANGE OPTIONs

The vast majority of professors who cltoose to leave academic life
for other careers do so individually, without the intervention of any for-
mal program. Little research has been conducted on the ways in which
institutions can intervene to encourage and facilitate the process. How-
ever, at least two formal routes to career change are now being used by
faculty members. They are internship and fellowship cprogr ms, which
provide a "visiting" experience in a new work setting, and retraining
programs for continued academic work in the same institution or state-
wide system, albeit in a different specialty or discipline.

INTERNSHIP AND FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMS

Professors on leaves of absence have many oppertunities to experi-
ment with new kinds of work in new settings. Though the programs that
sup -)rt these activities are seldom explicitly directed toward career
change, a suostantial minority of recipients are known to remain with the
organizations in which they were placed or to move to a similar organiza-
tion outside the academic world. Examples of such programs are the
Econbmic Policy Fellowships of the Brookings Institution and the
Congressional Science and Engineering Fellowship Progrim of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science. Since these pro-
grams are generally administered externally, colleges and universities
have little control over the selection of appropriate grantees.
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RETRAINING PROGRAMS

Retraining programs have emerged principally from the desire to
reduce or abolish selected academic programs while maintaining commit-
ments to faculty members by retraining them for work in fields which are
in demand. Although such programs exist only in a few institutions, they
are being planned or seriously considered by others. Because the profes-
sor continues in the same institution or syettem, these are not precisely
career-change programs, but they do offer a college or university the
flexibility to reallocate resources.

The small number of retraining programs and the limited number of
participants who had completed these programs when this research was
conducted combined with the program's relative newness prevents a
detailed evaluation of their effectiveness. However, a number of points
raised during our investigation should be considered by institutions con-
templating such an option.

Nature of the Retraining Program. Care must be taken to assure
that the level and scope of training will satisfy the appointee's new
responsibilities. In one institution, the receiving department retained a;
faculty member from the same discipline at a respected neighboring insti-
tution to help design its retraining program and to act as a mediator
between the retraining professor and the receiving department.

Level of Support. Existing programs provide full salary and bene-
fits to the retrainee, plus educational and incidental expenses. One insti-
tution places a formal maximum of $3,000 on the latter, but it has
exceeded this amount in special circumstances. In some cases, a replace.;
ment faculty member (usually of the most junior level) is provided to the
originating department. Most of the instances of which we know concern
positions slated for retrenchment. The originating department thus has
less influence on the decisions than the receiving department.

Application and Decision Process. Proposals are submitted by the
prospective retrainee to a ,screening committee. Sometimes there are
committees at both the institutional and system level. Applications are
often prompted by department chairmen and deans within the insti-
tution. The proposals are invariably preceded by or concurrent with
negotiations establiShing with certainty the existence, level, and obliga-
tions of the position t at the retrainee will hold in the receiving depart-
ment.
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Selection and Placement Processes. These steps are sensitive to
both the institution and to the individual. Experience indicates that these
sensitivities are best recognized and dealt with when selection is h6dled
by institution-wide committees with broad faculty representation.

Placement is rarely g separate process. Generally, the only can-
didates selected for retraining are those for whom a new placement has
already been devised. Sometimes-, however, details about joint appoint-
ments, courses to be taught, seniority, etc., remain to be decided -even

after the major decisions about retraining and placement' have been

made.

Other Administrative Considerations In both of the statewide sys-
tems that we studied in detail, a person may join a department only with
the consent of that department. This requirement necessitates some
mechanism for negotiating retrainee transfers. In one of these statewide
systems, tenure adheres to the individual within the institution and must
therefore adhere to his new departmental position. Seniority, however,

which' is specified in the system's collective bargaining agreement,
adheres to the individual within his department only. In some instances,
the matter has been so difficult.to resolve that the retrained faculty mem-
ber has remained formally in the old department while serving either full-

or part-time in his new department. Each department has been com-
pensated for an appropriate portion of the professor's salary.

An institution considering retraining programs must be sensitive to
complications arising out of its arrangements with faculty members and
faculty bargaining agents. It is also realistic to expect difficulties stem-

ming from the disciplinary and departmental modes of academic
organization which might resist individuals crossing these lines in mid -

,career. Support, on the oth-r,,hand, is likely to come from increased
acceptance of faculty develo ent as a legitimat? activity of aca-
demics and of their institutions.

EARLY-RETIREMENT ALTERNATIVES

Because there has been widespread experience with incentive early-
retirement options, the early - retirement schemes outlined earlier may be
evaluated in more detail. They may be judged in relation to a set of cri-
teria. Seven criteria derved during the design stage of this research pro-

ject deserve attention. 1
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Funds Freed by the Alternative. Will there be sufficient funds
freed to hire replacement faculty members? For :iu, long will these
funds be available?

The Employee-Replacement Rate. Another way to express the
amount of funds freed is to translate them into the number of new per-
sons who could be hired with thpCOne option might free more funds
per early retiree, but another option might appeal to more employees and
thus fre: more faculty positions.

Retirement Income and Annuity Level. From the perspective of
the potential early retiree, the level of the retirement annuity is perhaps
the most important criterion. The level of that income can be leasured
in two ways: (1) the early retirement annuity as a percentage of nor mal
retirement annuity, and (2) the early retirement annuity as a percentage
of preretirement salary. Since some of the early-retirement options
include a part-time employment provision, retirement income and retire:
ment annuity income must be distinguished.

Administrative Feasibility. Administrative considerations include
the possible need for changes in pension legislation or basic personnel
policy before a scheme car. be implemented, the identification of the
source of funds to finance the plan, the delegation of authority to real-
locate released funds, and so on. Are the alternatives reasonable when
the age structure acuity is considered? In some cases there may be
no age-struct probl; . In other cases the normal sequence of events
may ctrre ow retire levels.

Legal Feasibility, Any early-retirement plan must be designed with
an eye to possible legal difficulties. Will the proposed alternative invite
charges of discrimination from persons who feel that they are being
forced to quit working because of age? Such suits could be brought
against an employer under ale Age Discrimination in Employment Act.
How do the alternatives stand in relation to ERISA laws and to Sections
403(b) and 415 of the. Internal Revenue Code? Specifically, how may the
supplements be purchased and paid to the employee? What are the
potential tax problems?

Political Feasibility. Institutions considering early-retirement
alternatives must recognize their potential political difficulties. On the
one hand, employee unions and faculty associations may react against an
early-retirement provision if it appears to infringe on job security. Yet
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they may support early retirement as an employee benefit. Certain early-
retirement options might require approval from external sources.

Market Feasibility. Options that include part-time employment
provisions must also be evaluated in terms of the labor market's ability

to absorb program participants. Although an early retiree may not plan
/ to reemploy on a part-time basis, the pdtential availability of employ-

/ ment may influence his acceptance of early retirement,

Meeting the Criteria

Although each institution will have to develop its own analysis of
the pros and cons of various early- retirement alternatives, a tentative
evaluation of the alternatives follows. It is summarized in Table 17.

\

Alternative 1: Full Salary Early Annuity. This alternative frees few )

funds because the employee's salary i's continued; although for long -ternd

employ:es with substantial pension accumulations, a moderate amour
of funds may be fre4d. This plan has a high acceptance rate. Unl ss

ifmoney, is no object, hlowever, few employees can be replaced throug it
because so little money is released per retiree. The employee who retires

under this option has a high income replacement level. The option is easy

to administer, since the organirAtion in essence selects people to partici-
pate. Still, there may be legal problems because of the limiTation on the
amount that can be added to one's pension at retirement a41 because the

offer is made only to selected employees. There may be political
problems as well, since other employees may see this arrangement as
lavish payment for poor performance. The question of market feasibility
does not apply, for the early retiree would not be reemployed, nor would

he need to reemploy with such a substantial income.

Alternative 2: Severance Payment. This alternative often frees a
sizeable portion of the early retiree's salary line because the lump-sum
payment may be equivalent to only one year's pay. Larger lump-sum
payments, of course, mean fewer dollars for hiring new employees. The
employee replacement rate is high under this option for two reasons:
(I) a substantial portion of an employee's salary line remains after this
alternative is financed, and (2) the option usually appeals to a sizable

number of employees. However, these persons may retire only a year or

two early. This option produces a medium to low income - replacement
level since one year's salary is spread over several years. The %heme is

I,
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Table 17 Summary Evaluation cf Ten Early Reti.ement Option?'

Option

Criterion

Potential
Funds
Freed

Employee
Replacement

Rate

Retirement
Income
Level

Admin-
utrative

Feasibility
Legal

Feasibility
Political

Feasibility
Market

Feasibility,
Full-Salary
Annuity Low Low High High Low Low NA

Severance
Payment

Medium to
High High

Low to
Medium High High Medium Medium

Individual-
Based
Annuity

Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium - _gym

Group-Based
Annuity Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium

Low to
Medium Medium

Partial
Employment-
Individual
Annuity

Low to
Medium

Low to
Medium

,

High Medium Medium
Medium to

tligh Low

Partial
Employment-
Group-Based
Annuity

Medium
Low to
Medium High Medium Medium

Medium to
High Low
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Table 17 Continued

Option

ContinUed
Payment to
Employee's
Annuity

Criterion

Potential
Funds
Freed

Employee Retirement

Replacement . Income
Rate Level

Admin-
istrative

Feasibility
Legal Political Market

Feasibility Feasibility Feasibility

High Law
No

:nterim
Annuity

High Medium. Medium Low

Severence
Payment Plus
Continued
Payment to
Annuity

Medium to
High

Medium
High (Little Change) High Medium High Medium

Liberalized
Benefits
Schedule Low Low

Medium
(Little Change) Low

Continuation
of Perquisites

High per
Acceptance

Low Probability
of Acceptance

Low
Medium

(Little Change) High

High

High

High Medium

High Medium
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4.)

relatively simple to administer; eligibility criteria are easily defined, bene-
fits are easily calculated, and there are no such problems as finding part-
time employment for the early retiree. Furthermore, as basically a one-
time commitment to the retiree, the arrangement can be offered during
limited time periods. However, it may be difficult to estimate the number'
of persons who will elect it There should be few legal problems if
employees volunteer for the option. Since the potential retiree will
receive less than full salary at early retirement, there'should be oniy
moderate political difficulty with this option. There may be market-
feasibility questions associated with this alternative. Some persons may
resist accepting the option, fearing they may not be able to reemploy
should their early-retirement income be insufficient.

Alternative 3: Individual-Based Early Annuity. Despite freeing
fewer funds than the severance-payment scheme, this option may still
free a moderate amount of funds, depending on how generous the
supplemental payment: are and whether cost-of-living adjustments are
made. It also allows a' medium employee-replacement rate. leouse the
supplement is paid for life, the retiree achieves a medium retirement in-
come. A modest number of employees may elect this plan, but they may
do so a few years earlier than they might under the lump-sum arrange-
ment. Administrative difficulties include encouraging the "right" per-
sons to take early retirement and correctly estimating the number of per-
sons who will accept the option. Participation might be controlled some-
what by offering the option for limited periods. There are apparently no
exceptional legal problems with the option, as long as employees
voluntarily elect it. An institution will need legal advice on financing the
supplemental payment. Political problems promise to be unexceptional
but market feasibility may be an issue. Persons who fear they may not be
able to obtain needed part time employment after retirement may reject
this option.

Alternative 4: Group-Based Early Annuity. Like the individual-
based annuity, this scheme frees a moderate amount of funds per early
retiree and allows a medium replacement rate. Since this alternative
would offer lower-paid employees comparatively high annuities for retir-
ing early, higher replacement rate among such employees might result.
These early retirees would receive a moderate retirement income, and
their supplemental payments would continue for life. There may be rela-
tively few administrative problems with this option because the structure
of its benefit schedule may encourage the "proper" employees to volun-
teer for early retirement. Nor sho.uld there be any exceptional legal prob-

1
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EARLY RETIREMENT ALTERNATIVES 191

lems, although the option may be less than politically acceptable,;opposi-
tion to offering lower-paid employees larger supplemental annuities is
predictable. Market feasibility may be aoncern if the early retirees feel
they may need to reemploy even'Ially. In some fields, reemployment
possibilities are limited.

Alternative 5: Individual-Based Early Annuity with Partial Employ-
ment. This option, providing a greater early-retirement income to the
retiree by combining part-time reemployment with the early annuity,
flees only a low-to-medium amount of funds for hiring new employees.
In most cases the funds freed will permit only a partial replacement.

.Savings might be .ntrally pooled and then reallocated, or they might be
combined within epartment to permit new hiring Consequently, only
a low-to-medium employee - replacement rate obtains. Although the
employee's retirement income may be as high as h:s preretirement
income, he must work part-time to obtain that income. Administering
this option may be troublesome, for the institution will have to arrange
for an employee to be retired and then rehired. Furthermore, this option
does not always release the office %pace used by the part-time retiree; so,
in fact, increased space demands may result. No unusual legal problems
should arise. The major potential objection again should be the issue of

paying someone to retire early. However, since the person is still

employed on a part-time basis, this objection should be less severe as a
political issue. In fact, this option is supported by persons who see it as
ap opportunity for employees to gradually enter retirement. Since the
person is being reemployed, market feasibility is an issue; there must be
something for the reemployed person to do. Many curt ent faculty mem-
bers have indicated that they would prefer early retirement with part-
time reemployment. They have stated these preferences without a clear
understanding of what the part-time job might be. Some recent incentive
retirees who reemployed on 4 part-time basis wanted to teach small,
graduate -level seminars, but their deans or chairmen wanted them to
teach large introductory courses for undergraduates. 7inding mutually
agreeable part-time tasks may be difficult.

Alternative 6: Group-Based Early Annuity with Partial Employ-

ment. The evaluation of this option is similar to that of the partial
employment plus individual-based annuity. A moderate amount of

money is freed. There is a low-to-medium employee-replacement ratio.
The employee receives a high retirement income. There are no unusual
legal problems, and few political questions are raised; but there must be a

market for the retiree's skills.
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Alternative 7: Continued Annuity Contributions. Since the only
commitment the institution makes to the early retiree under this option is
continued payment to his annuity fund, there is a great deal of money
freed per retiree. However, few persons would elect this option, so its
employee-replacement rate is low. The early retiree receives no early-
retirement income. An easy alternative to administer because of its
modest additional benefits and lack of salary supplements, this option
might raise legal questions about the way in which the payments are
made to the employee's annuity account. This is a politically feasible
alternative because of its modest additional benefits. However, it may be
acceptable only to employees who have the option of reemployment after
retirement.

Alternative 8: Severance Payment with Continued Annuity Contri-
butions. Depending on the size of the severance payment wider this op-
tion, there may be a medium-to-high level of funds freed per early
retiree. The severance payment makes th;s an attractive _option and
should produce a high employee replacement ratio. The early retiree's
early retirement income would. be modest, varying with how the sever-
ance payment was made. The option should be easy to administer unless
there difficulty deciding the size of the supplemental payment. Its legal
difficulties are related to the way in which the severance -payment and
annuity payments are made. There may be a few political problems if the
severance payment is very large. Yet if the supplemental annuity is small,
the option may appeal only to persons who are able to reemploy after
retire ment.

Alternative 9: Liberalized Benefits Schedule. This option frees few
funds because in most cases across-the-board benefit levels could not be
raised high enough to cause many people to retire early.' Although a full
salary line would be released for each early etiree, few new employees
could be hired because so few persons wr old elect this option. There
would be little change in the level of retirement income with this option
because increasing funds for all retirees results in little increase for any
particular person. Implementation difficulties would stem from the re-
quired modification of the ytttire retirement program, but there would be
no exceptional legal problems. Since it would affect all employees, the
change would 'e politically acceptable. Market feasibility might be an
issue if the early retirees terminate a number of years before the manda-
tory age. Some persons would select this option only if they were confi-
dent of finding new work.
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Alternative 10: Continuation of Perquisites. This alternative,
though it would free close to 100% of salary funds per acceptance, may
not be sufficiently attractive to encourage additional persons to retire
early. Consequently. it would result in a low-employee-replacement rate.
The option would have little or no effect on the size of one's annuity,
except as it might reduce one's out-of-pocket expenditures. It would be
easy to administer, since it would not affect the basic retirement plan. It
promises few if any legal difficulties and should be politically acceptable
because it applies to all retirees. Acceptance of the option may depend on
the extent to which potential participants feel they may need to reemploy
elsew here.

POLICY COMSIDERATIONS

The decision to adopt an incentive early-retirement scheme can be
made cooly after a careful analysis of institution-specific data and legal
counsel. Although key issues would certainly include manpower needs
and cost, there are other policies to be considered ley colleges and univer-
sities needing to increase turnover and open the ranks to employees with
n,w skills and qualifications.

Develop a Mechanism for Faculty Review and Evaluation. Were
faculty members to engage in periodic review and evaluation, part of the
need for mid-career change and early-retirement programs right be
eliminated. The less-productive faculty members might recognize the
desirability of changing careers while they still have the opportunity to
do so. The eventual abolition of mandatory retirement will force colleges
and universities to develop such mechanisms. One's right to continue in a
given position will soon be established through the application of clearly
stated criteria and procedures.

i
Provide Retirement and Financial Counseling. Prospective

retirees, and young employees as well, need advice about their retirement
program and other investment options. Workers need to save for retire-
ment when they are young so that their funds have time to compound.
Money added to a pension fund late in one's career simply does not have
time to grow. A number of our respondents stated that they realized they
should have sought pension and investment advice, but for some reason
failed to do so. Institutions might advise current employees about vari-
ous ways of preparing for retirement and offer information about the
experiences of persons who followed these suggestions.
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Disseminate Information about the Options. Getting the informa-
tion about the alternatives to the right persons may not he easy.
Employees tend to have little interest in their pension program until they
near retirement. Although the availability of a special option might be
publicized in general notices, a more direct approach may be necessary.
Each eligible early retiree might be given a notification of his eligit dity
and a description of the early- retirement arrangement. Where possible,
one office should handle the early-retirement arrangements and serve as
sole contact for the early retirees. However, early retirement is both an
academic and a personnel issue, so institutions may nced to assign 211

academic officer to help retirement personnel process applications.

Assure Academic Units Some Return from Early Retirements. A
college, school, or departmenimight be reluctant to become involved in
an early-retirement alternative if it would mean the loss of a faculty posi-
tion. In some cases this loss is unavoidable, as when a unit is being
reduced in size or eliminated. In cases where an early retiree will be
replaced, academic units need to be assured they will receive funds with
which to hire the replacement. Early retirees 11116ht be replaced on a one-
to-one basis campus-wide while individual units still suffer losses. Gains
and losses could be balanced in a campus-wide accounting procedure
guaranteeing every academic unit a certain return on all early retirements
during the year. If there were a central pool and a department had the
opportunity to hire a great scholar, the department 1. ;ght borrow a posi-
tion into which that pe ;on could be hired and give up a position later.

Do Not Necessarily Hire All Young Repiacements. Consider how
new appointments will affect faculty flow and replacement in years to
come. In order to achieve flexibility in hiring, a central pool of
reallocatable slots might be considered, and temporary appointments
might be used to level fluctuations if the number of permanent full-time
faculty members must remain constant.

Recognize Potential Contributions from Emeriti. Both manda-
tory-age arid early retirees may-desire to continue a relationship with the
university. Although a physical facility may not be essential, there
should be provisions made for emeriti who want to participate in projects
and activities. A number of recent retirees said they would have liked to
continue an association with their campus, and some were willing to
tarry committee assignments and the like.

Continue Certain Perquisites. An institution would not be making
a mistake in the eyes of retirees if it provided a few nonpecuniary perqui-
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POSTLUDE 195

saes such as listings in the faculty directory, extended library privileges,
campus parking, c:casional secretarial services, office space, free faculty
clu:i membership, and reduced rrices for cultural and sports events. Of
course, the benefits would be a cost to the institution. But in most cases
the cost would be minimal.

A WORD OF CAUTION

As mentioned in chapter 6, the provisions of the ADEA, ERISA and
sections 403 (b) and 415 of the Internal Revenue Code require caution in
the application of the alternatives autlined in this book. The ADEA
prohibits involuntarily retiring an employee merely because of age.
ERISA limits the amounts that may be added to an individual's pension
account, and any institution desiring to supplement a retiree's annuity
benefits should consult legal counsel about possible problems. Although
public pension plans are exempt from ERISA, individuals are not exempt
from provisions of the Internal Revenue Code. The way in which the
supplement it purchased and paid to the employee should be reviewed by
legal counsel.

POSTLUDE

There seem to be enormous- advantages to a university's removing
people who are tired, ineffective, or disaffected. Our research indicated
that such persons do exist within academia, and mid- carer and early-
retiremert options are ways to deal with their needs. Institutions must
realize that although these options may open the faculty ranks to new
employees with needzd qualifications and skills, financial costs are in-
volved. Persons considering changing careers and potential early retirees
must understand that although these options may permit them to pursue
new interests or to leave an undesirable situation, they may have to en-
d' ,e some financial loss. Nonetheless, it appears that mid-career change
and early retirement can be beneficial to both institutions and individ-
uals.

Obviously this conclusion does not suggest that most middle-aged
academics should find new careers, nor does it suggest that all older aca-
demics should retire earl Finally, we do not suggest that academics be
barred from continui past the normal retirement age. But our research
does point out that early retirees and persons who have made mid-career
chatTes are generally faring well.
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It is important that employees know about career options in order to
make intellivnt decisions about their futures. Similarly, institutions
need to be aware of these alternatives so they can plan. There are unseen
consequences of indentured laborin particular, the effects of the alien-
ated on other faculty members. Administered deftly, mid-career change
and early-retirement options could respond to this problem as well as to
some of the problems of the steady-state university.

NOTE

1. As noted earlier, across-the-board increases in early-retirement benefits
may be very expensive. To make the increases large enough to encourage
persons to retire earlier than planned would create dangerously high pen-
sion costs. Ste William C. Greenough and Francis P. King, "Is Normal
Retirement at Age 65 Obsolete?" Pension World 13, no. 6 (June 1977):
35-36.
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Append/ix

GUIDE TO ADMINISTRATOR INTERVIEWS*

1. What is yo.ir basic mandatory-retirement provision?

2. What is the basic early-retirement provision?

3. What is the essence of the increased-benefits early-retirement
arrangement?

a. At whom is the arrangement aimea?

b. What is the financial inducement?

c. Is there a provision for cost-of-living adjustments?
d. What inducements other than financial does the arrangement in-

clude?

e. How were the benefit levels determined?

What are the eligibility requirements?
years of serVice

. minimum age
other

g. Is it a formal or informal program?

These questions were devised as an interview guide. The actual interviews were conducted
as conversations, varying according to the unique circumstances of each institution

0
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4. What were the sources of the incentive early- retirement concept?

a. Who were the key actors?

b. What roles did they play?

5. Why was the concept originally considered?

6. What other early7retirement schemes were cow tdered?

a. Why were they dismissed?

b. What inducements other than money were considered?

7. How many early retirements have you had under thi: arrangement?
A

8. What factors caused employees to agree to early retil ement?

9. Were there any maividuals who formally considered early retire-
ment but did not take it? How many? Why did they not take the
arrangement?

10. How was the policy announced/publicized/promoted? Generally,
how were workers informed?

11. How were the early retirements handled?

a. How extensive were,the negotiations?

b. Who were the key individuals involved in these' gotiations?

c. What were their roles?

12. Was special counseling provided potential early retirees?

13. What is your general cvaluation of incentive early retirement?

a. As a policy/program
b. Administrative aspects
c. Do superiors understand the program?

d. Are the "right" people being selected?

e. How might the program be improved?

f. Beyond money, what should be of an early retirement pro-
gram?

GUIDE TO EARLY RETIREE INTERVIEWS*

1. When did you retire? How old were you? How many years had you
been employed by the university (company)?

These questions were devised as an interview guide The actual interviews were conducted
as conversations, varying according to the unique circumstances of each individual
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2. What position 'did you hold at the time you retired? (For faculty:
What was your academic field?)

3. What particular early-retirement arrangement was.made in your
case? How does this arrangement differ from normal mandatory or
early retirement? In addition to direct benefits, what fringes were
provided, such as medical coverage, health and life insurance, office
and lab space, secretarial services, library and parking privileges,
etc?

4. Had you always expected to retire when you did? If not, when did
you originally expect to retire? When did you start to think seriously
about early retirement?

5. What caused you to consider retiring early? Was there any special
impetus in the last year or so before retirement?

6. Befo,re you retired, did you talk with other persons about when you
should retire?

7. How did you initially become aware of the early-retirement arrange-
ment?

8. When, in relation to other events, did you and yobr immediate
superr first discuss early retirement? Who first raised the issue of
whether you should retire arly? Why? What was the other's
reaction?

9. Did you discuss early retirement wi:h any other administrator
(manager) before aiscussing it with your immediate superior? Who
was it? When did this discussion take place? Who first raised the
Issue of whether you should retire early? Why? What was the other's
reaction?

10. Did you feel any pressure from your sJperiors to retire early?

11. What was the administrative procedure for handling your early
retirement? (Who was involved, and what roles did they play?)

12. How would you evaluate the administrative handling of your early
retirement? (How satisfied are you with the way it' was handled?
What administrative changes do you feel are needed?)

13. How would you evaluate the provisions of the early-retirement
arraligcment? (How satisfied are you with those provisions? What
changes or alternatives would you suggest?)

14. Flow satisfied are you now with your decision to retire early? What
are your main reasons for feeling this way?

20J
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15. If you were able to make your decision of when to retire over again,
under the same circumstances', %at would you do? Retire sooner?
Retire at about the same time? Retire later? Why?

16. Would you Lave retired even earlier if the conditions of the early-
retirement arrangement had been different? If yes, what would have
been the necessary conditions? Assuming these Conditions could
have been met, at what'age might you have retired?

17. Beyond making financial plans, how did you prepare for ear
retirement? Did you find this useful? Other than financially, how
would you prepare for early retirement if you were doing it over
again?

18. What financial plans did u make for your retirement? How long
before you retired d' i you egin to make these plans? Did you make
these plans specifically fti early retirement, or were they plans you
would have made anyway? Did you change, or reevaluate, your
financial plans when you decided to retire early? In what way?

!^ ')id you receive any formal counseling about early retirement? If so,
did you find it beneficial? If not, do you feel you needed any?

20. Have you worked for pay since your initial re ;irement from the uni-
versity (compan:)? What was the nature of/this work? How much
time was committk d to it?

21. Are you now working for pay? If so, are you satisfied with the
amount you are now working, or woulcl you rather be working more
or less? Why? If you are net now working for pay, would you like to
have some kind of paid employment? Why?

22. What types of incomototepresently have? Which sources of in-
come provide your primary support?

23. How does your present standard of living compare with your stan-
dard of living before retirement? How does it compare with what
you expected it tope?

24. What are your current leisure, professional, and volunteer activ-
ities? How to they relate to what you were doing before you retired?
Are you continuing any of the professional activities you were en-
gaged in before you retired? What arg your plans for the next few

years?
25. Compared with your life before retirement, how happy are you with

your life now? Why?
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26. Do you know of any colleagues who considered and then decided
against retiring early? If yes, why did they decide against it?

27. What do you feel are the essential ingredients for a successful early
retirement?

21
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As universities pre faced with bt.d-
Wary cutbacks= and increasing pres-
sure to integrate younger academics,
women, and minorities into their
faculty ranks, ACADEMIA IN TRANS-
ITION is essential reading for all
academies considering early retirement
schemes or mid-career change as a
personal option. It will be pbrticularly
valuable reading for administrators
charged with planning early retirement
schemes and mid-career change support
systems for their faculty.
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